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An Index and Summary of Oregon Building Information 
in the Portlarui Daily Abstract (1906-1910) 
INTRODUCTION 
Newspapers are among the best SOUteeS of historic information about Oregon's buildings, but 
most are unindexed and so tedious to reseatch that they are often ignored. The indexing of these 
publications is an important goal for atehitectural historians and pteservationists, and the highest 
priority should probably go to one related series of speciality publications whose major emphasis 
was the building activity throughout the state. 
The_Ponland Daily Abstract was the earliest of tbese related publications that in 1925 evolved 
into the Daily Journal ofCommerce. Together they contain more information about early 
twentieth-century building activity in Oregon than any other contemporary publications. During 
these newspapers' first quarter century the building industry was the dynamic center of 
economic and cultural life to an extent that is difficult to imagine today, and this building 
activity was the major emphasis of these papers' six daily issues per week. Architects, 
contractors, building materials and suppliers, and the buildings being designed and built were 
the major focus of ftont page articles and other features. Architects were the celebrities of the 
front-page. 
Microfilm of the Portlarui Daily Abstract and the other newspapets which became known as the 
Daily Journal of Commerce exists at the Mullnomah County Library in Portland and at the 
University of Oregon's Knight Libtary in Eugene. 
Phase one of an index of the Ponlarui Daily Abstract, described in this document, was 
conceived as much more than an index. The computer database was expanded to allow a much 
richer summary and analysis than would have been necessary for an index. Subsequent phases 
of the index should eventually extend this format to cover about twenty-five years, from the 
Ponlarui Daily Abstract's beginning in mid-1906 until the year 1930, when building activity 
decreased dramatically and the Daily Journal ofCommerce began to emphasize other aspects of 
commerce. 
The initial phase of this project had three goals. First, was to develop the methodology and 
computet software. Second, was to record the data from an initial portion of the twenty-five 
year period; and third, was to print this data in formats that could be readily used by 
researchers. These goals have now been mel. The first three and one-half years of the 
puhlication, from June of 1906 through December of 1909, are done. Four months in 1907 and 
some additional dates in these first years are missing from the database because the issues for 
these dates apparently no longer exist (see the "Methodology" section for details). 
Most information for the database came from three locations within each issue of the newspaper. 
The most detailed information came from news articles located on page one. A list on the back 
page of each issue summarized the current projects and contracts in Architect's offices. The 
third location was a table on an inner page which listed Portland building permits. Additional 
information came from advertisements and other features. Some of this information was 
repeated daily for many issues without change. In these cases, only the earliest date was 
recorded in the database. 
Information in the Ponland Daily Abstract is so extensive that some limits had to be set 
concerning what would be included in the database. In general, only information that was 
related to Oregon was included. Many buildings in other Northwest states and elsewhere were 
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described, but they were not included unless an Oregon architect was reported to be tbe 
designer. An article about a stone quarry in ldabo would be included, since the stone migbt 
bave been used in Oregon. Some articles were reprinted from other publications and bad no 
information specifically about Oregon, but as an indication of the local awareness of new 
materials or processes, etc., these articles were also included. 
Bridges, roads, and otber purely engineering structures were not included, tbougb tbey were 
extensively described. New buildings or building alterations wbicb were reported to cost less 
tban $1000 were not included unless tbey were reported to be tbe work of a named arcbitect or 
bad some otber special significance. 
The database documents information about 9,774 specific buildings or structures, five 
landscapes, and one object. This includes 7,102 single-family bouses, 107 cburcbes, 336 
commercial stores, 397 apartment buildings, 170 scbools, and many additional categories of use. 
"Index/Summary Six" of this document contains a list of tbe buildings in tbe database sorted by 
categories of use, except for single-family houses which were so numerous tbat they were 
omitted. In addition to information about specific buildings, 1509 records in tbe database 
document otber categories of information whicb are not related to a specific building; see 
Index/Summary One. 
Some errors surely exist in this database. The quality of tbe microfilm was often poor and 
difficult to read, and errors existed in the newspaper as originally printed. Names of architects 
and contractors were often misspelled, so these were verified in directories and corrected in the 
database for consistent usage. It was beyond the scope of tbis project to similarly verify all 
names, addresses, and information, so otber data is recorded as reported. However, a building 
was often referred to witb different names and addresses, and tbese inconsistencies bad to be 
identified and corrected if possible, in order to link tbe information in tbese articles for later 
sorting and analysis. This required tbe selection of the best name and address tbat could be 
determined without resort to outside references. Personal judgment was often necessary in this 
selection and in correcting other data that was entered into tbe database. Some of tbese 
decisions are noted on the "summary" line in tbe index/summaries, buttbe limited space on tbe 
database forms did not allow for full disclosure of all discrepancies between tbe original sources 
and the database. Therefore, researcbers sbould verify all significant information in tbe original 
references and other sources. 
Unlike a typical researcb product whicb is compiled from multiple sources, this database is 
compiled from one publication only, and tbe potential for errors is large. The database contains 
mucb information tbat is useful in its present state, but its primary value will be to researcbers 
wbo will use this information as a first step in broader researcb tbat includes additional sources. 
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An Index and Summary of Oregon Building Information 
in the Portland Daily Abstract (1906-1910) 
INDEX/SUMMARIES: 
There are eleven index/summaries which sort the data in the database in various ways: 
One -- Topics other than specific buildings 
Two (A) -- Buildings sorted by city and building names (portland excluded) 
Two (B) - Portland buildings sorted by building names 
Three -- Buildings sorted by names of architect/designers 
Four -- Buildings sorted by names of conlractors and other names 
Five -- Buildings sorted by significant features 
Six -- Buildings sorted by use (houses excluded) 
Seven -- Portland buildings sorted by section and primary street 
Eight -- Portland buildings sorted by section and secood street 
Nine -- Portland buildings sorted by seclion and third streel 
Ten -- Portland buildings sorted by district or addition (partial list) 
Index/Summaries One, Two and Three contain the most complete references and 
information. Index/swnmaries Four through Ten contain partial information only. and it 
is necessary to look up the building's name in Index/Summary Two (A) or (B) for more 
complete information and references. 
Index/Summary one includes information which does not refer to a specific building in a 
particular location. This distinguishes this index/summary from the other ten index/summaries. 
which are organized in reference to specific buildings in particular locations. This 
index/summary is more like a conventional index, and includes miscellaneous topics such as a 
description of a stone quarry or a meeting of an organization. A lrip by an architect is 
referenced in this index/summary. but his buildings are listed and described in Index/Summary 
Three. 
Additional information and instructions for using these index/sununaries precede each 
index/sununary. 
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An Index and Summary of Oregon Building Information 
in the Portland Daily Abstract (1906-1910) 
PROJECT METHODOLOGY 
PORTLAND DAILY ABSTRACT 
The_Portland Daily Abstract was the first of a related series of newspapers that later became the 
Daily Journal of Commerce, which is still published in Portland today. Between 1912 and 1916 
two similar newspapers co-existed with the Portland Daily Abstract in Portland. All five of the 
following publications were similar in content and should be included in this project's database 
up to the year 1930, when building activity slowed. dramatically and reporting shifted to other 
commercial matters. At the University of Oregon, microfilm of these newspapers is boxed 
together with the Daily Journal of Commerce, except for the Oregon Building Record, which is 
boxed separately. 
Portland Daily Abstract (June 1906 to July 1916)
 
Portland Daily Examiner (March 1912 to December 1913)
 
Oregon Building Record (January 1914 to May 1916)
 
Daily Record-Abstract (July 1916 to September 1925)
 
Daily Journal of Commerce (October 1925 to present)
 
The current publisher of the Daily Journal ofCommerce retains bound original issues which 
begin with the first issues of the Portland Daily Abstract in June, 1906. The Mullnomah 
County Library in Portland retains original issues except for a few of the earliest years. No 
other original issues from the early years are known to exist. Microfilm of the above periodicals 
exists at the Mullnomah County Library and the University of Oregon's Knight Library. The 
Oregon Historical Society Library does not include the earliest years in its microfilm. The 
Mullnomah County Library and Knight Library microfilms were filmed at the University of 
Oregon and are identical. The quality of the microfilm is often poor, and many early issues are 
missing, especially in 1907. 
The missing issues from the first two years of publication that are missing from the microfilm 
are also missing from the original issues stored at the Daily Journal ofCommerce building in 
Portland. These missing issues apparently no longer exist anywhere. The missing material 
includes these dates: 
• July 2, 4, and 27 (page 1 only), 1906 
• August 29, 1906 
• November 2, 1906 
• January 5, 1907 
• April 30, 1907 
• May 30, 1907 
• June 29, 1907 
• the entire months of July, August, and September, 1907 
• October 3, 4, and 19, 1907 
• the entire month of November, 1907 
• January II, 1908 
• June 30 (all pages after 4), 1909 
• December 31 (all pages after 3), 1909 
Several issues are missing on the microfilm but exist in the original issues stored at the Daily 
Journal ofCommerce building. These issues were included in the database for this project, and 
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the source was noted on the index/summaries "summary" line as a "DJC copy" or with a similar 
note to indicate that it is not on the microfilm. The issues which are missing from the microfilm 
but exist in the OJC' s storage include: 
• August 7 through 20,22,26 (page 4 and 5 only), 1908 
• August 25 through 28, 1908 are very bad copies on the microfilm 
• November 5, 1908 
• February 2 (page 4), and 3 (page I), 1909 
• March 13 (page 4), and 15 (page I), 1909 
• June 29 (page 3 not readable), 1909 
Except for the few original issues that were used when no microfilm existed, all data for this 
database was entered into the computer from microfilm. 
Another publication, the weekly Pacific Builder and Engineer, also began publication in 1906 
and contains unindexed information which would be a desirable and compatible addition to this 
database. The Pacific Builder and Engineer has few of the long articles and details of the 
Parrland Daily Abstract and the other predecessor newspapers to the Daily Joumal of 
Commerce; but the Pacific Builder provides much information which is not in these other 
publications. It published weekly lists of building permits and other brief descriptions of 
building activity throughout the Northwest. This information is especially valuable for 
buildings that are not located in Portland, since Portland has retained its old building permit 
records and most other Oregon communities have not. The Pacific Builder provides the only 
surviving record of these permits and building activity for many communities. The 1906-08 
volumes of the Pacific Builder and Engineer are available only at the University of 
Washington's Suzzallo Library. Volumes for 1909 and the following years are available at the 
Multnomah County Library in Portland and may be loaned through inter-library loan. 
Future additions to the database should reconsider the most appropriate means of including data 
from the Portland building permits. These permits were listed in each issue of the Parrland 
Daily Abstract, and this data was recorded in the database. The ~ta listed for each permit was 
so brief, and the building often of so little significance, that it often seemed questionable 
whether to include these permits in the database. The importance of including this data is now 
clear however. It is not possible to always know during the data-entry process which data will 
prove useful and which will not, so future extensions of the database should continue to include 
all permits with a dollar value over an arbitrary minimal amount ($1000 was used so far, but 
this should probably increase in later years). Some errors were made by the Porrland Daily 
Abstract in reporting the permits. Future extensions of this database should use the more 
accurate and complete hand-written information on the original permit forms, which are 
available on microfilm reels at the Portland Building's first floor Permit Center. Duplicate reels 
can be purchased. These microfilm reels of Portland building permits were filmed in 
chronological order and are stored in a cabinet apart from the other permits and information 
which are filed by address. The address files often do not include the early permits, and the 
front desk employees who respond to public inquiries are usually unaware of the chronological 
microfilm reels, but they are available for public viewing. 
No firm plan currently exists for the future continuation of this database. Grants may be 
available to continue the project in five-year increments. During the first phase of the project 
when procedures and software were being developed and tested, the author personally recorded 
all data in the database, making frequent changes to the computer forms and procedures as the 
project progressed. Now that the first phase is completed, subsequent recording of data can be 
accomplished by any person who is generally familiar with the subject matter and wbo exercises 
care. Recording and printing a five-year increment of the database will probably take such a 
person about 1 1/2 to 2 years. Persons interested in the continuation of this project, in more 
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information about the computer database and software applications, or in on-line use of the 
database should contact Michael Shellenbarger, School of Architecture and Allied Arts, 
University of Oregon. If Professor Shellenbarger is unavailable, contact Christine Sundt, slide 
librarian at the School of Architecture and Allied Arts branch library. To use the database on­
line, the user must have a 286-type computer or beller, and the Dataease program. 
COMPUTER DATABASE 
An IBM-compatible 386 computer was used for this relational database. "DataEase' software 
was the database program, and all applications were developed specifically for this project. Two 
primary data-collection forms were created; FORM ONE was a general index form for 
recording information that was not related to a specific building in a particular location. FORM 
lWO recorded information that was related to a specific building in a particular location. 
FORM lWO is much more complex than FORM ONE, primarily to allow for inforrnation 
about the location and description of the building. The database contains 1509 records on 
FORM ONE and 12,074 records on FORM lWO. The FORM lWO records contain 
information about 9772 buildings and structures, five landscapes, and one object. 
Eight additional forms provide related data about architects and contractors, building uses, index 
categories, conversion of Portland street names, etc. Names of Districts are recorded on 278 
records. Names and data about architects are recorded on 420 records. Names and data about 
contractors and other persons are recorded on 2379 records. Portland street name changes 
require 3674 records. This higWy integrated set of forms allowed many data-entry operations to 
be performed automatically and insured consistent usage and spelling. 
Data was entered chronologically by the dates of the Port/alld Daily Abstract, except for the few 
issues that were missing from the microfilm and were added later from the original paper issues. 
When the building's name was entered, the computer immediately searched for records with the 
same name. Previous records with this name could then be displayed to verify that the name 
was used only for records about the same building. Often, however, earlier records about the 
same building used a somewhat different name, and the computer operator could search for these 
records using other likely names and location information. Related records which were not 
found attbis time would usually be located later by inspection of lists which sorted the records 
in the database by location. Building names were then changed to be identical on all related 
records. It was important to identify records wbich applied to the same building so that the 
information in related records would be grouped together under the same name in the 
index/summaries. 
Space was provided on each form for entering two separate references. This saved computer 
storage space when the second reference continued the first or added little new information. 
However, when two references occur on the same form, some minor confusion results. 
Illustrations were rare, but if one is noted, it is not clear which of the two references has it. The 
"Building Status" field reports the more recent status. The 'summary" line is followed by a 
word in brackets which indicates the amount of additional information that is contained in the 
references, but it is not clear which reference contains this amount of information. 
When a Portland street address was entered, the computer automatically searched 3674 records 
which recorded changes in street names. The current street name was then entered 
automatically. If an old street name had more than one current name, the computer displayed 
the available choices plus information to assist in selecting the appropriate choice. Historic 
maps of Portland were very helpful in identifying street changes and choices. When the 
complete street address was entered, the computer automatically determined the proper section 
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designation (NE, SW, etc.) for each street. Appendix A. is a list of Portland street name 
changes compiled for this project, and includes a bibliography of maps. 
There are many other features of the database that substantially reduced the amount of time 
necessary to accurately record information. It does not seem necessary to fully describe all of 
these features and forms however. Some lists of the choices that were developed for fields on 
FORM TWO may be of interest. For the"ArchitectlDesigner's role," these choices were 
available: 
design	 • contracting• 
•	 co-design • may design?
 
consultant • maybe role?
 • 
•	 interviewee • unclear 
•	 competitor 
For the "Project Type" field of FORM TWO, the following choices were available. "Presume 
, new" was often selected, since reported descriptions often implied that the project was new 
construction, without clearly stating so. "New" seemed potentially misleading under such 
circumstances, and its use was reserved for work that was reported as new work. 
•	 new • landscape 
•	 alteration/addition • new and alteration
 
presume new • building moving
 • 
•	 other • demolition 
•	 new or alteration? • partial raze 
Choices for the "Building Use" field on FORM TWO were adapted from a list used by the 
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office. The complete list of uses developed for the database 
appears at the beginning of Index/Summary Six. Choices were added to this list during the data­
entry process as needed. Information in the Portland Daily Abstract was not always adequate to 
select a precise use. For example, a building's use was sometimes described as "bam", without 
additional information which would categorize it as "agriculture/bam". Consequently, both of 
these categories were available for use. Similarly, "garage" and "automobile garage" both 
appear. "Mill" categories were not always clear. See Index/Summary Six for lists of the 
buildings in the database sorted by use. 
For the "Building Status" field of FORM TWO, the following choices were available: 
•	 intends to build • status unclear 
•	 architect interview • damaged 
•	 architect selected • razed or destroyed 
•	 designer interview • destroyed by fire 
•	 designer selected • to be razed 
•	 design not begun • damaged by fire 
•	 design in progress • moved to new site 
•	 plans are ready • no intent to build 
•	 soon out to bidders • description/bistory 
•	 in bidding process • to be moved 
•	 contract awarded • not built 
•	 building permit issued • being razed 
•	 under construction • building deferred 
•	 construction done • to partially raze 
•	 construction done? 
•	 built; unclear when 

I/SI i 
Instructions 
An Index and Summary of Oregon Building Information
 
in the Portland Daily Abstract (1906-1910)
 
INDEX/SUMMARY ONE -­
TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUll.DINGS 
Instructions: 
This index/swnmary includes infonnation wltich does not refer to a specific building in a 
particular location. This distinguishes this index/summary from the other ten 
index/summaries, which are organized in reference to specific buildings in particular locations. 
This index/summary is more like a conventional index, and includes miscellaneous topics such 
as a descriptioo of a stooe quarry or a meeting of an organization. A trip by an architect is 
referenced in this index/summary, but his buildings are listed and described in Index/Summary 
Three. The data for Index/Summary One is recorded on 1509 records in the database. Many 
references are indexed under more than one heading. All index/summaries include a one-line 
summary of the contents of the reference, followed by a one-word note [ + "much". "some". 
"minor", or "none"] which indicates how much additional information is contained in the 
referenced documents. The index topics include: 
Architectural League of the Pacific Coast 
Architects - California 
Architects - Oregon 
Architects - Washington 
Architectural practice 
Architecture, styles 
Artists/craftsmen - Portland 
Bathing - Portland 
Builders and developers - Portland 
Building and materials, asbestos 
Building and materials, brick 
Building and materials, brick, tile, ceramic 
Building and materials, cement and concrete 
Building and materials, ceramic tile 
Building and materials, elevators 
Building and materials, escalators 
Building and materials, glass 
Building and materials, industrialized building 
Building and materials, iron and steel 
Building and materials, lime 
Building and materials, masonry (general) 
Building and materials, mechanical/electrical 
Building and materials, metals 
Building and materials, miscellaneous 
Building and materials, plaster and stucco 
Building and materials, roofmg 
Building and materials, sheet metal 
Building and materials, stone 
Building and materials, terra cotta 
Building and materials, windows and doors 
Building and materials, wood 
Building contracts, specifications 
Building inspection - Portland 
liS 1 ii 
Instructions 
Building laws - Portland 
Building permits - Portland 
Building statistics - Northwest 
Children, facilities for 
City planning 
Columbia Beach - growth & development 
Construction equipment 
Contractors - Oregon 
Contractors - Portland 
Coos Bay, Oregon (Marshfield) 
Cottage Grove - growth & development 
Engineers - Portland 
Eugene - growth & development 
Fires and fire protection - Canada 
Fires and fire protection - Portland 
Fires and fire protection - United States 
Government Camp - growth & development 
Harrisburg - growth & development 
Interior decoration - residential 
Labor strikes & disputes - Portland 
Minorities and women, Chinese 
Minorities and women, Indians, American 
Minorities and women, Irish 
Minorities and women, Italians 
Minorities and women, women 
Oregon - growth & development 
Polk County, Oregon - growth & development 
Portland (region) - growth & development 
Portland - bibliography 
Portland - districts, additions 
Portland - growth & development 
Portland - street car lines 
Portland - streets 
Portland Architectural Club 
Portland Association of Architects 
Publications, building 
Real estate - investment 
Roads and Highways - Oregon 
Salem - growth & development 
Seaside - growth & development 
Sunset Beach - growth & development 
Trains - Oregon Electric RR 
Warrenton - growth & development 
Woodburn - growth & development 
liS I 1 
Arch. League••.Pacif. Coast 
INDEX/SUMMARY ONE ­
TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Ponnat: Index topics {also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5J 
Swnmary { + more infonnation in references: none, minor, some, much] 
(references in Por/land Daily Abstract: date, page &. column number, heading) Illustration? 
Arch. League...Pacif. Coast 
beginning of
 
proposed in relation to Arcb. Club's 1st Annual Exhibit, Ellis Lawrence, Cbair [ + some]
 
{I2/09/07 pOI,c3 First} and {I2126/07 pOI,c3 Annual}
 
AlA cbapters and arcb. clubs affiliate; Willis Polk (San Francisco), first Pres. [+ much]
 
{03/24/09 pOI,c4 Coast}
 
Architects - California 
Sutton. Albert San Francisco, California
 
interview during visit to Portland for Hotel Oregon annex: Portland; San Franc. [+ much]
 
{06/18/07 pOl,c3 Prominent}
 
Architects - Oregon 
Adams, W. C. Portland, Oregon 
well known contractor is adding architectural dept.; several projects listed [ + much] 
{12/19/06 pOI ,c3 Terrace} 
St. Johns architect/contractor; came tbere few years ago; now moving to Hood Rv. [ + some] 
{04/20/07 pOI ,c3 St. Johns} 
Allen. Frank P. Portland, Oregon 
formerly of Portland arcb. Lewis & Allen; now in charge of Alaska-Yukon Exposit. [+ some] 
{02/17/08 pOI,c4 Seattle} 
Anderson. F. M. Portland, Oregon 
came to Portland in late Marcb from lola, Kansas practice; originally St. Louis [ + some] 
{05/27/07 pOI,c3 $I5,OOO} 
came to Portland from Kansas about a year ago; describes new Dufur, Oregon botel [ + some] 
{OI/23/08 pOI,c3 Dufur's} 
returned from an extensive trip all througb Southern Oregon; Scappoose Scbool [ + millor] 
{04/02/08 pOI,c4 New} 
invited to attend exhibition at Tiffany studios in NYC of art glass window [ + much] 
{06/24/08 pOI ,c3 Wonderful} 
Paul Kline, wbolesale lumber dealer of Kansas, has been bouse guest for few days [ + some] 
{08/22/08 pOI,c4 Personal} 
Angell. Elmer E. Portland, Oregon
 
'prepared" plans and is contractor for M. H. Griffin building [see] [ + some]
 
{12/15109 pOI,c4 Here and}
 
Arend. A. A. Portland, Oregon
 
"prepared plans" for bouse; also gen. contractor; extent of design role unclear [ + some]
 
(06/22/09 pOI ,c4 Up-to-)
 
Bable. C. H, Portland, Oregon
 
becomes first secretary of Portland Architectural Club [ + some]
 
{06/13/06 pOI,c3 Architec.}
 
liS I 2 
Architects - Oregon 
INDEX/SUMMARY ONE ­
TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Format: Index topics [also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5} 
Summary I + more information in references: none, minor, some, much] 
{references in Portland Daily Abstract: date, page & column number, heading} muslration? 
Bartlett. R. R. Hood River, Oregon 
formerly of Scranton, Pa.; forms partnership with R. N. Hockenberry in Hood Riv. [+ some] 
{09/21109 pOI,c4 Branch} 
Bennes. Hendricks & Thnmpson Portland, Oregon 
[first use of this firm name, after a few weeks of Bennes and Hendricks] [ + millor] 
{06/19/09 pOI,c4 Armory} 
move office from Labbe building to fourth floor suite in new Henry building [ + millor] 
{08/13/09 pOI ,c5 Architec.} 
Bennes. Hendricks & Tobey Portland, Oregon 
J. B. Bennes of Baker City (formerly Chicago) joined firm of Hendncks & Tobey [ + some] 
{O?/23/06 p04,c2 New} 
firm moves from room 18 Labbe Building to room 6?, fourth floor of same building [ + millor] 
{08/16/06 pOl,c3 Change} 
predict at least 2 or 3 years of continued Portland growth; others quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOl,c3 Building} 
moved to new office on 4th floor of Labbe building; commodious and light [ + some] 
{08/30/06 p04,c2 Builders'} 
partnership dissolved; Tobey leaves and will probably open office; [new name?] [ + some] 
{05104/09 pOI ,c5 Architec.} 
Bennes• .I. V. Portland, Oregon 
saws fire wood every morning at 6, but is ready for a steam saw [ + some] 
{1l/28/06 pOl,c3 Wants A} 
Berndt & Tegen Portland, Oregon 
Robert Tegen, architect in East, joins F. J. Berndt in partnership [ + some] 
{05105109 pOI,c3 Large} 
Berndt. Francis .I. Portland, Oregon 
first Education Comm. of Portland Arch. Club, with Wilson, Plummer, Kroner [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOI,c3 Architec.} 
joins Gibson; from 16 years with Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge in Boston and Chicago [ + some] 
{05103/0? pOI,c4 Gibson-} 
(Gibson-Berndt Co.), new president of Portland Arch. Club; recently from Chicago [ + some] 
{05110/0? pOI,c3 Holds} 
President of Portland Architectural Club; of Gibson-Berndt Company [ + minor] 
{05/24/0? pOl,c3 Portland} 
President of Portland Architectural Club; moving spirit of first exhibition [ + some] 
{IO/02/0? pOI ,c3 Architec.} 
of Gibson-Berndt Company, architects [ + none] 
{12/28/0? pOI,c4 Gerlinger} 
on committee to write new Portland building ordinance, wlWilliams, Lewis, Grace [ + much] 
{IO/20/08 pOI,c4 Forging} 
Black. Harry Nelson Portland, Oregon 
moved to Portland from East for health; designing church, several large bldgs. [+ some] 
{09/23/09 pOI ,03 Mt. Tabor} 
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Bowman, F. E .. & Company Portland, Oregon 
"architects, builders and agents for Irvington"; usual subs named; houses noted [ + much] 
{1I129/09 pOI,c4 Building} and {12/10/09 pOI,c4 Residenc.} 
Browne. P. Chappell Portland, Oregon 
predicts 5 years of Portland growth; advocates buying corners; others quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOI,c3 Building} 
Burggraf, Charles Albany, Oregon 
advertises for an architectural draftsman, one good 00 perspectives preferred [ + minor] 
{03123/09 p08,c2 Wanted} 
Butler, Richard M. Portland, Oregon 
R.	 M. Butler, Portland newcomer, establishes office in room 15, Hamilton Bldg. [ + some] 
{05/14/07 pOl,c3 Opens} 
Butterworth. A, S. Portland, Oregon 
partner in Butterworth-Stephenson Co.; W. W. Stephenson resides in California [ + much] 
{08/02/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
Bulterworth-81ephenson Company Portland, Oregon 
"Designers and Builders of Artistic Homes"; prepares plans; bungalows, cottages [ + some] 
{I0/19/08 pOl,c3 Butterwo.} and {1I/19/08 p02,c4 Butterwo.} 
now officials builders for Swift company houses in Kenton; build 3-5 per week [ + some] 
{03/08/09 pOI,eS Building} 
W. W. Stephenson resides in California; A. S. Butterworth runs Portland office [	 + much] 
{08/02/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
"prepare plans" and build; plan to erect a number of houses during coming season [ + much] 
{12/IO/09 pOI,c5 A Swiss} 
Cahill. B. .I. S. San Francisco, California 
Wright, Rushford & Cahill, San Francisco; opens Portland firm with Frank Gibson [ + some] 
{1I/03/09 pOl,c3 New} 
Camp. H. L .. & Co. Portland, Oregon 
firm has 25 residences recently built or building in Portland; several named [ + much] 
{06/24/07 pOl,c3 Holladay} 
Carlander. P. Adolph Portland, Oregon 
was draftsman in East; designed & buill fine bldgs. on East Side, Portland Hts. [+ some] 
{02/12/08 p06,c3 Fine} 
described as "contractor and builder"; lives and/or works in University Park [ + minor] 
{03/23/08 pOI,c3 Many} 
bldg. permit 15121 lists address as 1627 Huron St. [current: 7471 N. Huron Ave.] [ + millor] 
{04/09/09 p05,c3 Building} 
"architect and builder" moves from University Park to 1102 Cleveland Ave. [see] [ + some] 
{08/04/09 p06,c3 Removal} 
"architect and builder"; [2 houses, flat bldg., Columbia Hardware described] [ + much] 
{12/13/09 pOI,c5 Hardware} 
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Claussen & Claussen Portland, Oregon 
open office; H. Fred Claussen and William E. Claussen, recently from Chicago [ + some] 
{03/28/08 pOl,c3 Claussen} 
now moved from 613 Buchanan building to 305-7 Board of Trade building [ + 1I0ne] 
{07/22/08 pOl,c5 Architec.} and {07/24/08 pOl,c4 Planning} 
Claussen, H. Fred Portland, Oregon 
Claussen & Claussen; recently in charge of Thomas McCall's arch. office, Chicago [ + some] 
{03/28/08 pOl,c3 Claussen} 
on way to houseboat near Bundy'S swimming baths on river; $40 gold watch stolen [ + some] 
{10102108 pOl,c4 Loses His} 
Claussen, William E. Portland, Oregon 
Claussen & Claussen; recently from Chicago experience in stJllctural drafting [ + some] 
{03/28/08 pO I,c3 Claussen} 
Conklin Brothers Portland, Oregon 
architects and builders; building three houses and a flat building, described [ + much] 
{02/05/09 pOl,c4 A Few} 
Conklin. W. M.. & Company Portland, Oregon 
prepare plans and build houses; several noted; [same as Conklin Brothers?] [ + much] 
{06/09/09 pOl,c4 Residenc.} 
Dautoff. J. R. Portland, Oregon 
formerly draftsman for Richard Martin, Jr.; now with MacNaughton, Raymond & Law. [+ nOlle] 
{04/24/07 pOl,c4 Changes} 
Demangeon. A. Portland, Oregon 
formerly with Allis Chalmers Co.; now with Portland Machinery Co.; mill designer [ + some] 
{1l/24/09 pOl,c3 Lumher} 
Dittrich. Henry C. Portland, Oregon 
opens office at 605 Worcester huilding; two houses and school addition described [ + some] 
{06/22/08 pOl,c3 Opens An} 
elected Vice Pres. of Portland Association of Architects; other officers named [ + some] 
{03/12/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Downing, W. H. Portland, Oregon 
new architect has opened an office at 232 1/2 Washington St., Room 18 [ + none] 
{08/24/09 pOl,c5 A New} 
Doyle & Patterson Portland, Oregon 
A. E. Doyle associates with W.	 B. Patterson; new offices in Commonwealth Bldg. [+ some] 
{06/03/07 pOl,c4 New} 
recently established their office, in Commonwealth bldg.; much work on hand	 [ + some] 
{07/l0/07 pOl,c3 Doyle} 
Doyle. Albert E. Portland, Oregon 
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toast at banquet of Portland Architectural Club: ·Portland, Past and Present" [ + some] 
{05110107 pOl,c3 Holds} 
appointed to Scholarship committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + millor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
associates with W. B. Patterson who is ending his role on Wells Fargo Building [ + some] 
{06/03/07 pO l,c4 New} 
drawings in PAC's Exhibit: classic sketches of ancient Grecian ruins [ + some] 
{01110108 pOl,c3 Portland} 
visits New York, Chicago, Buffalo, Boston ...w/Sigmund Frank June 7 to early July [ + some] 
{06110108 pOl,c5 Architect} and {07/08/08 pOl,c3 Meier} 
in PAC baseball games; hit bases-loaded home run and two more; his team lost [ + milchI 
. {09/23/08 pOl,c3 Architec.} and {09/30108 pOI,c4 Jacobber.} 
Eastham & Company Portland, Oregon 
prepared plans for houses for Zan, Wintermute, and J. Lewis; constructing some [ + milch] 
{I 1/1 1/09 pOl,c3 Five} 
Eastman Company Portland, Oregon 
builders and designers; company employs its own architects; some projects noted [ + some] 
{ll/01/09 pOl,c4 Buildings} 
Elkerton. George H. Portland, Oregon 
·Contracting Architect"; preparing plans for 3 story frame hotel in Sellwood [ + millor] 
{04/18/08 p06,c2 Elkerton} 
Emery. A. C., Company Portland, Oregon 
architect and builders; soon incorporated, succeeds Morris-Emery Company [ + some] 
{02111/09 pOl,c3 Change} 
completed plans and began construction of Emery's and two other houses [ + much] 
{07/22/09 pOI,c4 Three} 
Ewart. Alex C. Portland, Oregon 
office predicts continued Portland growth if 8% return sure; others quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOI ,c3 Building} 
moves this week from 321 Failing building to 421 on the floor above [ + 1I01le] 
{03/09/08 pOl,c4 Architect} 
briefly occupied room 421, Failing bldg.; moves back to room 321, same bldg. [+ millor] 
{06/06/08 pOI,c4 Architect} 
local rep. for Merrill Corp., makers of rotating in-wall apartment furnishings [ + milch] 
{1l/20108 pOl,c3 Some} and {1l/23/08 pOl,c3 A Slip} 
moved office in Failing building to 523 Beck building [ + none] 
{12/31/08 pOl,c5 Removal} 
Faber, Alfred H. Portland, Oregon 
recently from Los Angeles, originally from Philadelphia; resides at Mt. Tabor [ + minor] 
{IO/IO/06 pOI,c3 New M. E.} 
recently opened office; [previously at Bennes, Hendricks & Tobey?]; 4 projects [ + much] 
{12/28/06 pOI,c3 Plans By} 
company's architect for Portland Miracle Pressed Stone Co., of Portland [ + much] 
{l2/05108 pOl,c3 Portland} 
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architect for houses by Portland Bldg. Assoc. in book, The House That Differs [ + much] 
{12/04/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Fleeman. Brown & Company Portland, Oregon 
architects, constr. engineers, mech., elec.; power plants, sawmilJs~ from Utah [ + somel 
{08/20/09 pOl,c4 New} 
Fleeman. R. B. Portland, Oregon 
of Fleeman, Brown & Co.; buys lot 5, block 32, Vernon to build a house [ + some] 
{09/15/09 pOI,c4 Sales by} 
Fouilhoux• .I. Andre Portland, Oregon 
forms Lazarus, Whitehouse & Fouilhoux; Fouilhoux in charge of engineering branch [ + some] 
{03/17/09 pOI,c3 New Firm} 
Fritsche. Wenzel Portland, Oregon 
preparing plans for several East and West Portland apartments; one described [ + much] 
{1l/30/09 pOI,c3 Apartmen.} 
Fuller. Grahams Portland, Oregon 
member of first House Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with Raymond and Kable [ + some] 
{06/l3/06 pOI,c3 Architec.} 
Gates & YOUng Portland, Oregon 
"architects and builders" planning six houses in Irvington. $8000 to $10,000 ea. [ + much] 
{1l/29/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
German Building & Construe. Co. Portland, Oregon 
"have prepared plans" for 2 story, brick, C. L. Derby building [ + some] 
{07/0l/09 pOl,c3 $15,000} 
Gibson & Cahill Portland, Oregon 
B. J. S. Cahill, San Francisco, and Frank B. Gibson open Portland archil. firm [ + some] 
{1I/03/09 pOl,c3 New} 
"architects" for Eilers Brothers warehouse, previously listed by Frank B. Gibson	 [ + some] 
{12/06/09 pOl,c3 More} 
Gibson & Paradice Portland, Oregon 
new name: The Gibson Co., architects & engineers; add C. A. Merkel, engineer [ + minor] 
{02/26/07 pOl,c3 Gibson} 
Gibson Company. The Portland, Oregon 
description of their new offices in Swetland Building: art glass, skylight, etc. [+ much] 
{03/06/07 pOI,c3 Gibson} 
Gibson. Frank B, Portland, Oregon 
supervises constr. of Henry Bldg. by Berndt; will open office in Henry Bldg. [+ some] 
{08/l8/09 pOl,c4 Warehouse} 
with Richard Martin, Jr. 10 years; opens firm with B. J. S. Cahill, San Francis. [ + some] 
{1I/03/09 pOl,c3 New} 
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of Gibson & Cahill; buys borne for himself on E. 23rd between Brazee & Thompson r + some] 
{12/24/09 pOI,c3 Sale on} 
Gibson-Berndt Company. The Portland, Oregon 
The Gibson Co. reorganized under tbis name, adding Francis p. Berndt of Cbicago [ + some] 
{05103107 1'01,04 Gibson-} 
increased its office space in Swetland building, annexed room 702 r + minor] 
{05/25107 pOl,c3 Quarters} 
Goodrich & Goodrich Portland, Oregon 
firm name continued after deatb of father; son C. L. joined by otber son Thomas r + some] 
{0510S/OS ,,01,c3 Thomas} 
~ame now King & Goodrich; Clenath J. and Thomas M. Goodrich, Herbert B. King [ + much] 
{04/06/09 pOl,c3 A New} 
firm name now listed as Goodrich, King & Goodricb, for Vancouver Eagles lodge [ + some] 
{OSIOSI09 pOl,c4 Vancouver} 
Goodrich. C. L. Portland, Oregon 
continued Goodrich & Goodrich after father died; was City Engineer of St. Johns [ + some] 
{OSIOS/OS pOI,c3 Thomas} 
Goodrich. Clenath .I. Portland, Oregon 
of Goodrich & Goodricb; name change to King & Goodricb, architects & engineers [ + much] 
{04/06/09 pOl,c3 A New} 
Goodrich. King & Goodrich Portland, Oregon 
first use of this firm name, in connection witb Eagles Lodge bldg. in Vancouver [ + some] 
{0510SI09 1'01,04 Vancouver} 
new staff: John B. Leonard. concr.; W. E. Leland, heat; Thomas Hawkes, landscape [ + much] 
{05/2S/09 pOI,c3 Strong} 
Goodrich. Thomas M. Portland, Oregon 
fresb from New York City, joins brother in Goodrich & Goodrich, replacing fatber [ + some] 
{OSIOS/OS pOl,c3 Thomas} 
Grace. R• .1. Portland, Oregon 
on committee to write new Portland building ordinance, w/Lewis, Williams, Berndt [ + much] 
{I0/20/0S pOI ,04 Forging} 
Grace. Richard M. Portland, Oregon 
appointed to Municipal Affairs committee of tbe Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOI,c3 Portland} 
elected Secretary of Portland Arch. Club, May 4th; gave paper on reinforc. cone. [+ much] 
{05107/0S pOI,c3 Portland} 
Hallock. F. S.. & Company Portland, Oregon 
"prepared plans" for J. R. Wood bouse and bouse in Jonesmore [see]; will build [ + much] 
{12/25/09 pOI,c4 Two} 
Hamborg. V. Portland, Oregon 
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architectural draftsman, first class; adv. seeking employment; 86 112 W. Park St [ + Ilolle] 
{06/07/O7 p04,c2 Builder's} 
Hawkes, Thomas Portland, Oregon 
joins Goodrich, King & Goodrich staff; landscape architect from Chicago [ + some] 
{05/28/09 pOl,c3 Strong} 
Hefty, Henry .T, Portland, Oregon 
architect is currently in Switzerland and will soon return [ + minor] 
{12/28/O6 pOI,c4 Hefty} 
recently returned from Europe; announces new projects, one "old English" style [ + much] 
{10118107 pOl,c3 Time} 
moves office to 203 Gerlinger bldg. from temporary location, 423 Lumber Exchange [ + some] 
{06/27/08 pOl,c4 Hefty} and {07/OJ/08 pOl,c3 Now!o} 
Helliwell & Hardy Portland, Oregon 
Arleta architects, contractors, builders for several years; to open office [ + some] 
{1l/23/09 pOI,c4 Lents and} 
Henn. Charles W. Portland, Oregon 
opens office after year w/Lazarus; previously New York, Cincinnati, New Haven [ + some] 
{10109108 pOI,c3 New} 
joins Ernst Kroner to form Kroner & Henn, Ocl. I, with office in Worcester block [ + millor] 
{09/24/09 pOI ,c5 To Join} 
Hensill, E. G. Portland, Oregon 
experienced draftsman formerly of Los Angeles, hired by W. C. Knighton [ + minor] 
{04/05107 pOI,c3 Secures} 
Hockenberry. R. N.. & Company Portland, Oregon 
company moves from 42 Washington building to 203 Abington building [ + none] 
{02/12/09 pOI,c5 Architect} 
Hockenberry, Raymond N. Portland, Oregon 
Hockenberry predicts continued Portland growth; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOI,c3 Building} 
reinf. conc. experience: Babbitt Soap plant, NYC subway; friend of Kahn & Turner [ + some] 
{06/OJ/07 pOI,c3 Oregon} 
spent Christmas in Spokane, Washington [ + none] 
{12/28/O7 pOl,c4 Christmas} 
plans being prepared for several high class houses in various parts of Portland [ + minor] 
{04/02/09 p06,c2 Hockenb.} 
new partnership in Hood River with R. R. Bartlett; will stay mostly in Portland [ + some] 
{09/21/09 pOl,c4 Branch} 
Holton. Frank Portland, Oregon 
"prepared plans and will build" house for Ex-Governor T. T. Geer <see) [ + some] 
{08/10/09 pOI,c4 Ex-Gover.} 
Honeyman. B. R. Portland, Oregon 
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engineer; now with M. H. Whitehouse, in charge of concrele and other structures [ + some] 
{01/25/08 pOI,c4 New} 
Howard & Swingle Pendleton, Oregon 
this architectural firm has prepared plans for two bridges for Pilot Rock, Or. [+ lIolle] 
{06/29/06 pOl,c3 Bridges} 
open Kennewick, Wa. brancb office under F. A. Swingle. T. F. Howard in Pendlet. [ + millor] 
{07/05/06 pOl,c3 Branch} 
Hunzicker. Jotw Eugene, Oregon
 
moved family to Portland and is looking after construction of Gordon building [ + some]
 
. {03/29/07 pOl,c3 Gordon}
 
Hynson, Edward L. Portland, Oregon 
in office of builder James C Logan; preparing plans for several bungalows [ + some] 
{09/23/09 pOl,c3 Number} 
Jacohherger, Joseph Portland, Oregon 
office predicts continued growth of Portland; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOl,c3 Building} 
added room 607 to his McKay building suite to accommodate growing business [ + some] 
{03/19/07 pOl,c3 Enlarging} 
appointed to Scholarship committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
elected vice-president of lbe Portland Association of Architects [ + some] 
{01l08108 pOl,c3 Annual} 
wife died Jan. 11 at family home, 109 Gibbs St.; surviving: 5 children, sister [ + some] 
{01l17/08 pOl,c5 Mrs.} 
elected President of Portland Architectural Club at May 4lb annual meeting [ + much] 
{05107/08 pOI,c3 Portland} 
will move from McCay building to new Board of Trade building, rooms 801 and 802 [ + minor] 
{061 I8/08 pOI,c3 In New} 
enjoying well-earned vacation at seashore this week; [DJC copy; no microfilm] [ + minor] 
{081J3/08 pOl,c5 Taking A} 
captain of PAC baseball team; scored 6 times in 19 Sept. game; team won twice [ + much] 
{09/23/08 pOl,c3 Architec.} and {09/30/08 pOl,c4 Jacobber.} 
on first executive council of Arch. League of the Pacific Coast [described] [ + much] 
{03/24/09 pOl,c4 Coast} 
married Katherine Willis June 8; honeymoon at Seattle Exposition and B. Columbia [ + some] 
{06/14/09 pOl,c5 Architect} 
Johnson & Company Portland, Oregon 
new contracting architect; "do not waste time in making useless... lbeorizing" [+ some] 
{08/21106 pOl,c4 New} 
Jones. Thomas S, Portland, Oregon 
four plumbers protest specifications for plumbing in schools [ + some] 
{06/08/06 pOI,c3 Plumber} 
architect for Portland schools moves office from his home to City Hall [ + some] 
{12/16/09 pOl,c4 School} 
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Kable & Kable Portland, Oregon 
architects & engineers, moved to Chamber of Commerce tower; good light and view [ + some] 
{12/09/07 pOl,c4 Quartered} and {12/13/07 pOl,c4 Kable} 
Kable. Co H. Portland, Oregon 
member of first House Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with Fuller and Raymond ( + some] 
{061l3/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
experienced draftsman formerly with Edgar Lazarus, hired by W. C. Knighton [ + millor] 
{04/05107 pOl,c3 Secures} 
new treasurer of Portland Architectural Club; Francis 1. Berudt, president ( + some] 
{05110107 pOl,c3 Holds} 
of Kable & Kable, describes buildings from month-long trip to Chicago, SI. Louis [ + much] 
{10/16/07 pOl,c3 Mr. Kable} 
Kable. J. F. Portland, Oregon 
architect, Kable & Kable; in Seattle to start erection of booth at exposition [ + some] 
{05/13/09 pOl,c4 Two-story} 
Keith. E.. and W. D. Wilson Portland, Oregon 
architects, builders; recently from Detroit, Mich.; will locate in Abington BId. [ + millor] 
{09/27/09 pOl,c3 Upper} 
King & Goodrich Portland, Oregon 
was Goodricb & Goodrich; add Herbert B. King w/constr. interest; do engineering ( + much] 
{04/06/09 pOl,c3 A New} 
K1eemann. Otto Portland, Oregon 
elected Secretary of Portland Assoc. of Architects; other new officers listed ( + some] 
{011l0/07 pOl,c3 Elect} 
elected secretary of the Portland Association of Architects [ + some] 
{0l/08/08 pOl,c3 Annual} 
affixed rose blossoms to pear tree in front of his office, Grand near E.Bumside [ + some] 
{06/06/08 pOl,c4 Architect} 
elected Secretary of Portland Association of Architects; other officers named [ + some] 
{03/12/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Knighton & Root Portland, Oregon 
partnership formed, W. C. Knighton and his head draftsman Edward T. Root [ + much] 
{10/21/09 pOl,c5 New} 
Knighton. William C. Portland, Oregon 
predicts some temporary reduction in Portland's growth; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOl,c3 Building} 
adds 2 draftsmen: E. G. Hensill from Los Angeles, C. H. Kable from Edgar Lazarus ( + millor] 
{04/05107 pOl,c3 Secures} 
spent Christmas in Salem, his former home [ + nOlle] 
{12/28/07 pOl,c4 Christmas} 
moves from 4th floor of Commercial Block to room 410, Commercial Club Building [ + 1I01le] 
{03/10/08 pOl,c4 Architect} 
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fell 25' from ladder; fractured thigh, bruised; Mr. Root managing office force [ + much] 
{08/24/08 pOI,c3 W. C.} and {08/28/08 pOI,c3 Is Doing} 
left Portland Sanitarium for home; convalescing satisf.; directing work from bed [ + some] 
{09/01/08 pOl,c4 Architect} and {09/30/08 pOl,c3 Architect} 
steadily improving from injury; at his desk before long; on crutches; cane later [ + some] 
{10/19/08 pOI,c3 Acquire} and {llI02/08 pOl,c3 Architect} 
back at office in Commercial Club bldg; still on crutches; [not on microfilm] [ + mitIOr] 
{1l/05108 pOI,c5 On Duty} 
purchased 2 lots on Northrup St. adjoining Hill Academy for $7000 [ + some] 
{09/l0/09 pOl,c3 Sales by} 
forms partnership with his head draftsman of 1 112 years, Edward T. Root [ + much] 
{1012l109 pOl,c5 New} 
Kraeft & Lawrence Portland, Oregon 
"designers and builders" of house at 487 E. 9th St. N., described [ + some] 
{07/0ll09 pOI,c4 Northeast} 
Kroner & Henn Portland, Oregon 
Ernest Kroner and C. W. Henn form new firm Oct. I, with office in Worcester blk. [ + millor] 
{09/24/09 pOI,c5 To Join} 
Kroner, Ernst Portland, Oregon 
first Education Comm. of Portland Arch. Club, with Berndt, Wilson, Plummer [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
24 buildings this season; many listed [ + much] 
{I 1/20/06 p02,c3 Ernst} 
predicts Portland's concrete bldgs. will last 5000 years without deterioration [ + some] 
{02/11/07 pOl,c3 Durabil.} 
appointed to House Committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + mi1lOr] 
{05/24/07 pOI,c3 Portland} 
to shut office for time and take long vacation at Yaquina Bay; LO years at work [ + some] 
{06/28/07 pOI,c3 Will Take} 
after quarter century work, visited Europe of his childhood (Aug. 26-Nov. 17) [ + much] 
{12/02/07 p02,c4 Home From} 
after 4 years in Cambridge building, moves office to room 511, Worcester bldg. [ + millor] 
{Oll09/08 p08,c2 Ernest} 
drawings in PAC's Exhibit: Church of St. Humbert's at Ausbach, bridge in Prague [ + some] 
{Oll10/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
altering interior of his office in Worcester block; new door; partitioned office [ + millor] 
{OI/24/08 pOI,c5 Improving} 
wants owner of decrepid umbrella left in his office to replace it with better [ + millor] 
{03/21/08 pOl,c3 Wants A} 
spoke to Portland Arch. Club about"Architectural Club, Its Organ. and Purpose" [ + much] 
{05107/08 pOI,c3 Portland} 
sister in Germany sends him piece of the gas bag of recently destroyed zeppelin [ + some] 
{08/31108 pOI,c3 Count} 
has baby boy, 9 pounds [ + 1I01le] 
{10/24/08 p06,c2 New} 
moves office in Worchester Bldg. to 6th fir. suite, formerly Whitehouse & Honey. [ + some] 
{05120/09 pOI,c4 Architect} 
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joins C. W. Henn to form Kroner & Henn, Oct. I, with office in Worcester block [ + minor] 
{09/24/09 pOl,c5 To Join} 
Krumbein, Justus F. Portland, Oregon 
son, W. F. Krumbein, attending Franklin-Marshall College in Penn.; doing well [ + some] 
{04/01/07 pOl,c3 Bright} 
after 10 years at Rm. 23 & 24, Hamilton Bldg.; moved to Rm. 21, Ainsworth Bldg. [ + minor] 
{10/1l/07 pOl,c41o A New} 
Lawrence, Ellis F. Portland, Oregon 
first Scholarship Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with F. Weber and M. Schacht [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
appointed to Scholarship committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
drawings in PAC's Exhibit: old houses at Rouen; other; also Portland YMCA, YWCA [ + some] 
{01l10108 pOl,c3 Portland} 
gave paper to Portland Arch. Club: "Traveling Scholarships...Archit. Education" [ + much] 
{05107/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
on P.A.C. committee with Whitehouse, Lazarus; plan classes for young designers [ + much] 
{12/04/08 pOl,c4 Architec.} 
Chairman of Portland Arc. C. 2nd annual exhibition comm., and publication editor [ + much] 
{01l20/09 pOl,o4 Portland} and {02/20/09 pOI,04 Exhibit.} 
chairman of PAC 2nd exhibition, returns from San Francisco and Los Angeles [ + some] 
{03/04/09 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
elected first Vice Pres. of Arch. Leagne of the Pacific Coast [described] [ + much] 
{03/24/09 pOl,c4 Coast} 
Lazarus, Edgar M, Portland, Oregon 
predicts 1 to 3 years of Portland growth; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOl,c3 Building} 
left Portland Oct. 5; now on Atlantic to Liverpool, France, Italy; return Feb. 1 [+ some] 
{1l/14/06 pOl,c4 En Route} 
elected Treasurer of Portland Assoc. of Architects; other new officers listed [ + some] 
{01l10107 pOl,c3 Elect} 
most impressed with Pompeii of all places recently visited in Europe [ + some] 
{01l24/07 p03,cl Edgar M.} 
his antiques in exhibition: bronze lamps, Venetian chests, English chairs, etc. [+ much] 
{01l09/08 pOI,c3 Architect} 
owns the Nortonia building at 14th & Washington and is altering its fourth floor [ + minor] 
{02/13/08 pOl,c3 Building} 
to move from Worcester bldg. to Board of Trade bldg., as soon as it is completed [ + none] 
{02/26/08 pOI,c3 Will Move} 
elected Vice Pres. of Portland Arch. Club, May 4th; spoke in humorous vein [ + much] 
{05/07/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
will move from Worcester bldg. to new Board of Trade bldg., rooms 1010 and 1012 [ + minor] 
{06/18/08 pOl,c3 10 New} 
thrown from horse; broke collar bone and shoulder blade?; expect fast recovery [ + minor] 
{06/25108 pOI ,04 Architect} and {06/26/08 pOl,c3 Architect} 
sufficiently recovered from horse riding accident to return to work [ + minor] 
{07/14/08 pOl,04 Architect} 
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on P.A.C. commillee with Whitehouse, Lawreoce; plan classes for young designers [ + much] 
{l2/04/08 pOI,c4 Architec.} 
12/24: left for Seaside for the holidays; 12/31: has returned [ + minor] 
{12/24/08 pOl,c4 Gone to} and {12/31/08 pOI,c4 Business} 
owns Danmoore Hotel; leased to Dan Moore in 1908; suing Moore for unpaid rent [ + much] 
{01/22/09 pOl,c5 Suit In} 
forms partnership: Lazarus, Whitehouse & Fouilhoux; Morris H. Wh.; 1. Andre Fou. [+ some] 
{03/17/09 pOI,c3 New Firm} 
buys lOOxl50 lot, NE comer of 18th and Savier, for $30,000, as investment [ + some] 
{10115109 pOl,c4 Sale at} 
Lazarus. Whitehouse & Fouilhnux Portland, Oregon 
partnership just formed; offices in Lumbermen's bldg.; Fouilboux is engineer [ + some] 
{03/17/09 pOl,c3 New Firm} 
move nffice to seven-room suite in Lumbermen's building, from Bd. of Trade Bldg. [+ millor] 
{05/19/09 pOl,c4 Architec.} 
Legg. Fred A. Portland, Oregon 
partnership w/Pugh ends; Mr. Legg to continue in Portland; Mr. Pugh, in Salem [ + some] 
{12/25107 pOl,c3 Dissolut.} 
spent Christmas in Salem with his family [ + 1I01le] 
{12/28/07 pOI,c4 Christmas} 
moved office from rooms 19 and 20 to room 25, all in the Ainsworth building [ + 1I0ne] 
{03/06/08 pOl,c3 Architect} 
·offices both at Salem and in Portland"; [probably Pugh's Salem office] [ + some] 
{06/13/08 pOl,c5 Big} 
busy with Salem commissions, and quite irregular in Portland office [ + some] 
{06/26/08 pOl,c4 Architect} 
preparing plans for Hubbard hotel and Catlin & Linn store [see], several houses [ + some] 
{01l29/09 pOl,c3 Heavy} 
Leick. Carl Portland, Oregon 
elected trustee of Portland Assoc. of Architects; other new officers listed [ + some] 
{01/10107 pOI,c3 Elect} 
elected Trustee of Portland Assoc. of Architects; [listed "Lucke', assume Leick] [ + some] 
{03/12/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Lewis & Lewis Portland, Oregon 
Architects, General Contractors, specialists in artistic exteriors & interiors [ + minor] 
{06/07/06 pOl,cl LeWis} and {06/07/06 pOI,c6 Lewis} 
architect and builders, move to 22nd & Upshur, shop bldg. with their machinery [ + some] 
{03/31108 pOI,c4 Lewis &} 
"architects and builders', preparing plans for three large buildings in Portland [ + much] 
{03/20/09 pOl,c3 Three} 
Lewis, David C. Portland, Oregon 
commissioned to design major building in Seallle; no specifics [ + minor] 
{03/23/07 pOl,c3 Tn Cost} 
office in 4 rm. suite, finished in stained Oregon fir, on 8th floor of Couch Bl. [+ minor] 
{05/25107 p03,cl Progress.} 
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on fin;t executive council of Arch. League of the Pacific Coast [described] [ + much] 
{03/24/09 pOl,c4 Coast} 
Lewis, Ion Portland, Oregon 
on committee to write new Portland building ordinance, wlWilliams, Berndt, Grace [ + much] 
{10/20/08 pOl,c4 Forging} 
Lewthwaite. Clifton R. Portland, Oregon 
"architect"lbuilder; several bouses in Holladay Park noted [ + much] 
{06/24/07 pOl,c3 Holladay} 
Continental Co. incorporated by Lewtbwaite, Barnard, Tobias; property dealings [ + much] 
{02/1l/08 pOI ,c3 Continen.} 
Linde. C. L. Portland, Oregon 
appointed to House Committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
Lyons. ,I. G. Portland, Oregon 
"architect and builder" of the $2300 C. S. Smith house in Portland; [see] [ + some] 
{07/23/09 pOl,c3 In and} 
MacNaughton & Raymond Portland, Oregon 
predict inevitable increased growth of Portland; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOI ,c3 Building} 
partnership, formed AprilS, 1906 has dissolved; Raymond to do engineering [ + some] 
{09/07/06 p02,c3 MacNaugh.} 
MacNaughton. Ernest B. Portland, Oregon 
becomes first president of Portland Architectural Club [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOI ,c3 Architec.} 
committee to object to proposed Portland building ordinance; MacNaughton chairs [ + much] 
{12/05106 pOl ,c3 New} and {12/10/06 pOI,c3 New} 
ends term as President of Portland Architectural Club; F. I. Berndt, new presid. [ + some] 
{05/IOto7 pOl,c3 Holds} 
appointed to Municipal Affairs committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05124/07 pOI ,c3 Portland} 
left for several weeks: Dayton, Washington, Omaha, Chicago, New York City, etc. [ + much] 
{1O/10/07 pOI,c3 Has Gone} 
MacNaughton. Raymond & Lawrence Portland, Oregon 
moved office from 309 Lumber Exchange Building to SOl and 502 Dekum Building [ + minor] 
{03/06/07 pOI,c4 Into New} 
I.	 R. Dautoff, formerly draftsman for Richard Martin, Ir.; now with firm [ + none] 
{04/24/07 pOl,c4 Changes} 
moved from Dekum Bldg.	 to 47-50 Concord Bldg., just vacated by Whidden & Lewis [ + mitwr] 
{02/14/08 pOl,c5 In New} 
Martin. Richard. Jr. Portland, Oregon 
predicts Portland growth, especially large buildings; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOl,c3 Building} 
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Architects v. Builders haseball game: calmly lighted cigar before fielding ball [ + much] 
{09/11/OO pOI,c118 to t2} and {09/08/OO pOl,c3 Ball Game} 
leaves May 2 for Los Angeles meeting of Mystic Shriners; return in two weeks [ + 'JOne] 
{05102/07 pOl,c4 Off To} 
returned May 19 from 20 day trip to New Mexico & Shriners conven. in Los Angeles [ + minor] 
{05/23/07 pOI,c3 Architect} 
McCain. Arthur W. Portland, Oregon 
of Spencer & McCain Co., architects, builders; Arthur W. McCain house described [ + much] 
{1l/20/09 pOI,c4 Tribute} and {11I30/09 pOl,c4 Fine} 
.McClaran. Elmer E. Portland, Oregon 
office predicts continued Portland growth for next 2 or 3 years; others quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOt,c3 Building} 
returned after 2 months in San Francisco after earthquake; took photos of damage [ + much] 
{09/B/06 pOl,c3 McClaren} and {09/28/06 pOl,c3 Pictorial} 
pheasant hunt near Corvallis, walked 19 miles, bagged 28 birds [ + minor] 
{10105106 pOO,c2 Williams} 
McClaren and R. E. Hutchinson will take I,OOO,OOO'/month output of 3 log. camps [ + some] 
{12/11/OO pOI,c4 Finishing} 
invented logging barge with pile driver for log drives down river; clears jams [ + much] 
{02/2I/07 pOI,c3 Unique} 
Menges. Ham H. Portland, Oregon 
predicts growth of Portland for years to cnme; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/OO pOI,c3 Building} 
Architects v. Builders baseball: wore mismatched socks, "like meteor over field" [ + much] 
{09/II/OO pOI,c3 18 to 12} and {09/08/OO pOl,c3 Ball Game} 
appointed to Educational Matters committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOI,c3 Portland} 
becomes full time architect and construction supervisor for NW Home Builders Co. [ + much] 
{02/t5109 pOI,c4 Northwest} 
Mitchell & Company Portland, Oregon 
prepare plans and build; two bungalows in Irvington built as an investment [ + some] 
{08/OO/09 pOI,c4 A Fine} 
Morgan. Fliedne. & Boyce Portland, Oregon 
firm dissolved; formed a year ago; W. F. Fliedner handled real estate [ + much] 
{09/18/OO pOI ,c3 Morgan} 
Morgan. William L. Portland, Oregon 
office predicts continued growth of Portland; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/OO pOI,c3 Building} 
partnership began wlElnathan Sweet and H. E. Chapman who does real estate, loans [ + much] 
{09/I8/OO pOI,c3 Morgan} 
specializes in apartments; partner in finn dealing in real estate, loans, etc. [ + much] 
{09/18/OO pOl,c3 Morgan} 
trustee of McMinnville College, for which he is designing girls' dormitory [ + minor] 
{04/25107 pOI,c3 McMinnvi.} 
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March I dissolved partnership, Morgan, Sweet & Chapman, real estate dealers [ + some] 
{03/05/08 pOI,c3 Partners.} 
forms partnership with Joseph A. Boyce, only for real estate and insurance [ + some] 
{04/04/08 pOI,c4 Morgan} 
Abington bldg. fire 7/22; office and drawings lost; safe w/accounts may survive [ + some] 
{07/25108 pOl,c5 Architec.} and {07128108 pOl,c3 Echoes} 
burned out of Abington building; opens office at 322-3-4 Failing building [ + 1I01le] 
{07128/08 pOl,c5 Moved To} 
4 apt. bldgs., 2 store bldgs. now in construction; 2 apts. to be very similar [ + much] 
{09/06109 pOl,c3 Apartmen.} 
Morris. B. Wistar New York City, New York 
architect from New York, spending a few days in Portland on Wells-Fargo job [ + millor] 
{03/23/07 pOI ,c3 B. Wistar} 
Murray & Austin Portland, Oregon 
architects, engineers; newly from East; specialize in reinf. concrete structures [ + some] 
{02/08/09 pOI ,c3 New} 
Murray & Cook Portland, Oregon 
•Architects and Engineers" move office from 326 Washington St.	 to Rothchild Bid. [+ some] 
{08109109 p06,c2 Murray} 
Neer. Delos D. Portland, Oregon 
gone East for 6 weeks; Portland resident 27 years; home in N. Y.; Civil War vet. [+ much] 
{01l21107 pOl,c3 Goes East} 
returns from 7 week trip to New York, Washington D. C., Texas, California [ + much] 
{03129107 pOl,c4 Architect} 
went to San Francisco 2 weeks ago for arrival of Atlantic fleet; returned 5120 + [+ millor] 
{05120108 pOl,c4 In San} and {05/23/08 pOl,c4 Little} 
describes San Francisco rebuilding; believes Portland progress fastest on coast [ + much] 
{05/25108 pOl,c3 San Fran.} 
Oregon Building & Trust Company Portland, Oregon 
cbange name from The Oregon Trust Company; 7 bouses in process of building [ + some] 
{1O/19/09 pOl,c4 Oregon} 
Oregon, The, Trust Company Portland, Oregon 
cbange name to Oregon Building & Trust Company; 7 bouses in process of building [ + some] 
{10/19/09 pOl,c4 Oregon} 
Palmer. Ira. M. (Columb. Trust> Portland, Oregon 
had baby boy May 19; 8 112 pounds [ + some] 
{05/25/09 pOl,c3 [obscure]} 
bas a large amount of work on tbe boards; Westmoreland building very brisk [ + much] 
{08/25/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Patterson. W. B. Portland, Oregon 
Portland rep. of B. Wistar Morris on Wells Fargo B.; associates witb A. E. Doyle [ + some] 
{06/03/07 pOl,c4 New} 
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Plummer. n. E. Portland, Oregon 
first Education Comm. of Portland Arch. Club, with Berndt, Wilson, Kroner [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
appointed to Educational Matters committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
Priest. G. W. Portland, Oregon 
"architect", builder; just completed 24th bouse in Waverly-Ricbmond; more houses [ + much] 
{10/04/09 pOl ,c5 Residenc.} 
Pugh & Legg Portld.lSalem, Oregon 
open Portland office managed by Mr. Legg; Mr. Pugb will continue in Salem [ + minor] 
{IO/25/06 pOl,c4 New} 
not contracting architects; T. A. Legg's brother, W. Frank, is not in the firm [ + some] 
{02/19/07 pOl,c3 Pugh} 
partnership dissolved; Fred A. Legg to continue in Portland; Mr. Pugh, in Salem [ + some] 
{12/25/07 pOl,c3 Dissolut.} 
Robbins. Christopher C. Portland, Oregon 
elected Vice·President of Portland Assoc. of Architects; otber officers listed [ + some] 
{OI/IO/07 pOl,c3 Elect} 
born in Clackamas Co. about 1872; pleased to design Masonic Temple, Oregon City [ + minor) 
{03/13/07 pOl,c3 Another} 
office in Ainsworth building burglarized; jokes about competition seeing plans [ + some] 
{12118/07 pOI,c4 Midnight} 
elected treasurer of the Portland Association of Architects [ + some] 
{OI/08/08 pOI,c3 Annual} 
had "the grip"; is remodeling his office while recuperating; removes partition [ + some] 
{03/23/08 pOl,c4 New Grip} 
elected President of Portland Association of Architects; otber officers named [ + some] 
{03/l2/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
Roberts & Roherts Portland, Oregon 
Roberts Constr. Co., Roberts & Roberts, both at 323 Abington Bldg. [same firm] [ + minor] 
{05/27/09 p05,c3 Building} and {05/3I/09 p05,c5 Directory} 
Roberts Construction Company Portland, Oregon 
"Architects and Builders" [ + minor] 
{07/01/09 p08,c2 Roberts} 
Roberts. Earl A. Portland, Oregon 
designed house [for him? (see)); Roberts & Roberts build; "D. A." Roberts noted [ + some] 
{09/23/09 pOI,c3 Swiss} and {1l/09/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Root. Edward T. Portland, Oregoo 
1891 MIT grad.; head draftsman at Eastern firms, Knighton; forms Knighton & Root [ + much] 
{IO/21109 pOl,c5 New} 
Schacht. Emil Portland, Oregon 
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office predicts continued growth of Portlaod; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOI,c3 Building} 
Architects v. Builders baseball: Schacht heroic; admirers.send gigaotic cucumber [ + much] 
{09/11/06 pOI,c3 18 to 12} aod {09/08/06 pOI,c3 Ball Game} 
tore ligaments in one foot at recent baseball match; home in bed until Oct. 2, 3 [ + mi1l0r] 
{09/20/06 pOl,c4 Emil} and {IO/Oll06 pOI,c3 Emil} 
will return about Jan. 15 from Great Britain, France, Germany; at A.LA convent. [ + some] 
{Oll07/07 pOI,c4 Will} 
elected President of Portland Assoc. of Architects; other new officers listed [ + some] 
{Oll10107 pOl,c3 Elect} 
appointed to Educational Matters committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + mi1l0r] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
elected president of the Portland Association of Architects [ + some] 
{Oll08/08 pOI,c3 ~ual} ., . 
after 20 years in Commercial Block, moved to Commonwealth bldg., rooms 207-208 [ + some] 
{03/13/08 pOl,c4 Will Move} aod {04/02/08 pOl,c4 Moved} 
new office: drafting rtn. w/3-ply roof. on floor, conference rm., contractor em. [+ some] 
{04/08/08 pOl,c4 Architect} 
returns from seashore, Chehalis; impressed with building activity in Eugene [ + some] 
{09/14/08 pOl,c5 Architect} 
elected Treasurer of Portland Association of Architects; other officers named [ + some] 
{03/12/09 pOI,c4 Portlaod} 
Schacht. Emil. & Son Portland, Oregon 
first use, 3/16/09, in Portlaod Daily Abstract of "Emil Schacht & Son" [ + much] 
{03/16/09 pOl,c3 A Large} 
Schacht. Martin A. Portland, Oregon 
first Scholarship Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with F. Weber and Lawrence [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
wedding Febr. 19 to Helen Lucille Palmer, prominent in local social circles [ + some] 
{02/12/08 p06,c3 Architect} and {02/24/08 pOI,c3 Becomes} 
leaves Sept. 27 for 6 week trip to Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston, others [ + some] 
{09/25/08 pOl,c4 Martin} 
returned from trip to Chicago, St. Louis, etc; wife's illness prevented New York [ + some] 
{I 1/09/08 pOl,c3 Martin} 
Spencer & McCain Co. Portland, Oregon 
new architects, builders; from Los Angeles; specialize in Calif. bungalows, res. [ + some] 
{05/24/09 pOl,c3 Los Ange.} 
architects, bldrs. specialize in Calif. styles; Arthur W. McCain house described [ + much] 
{1l/20/09 pOl,c4 Tribute} and {1l/30/09 pOI,c4 Fine} 
Spies. Christian Portland, Oregon 
architect and superintendent of const. employed by Kenwood Bldg. & Contract. Co. [ + some] 
{10/08/09 pOl,c3 Buildings} 
Stephenson, W. W. Portland, Oregon 
W. W. Stephenson resides in Calif., but is partner in Butterworth-Stephenson Co.	 [ + much] 
{08/02/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
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Stokes & Zeller Portland, Oregon 
lists current work; notes on one that most of the construction work by S. & Z. [+ much] 
{01/22/09 pOI,c4 Stokes} 
Stokes. W. Ro. & Company Portland, Oregon 
contracting architects: partial list of dwellings and apartments this season [ + much] 
{1011O106 p06,c4 Stokes} 
Stokes: "outlook for building in Portland was never brighter"; bldgs. described [ + some] 
{04/19/07 pOI,c4 W. R.} 
Stokes. William R. Portland, Oregon 
of W. R. Stokes & Company, contractors and builders; several projects noted [ + much] 
{10/24/07 p06,c3 William} 
Teea", Robert F. Portland, Oregon 
architect from Chicago, New York, East cities; becomes partner of F. J. Berndt [ + some] 
{05105109 pOI ,c3 Large} 
Thomas. Free Eugene, Oregon 
President of just-organiz.ed Lane Co. Assett Co., to build electric RR to coast [ + much] 
{Ol129/09 pOI,c4 Electric} 
Tobey & Lewthwait Portland, Oregon 
[W.	 F. Tobey was previously listed as architect of church listed here by both] [ + some] 
{1l/19/09 p04,c2 Tobey} 
Tobey. Willard F. Portland, Oregon 
(Bennes, Hendricks & Tobey) Nov. 14 marriage to Lydia Staub; trip to Cuba, Mex. [+ some] 
{1l/16/06 p04,c2 Becomes} 
appointed to House Committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOI,c3 Portland} 
leaves Bennes, Hendricks & Tobey partnership; opens office, 342 Sherlock Bldg. [+ some] 
{05104/09 pOI,c5 Architec.} and {05/19/09 pOl,c3 Office} 
Travis & Wilson Portland, Oregon 
predicts continued Portland growth, especially for modem bldgs; others quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOl,c3 Building} 
death of the wife of Mr. Travis [ + minor] 
{06/08/07 pOl,c3 In Condo.} 
began 2 112 years ago; move to Sherlock Bldg.; George Ra, engineer; [no microf.] [ + some] 
{I 1105108 pOl,c4 Into New} 
Travis. William T. Portland, Oregon 
of Travis & Wilson; superintended erection of Bowman & Rogers building, Coos Bay [ + minor] 
{l2/12/07 pOl,c3 Travis} 
William Travis, Jr. on 5 month trip to Rome, Venice, Athens, Cairo, Madrid, etc. [+ much] 
{02112/08 pOl,c3 TraVis} 
returned from four month trip to various countries in Europe and Africa [ + minor] 
{05/30/08 pOl,c4 Return} 
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Turnbull• .lohn Portland, Oregon 
"prepared plans" for remodeling of Exposition bldg.; Turnbull is also contractor [ + some] 
{12/15109 pOI,c5 The Old} 
Vore. G. Harry Portland, Oregon 
to Alaska for 6 months to build sawmill, steamboat, railroad; constr. background [ + some] 
{03/23/07 pOl,c3 Going} 
Vnre, Ham [G. Harry?) Hood River, Oregon 
built Hood Rv. bungalow [see] for his family, & office until move back downtown [ + much] 
{Oll17/07 pOl,c4 Hood} 
Ward. Co F. Coos Bay, Oregon 
closes Boise, Idaho office and left for Coos Bay country to open office [ + some] 
{1I/21106 pOI,c4 Personal} 
Webber. F. T. Portland, Oregon 
new secretary of Portland Architectural Club; Francis J. Berndt, president [ + some] 
{05/10/07 pOl,c3 Holds} 
Webber [apparently F. T.], is star fielder in Portland Arch. Club baseball game [ + some] 
{09/23/08 pOl,c3 Architec.} and {09/30/08 pOI,c4 Jacobber.} 
Weber, F, D. Portland, Oregon 
first Scholarship Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with Lawrence and M. Schacht [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOI,c3 Architec.} 
Wegman, E. C. Portland, Oregon 
"architect and contractor" for addition to C. N. Huggins house [see] [ + some] 
{08/04/09 pOl,c3 Three New} 
Whidden & Lewis Portland, Oregon 
Whidden predicts ten years of Portland growth; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21106 pOI,c3 Building} 
drawings in PAC's Exhibition: Portland Public Library, Arlington Club, City Hall [ + some] 
{OllIO/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
moved from Concord Bldg. to new Corbett Bldg.; 7 rooms, 2 vaults on 7th floor [ + some] 
{02/06/08 pOl,c4 Whidden} 
Whidden, W. M. Portland, Oregon 
started Febr. 5 on trip east to visit principal cities; to be gone about a month [ + none] 
{02/10/09 p05,c6 Whidden} 
White, F. Mansnn Portland, Oregon 
resided in Oregon City [see Pick warehouse]; now "reopened" office in Portland [ + some] 
{lI!05109 pOl,c3 Buildings} 
Whitehnuse & Honeyman Portland, Oregon 
new firm: M. H. Whitehouse, was with Joseph Jacobberger; engineer B. R. Honeyman [ + some] 
{Oll25/08 pOl,c4 New} 
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Whitehouse. Morris H. Portland, Oregon 
recently returned from a year's sojourn in Europe; displaying drawings [ + some] 
{01/02/08 pOl,c4 Portland} 
on P.A.C. committee with Lawrence, Lazarus; planning classes for young designers [ + much] 
{I2/04/08 pOl,c4 Architec.} 
forms partnership: Lazarus, Whitehouse & Fouilhoux; Edgar M Laz.; J. Andre Foui. [+ some] 
{03/17/09 pOI,c3 New Firm} 
Whitney. H. A. Portland, Oregon 
becomes first treasurer of Portland Architectural Club [ + some] 
. {06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
new vice-president of Portland Architectural Club; Francis J. Berndt, president [ + some] 
{05/10/07 pOl,c3 Holds} 
Williams. David L, Portland, Oregon 
office predicts continued growtb of Portland; other architects quoted [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOl,c3 Building} 
move to remodeled 8th fl. "sky parlor", north light, Chamber of Commerce Bldg. l + some] 
{02/08/07 pOl,c4 Chamber} 
jovial, good fellow; unique entrance to office: carved sign: "The Planry" [ + some] 
{12/l3/07 pOl,c4 Planry} 
spent Christmas in Seattle [ + none] 
{12/28/07 pO I, c4 Christmas} 
sketches in PAC's Exhibition: Craig Darroch, Dunsmuir house, Vancouver Island [ + some] 
{OJ/IO/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
on committee to write new Portland building ordinance, wlLewis, Grace, Berndt [ + much] 
{10/20/08 pOl,c4 Forging} 
"fat and genial" architect bas a son, Warren Lee Williams, on Sept. I [+ some] 
{09/03/09 pOl,c3 A New} 
Williams. J. R. Portland, Oregon 
"builder and designer" of J. H. W. Wilson store and apt. bldg., Portland [see] [ + some] 
{12/13/09 pOl,c3 Apartmen.} 
Wilson. John G. Portland, Oregon 
first Education Comm. of Portland Arcb. Club, with Berndt, Plummer, Kroner [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
Jno G. Wilson becomes first vice-president of Portland Architectural Club [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
appointed to Municipal Affairs committee of the Portland Architectural Club [ + minor] 
{05/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
of Travis & WIlson; just returned from two weeks in Coos Bay; caugbt poison oak [ + ] 
{10/22/07 pOl,c4 Wilson} 
of Travis and Wilson; designed Judge Thomas O'Day house [ + minor] 
{02/14/08 pOl,c3 Regarding} 
elected Treasurer of Portland Arcb. Club at May 4th annual meeting [ + much] 
{05/07/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
captain of PAC baseball team; lost twice to Jacobberger team; Doyle on team [ + much] 
{09/23/08 pOl,c3 Architec.} and {09/30/08 pOl,c4 J.cobber.} 
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Winters. J. S. unknown city 
implies Winters on staff of United Engr. and Constr. Co.; [see Eldridge house] [ + some) 
{10122109 pOI,c4 Around} 
Wrenn. John O. Portland, Oregon 
drawings exhibited at PAC's exhibit: Bayocean Park botel, Mexican house, cburcb [ + some) 
{01114/08 p06,c2 Three} 
Ahington bldg. fire July 22; lost nearly everything; moves to 401-3 Bd. of Trade [ + some) 
{07/25/08 pOI,c5 Architec.} and {07/28/08 pOl,c3 Echoes} 
Architects - Washington 
Howard & Swingle Pendleton, Oregon 
open Kennewick branch office under F. A. Swingle. T. F. Howard in Pendleton, Or. [ + millor) 
{07/05106 pOl,c3 Branch} 
Nichols & Carpenter Vancouver, Washington 
D. Nichols & G. Albert Carpenter, Vancouver, unite; architects, superintendents [ + some] 
{05106/09 pOl,c4 Brick} 
Nichols. D. Vancouver, Washington 
joins G. Albert Carpenter as Vancouver architects and superintendents; projects [ + some) 
{05106/09 pOl,c4 Brick} 
Architectural practice 
haseball players
 
Architects v. Builders game, umpired by Mayor Lane; antics and personalities [ + much)
 
{09/11/06 pOl,c3 18 to 12} and {09/08/06 pOI,c3 Ball Game}
 
California licensing law 
out-of-state architects can practice if shown they are efficient; title limited [ + some) 
{03/27/09 pOl,c4 Ruling} 
drawings copied by clients 
plans prepared in good faith are sometimes copied and used without fee [ + some] 
{06/19/08 pOl,c4 Protect.} 
Portland fee schedule 
Portland architects now use regulations adopted in Wash. D. C. [AlA?); in full [ + much) 
{03122/09 pOl,c3 Institute} 
Architecture, Styles 
Arts and Crafts
 
first mention of this style in PDA microfilm; Dr. N. J. Taylor house, Vancouver [ + some)
 
{05106/09 pOl,c4 Brick}
 
California Bungalow 
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architects Spencer, McCain, just from Los Angeles, specialize in Calif. bungalow [ + some]
 
{05124109 pOl,c3 Los Auge.}
 
Artists/craftsmen - Portland 
Povey Brothers 
projects noted: Catholic church in Sublimity, Ferry house in Seattle, others [ + much] 
{09/13/06 pOI,c4 Filling} 
working on several church windows: Swedish Lutheran Church, Spokane; Portland [ + some] 
{12/08/06 pO l,c4 Church} 
associated with stone quarries. decorators, contractors in Portland Bldg. Assoc. [+ much] 
{12/04/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Senn & Nitschke 
sculptors in slaff, plaster, marble, wood; founded Aug. I; Austrian, German [ + much] 
{09/12/06 pOl,c3 Worthy} and {09/19/06 pOI,c6 Seon} 
designers in fancy wood carving, plaster work, stone carving; 2 buildings noted [ + millor] 
{12120/06 pOI,c3 Seon &} 
ornaments for East Portland H.S., Dr. H. E. Coe house, and Friewald house noted [ + some] 
{01/09/07 pOl,c4 Seon} 
Tuerck. I. K. 
Portland Art Melal Works, ornamenlal melal; 9th & Davis, Portland; advertisement [ + some] 
{01/01/08 p06,cl Tuerck} lIIus/ratioll: other 
building permit for his 2 story frame residence on SW Harrison, bet. 14th & 15th [ + some] 
{09/17/08 p05,c3 Building} 
Wallace. Elmer J.
 
did exterior and interior signs for Corbett building; also Wells-Fargo building [ + some]
 
{02/12/08 pOI,c5 Credilab.}
 
Bathing - Portland 
Wright System of Baths
 
advertisement: "Do you bathe once a week? The next time try Wright System... " [ + some]
 
{I 1107/06 p02,cl Do You}
 
Builders and developers - Portland 
baseball players
 
Architects v. Builders game, umpired by Mayor Lane; antics and personalities [ + much]
 
{09/11/06 pOI,c3 18 to 12} and {09108/06 pOl,c3 Ball Game}
 
Meehan & Rice
 
have erected about 30 houses in Upper Albina [ + some]
 
{02/22/09 pOI,c4 A Fine}
 
Wemme.E. H.
 
shrewd, successful; removes shacks, improves property; doesn't need architect [ + some]
 
{03/14/08 pOl,c3 Wemme}
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Building and materials, asbestos 
cement-asbetos products 
Gillen-Chambers Co. recently installed first such roof in city; ceilings common [ + much] 
{09/26/08 pOl,c3 Gillen-} 
Gillen-Chambers Company
 
manufacture asbestos materials; agents, Keasbey & Mattison's asbestos shingle... [+ some]
 
{l2/31107 p08,cl Gillen}
 
Building and materials, brick 
Astoria Clay Products
 
Lew Ogan, co. manager; clay tests good; machinery ordered; preparing to operate [ + some]
 
{OS/14/08 p06,c4 Astoria}
 
brick paving
 
advertisement: brick paving exceeds next two materials in Ohio, Illinois, etc. [+ some]
 
{OS109/08 pOl,cS An Incon.}
 
City Brick Agency !Portland] 
brick production since company formed in May 1903 given; S indepen. plants noted [ + much1 
{06/06/07 pOI,c4 Brick} 
Composite Pressed Brick Company
 
advertise.: 'highest quality common, white enameled, etc. "; factory in Sellwood [ + millor]
 
{OS/10/07 p04,cl Composite}
 
Dayton. Oregon. brick plant
 
Moore & Anderson Brothers plan large brick plant near RR station in West Dayton [ + some]
 
{12/28/06 pOl,c4 Brick}
 
Denny-Renton Clay Company
 
vitrified brick being used to pave Oak St. between 2nd and 3rd, in Portland [ + millor]
 
{03/03/08 pOl,c4 Denny-}
 
Denny-Renton Clay & Coal Co. adv. for dry pressed brick in various colors [ + some]
 
{08/21108 pOl,c1 Denny-}
 
Edenbower pressed brick plant
 
pressed brick factory planned at Edenbower, near Roseburg [ + none]
 
{01/08/09 pOl,c4 Brick}
 
Estacada Brick & Tile Company
 
has commenced operations and are turning out about 20,000 brick each day [ + nOlle]
 
{07/1l106 pOl,c3 Brick}
 
erecting new brick kilns and machinery; 20,000 daily capacity now; more in 2 mo. [ + some]
 
{07/31106 pOI,c3 Estacada }
 
fire test results 
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Underwriter's labs report that brick passed test better than stone, concrete [ + much] 
{08/2S/09 pOl ,c3 Brick} 
Friberg Brothers brickyard 
will establish on Johnson estate one mile west of Gambrinus brewery (Portland) [ + some] 
{02/08/07 pOI,c3 Brick-} 
Hidden brick yard. Vancouver 
O. M. Hidden brick house in Vancouver, contract Ole Larson, architect D. Nichols	 ( + minor] 
{03121/08 pOI,c3 Contract} 
Kern. Loyal E. 
manufacturer of brick, yards at E. 34th & Tillamook St.; 'only fireproof" mater. [+ some] 
{OS/llI08 p06,c4 Loyal E.} 
Newberg Brick & Tile 
incorporates; purchased Newberg Pressed Brick Co. plant, 40 acres, kilns, etc. [ + much] 
{OS/06/08 pOl,c3 Incorpor.} 
Pacific Face Brick Company 
Newberg, Or., company reports more brick orders now than last year [ + some] 
{12/11/07 pOl,c3 Many} 
temp. close Newberg plant; completing plant in Willamina for white brick, colors [ + much] 
{Oll02/08 pOl,c3 Pacific} 
Portland bricklayers in demand 
Portland sbort at least 50 bricklayers now; sOme may switch to concrete instead [ + some] 
{06/04/09 pOI,cS Bricklay.} 
Portland supply and production 
City Brick Agency, Failing Building, reports 3,000,000 brick on hand, no famine [ + minor] 
{04/02/07 pOI,c3 No Brick} 
3,000,000 supply on hand is ample; all 12 yards have begun to bum new supply [ + minor] 
{04/29/07 pOI,c4 Concern.} 
12 brickyards in Portland now burning brick; some shortage due to teamsters [ + some] 
{OS/10/07 pOl,c4 Waiting} 
11,500,000 brick on hand; begin burning new supplies in March: 10 million/month [ + much] 
{Oll28/08 pOl,c3 Brick} 
Portland supply 25,000,000 bricks; price now $9/1000; $10/1000 last year [ + minor] 
{07/09/08 pOl,c4 Now The} 
pressed brick 
proposed plant on Snake River 25 miles above Lewiston; no construction date yet [ + minor] 
{06/06/07 pOI,c3 A Dual} 
Denny-Renton Clay & Coal Co. adv. for dry pressed brick in various colors ( + some] 
{08/2l108 pOI,cl Denny-} 
St. Johns Brick Co. incorporates; pressed, ornamental, cement brick; terra cotta [ + much] 
{10113/08 pOI,c4 St. Johns} 
factory planned at Edenbower, near Roseburg [ + none] 
{Oll08/09 pOl,c4 Brick} 
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Snake River pressed brick plant 
proposed plant 2S miles above Lewiston; no date of construction given [ + minor] 
{06106/0? pOI,c3 A Dual} 
Unique Brick Co.. Hoover 
(between Anderson & Healy); proposed plant with first machinery of type in NW [ + much] 
{08/22/06 pOl,cS New} 
Willamette Valley brick famine 
supply of brick short in several cities [ + minor] 
{llI09/06 pOl,c4 Brick} 
Willamina brick plant and clays 
Pacific Face Brick Co. plant here; clay deposits described; white brick, colors [ + much] 
{Oll02/08 pOl,c3 Pacific} 
Building and materials, brick, tile, ceramic 
Fifty plants in Oregon 
employ 408 workmen; 16 plants have combined annual output of29,776,OOO brick [ + some] 
{OllI8/08 pOI,c3lndustri.} 
Palouse Pottery Company
 
Palousse, Wa.; beginning production: brick, only roofmg tile on coast, etc. [ + much]
 
{08/11/06 p06,c2 Palouse}
 
San Francisco quake performance
 
brick assoc. faults bad mortar, stone, concrete; advocates brick, hollow tile [ + much]
 
{OS/OS/08 pOI,c3 Best}
 
St. Johns Brick Company
 
incorporates; to make pressed. ornamental, and cement brick, terra cotta, etc. [+ much]
 
{10/13/08 pOI,c4 SI. Johns}
 
Building and materials, cement and concrete 
Bernard. Mr.. concrete expert 
Mr. Bernard, of Chicago, concrete expert, joins Standard Construction Company [ + minor] 
{OS/18/0? pOl,c3 Acquires} 
Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co. 
buy Sellwood plant from Composite Pressed Brick Co.; to expand for block, etc. [ + much] 
{02/21/08 pOl,c3 Big} 
cement brick company is bankrupt; selling plant at foot of Marion SI., Sellwood [ + some] 
{03/18/09 pOS,c3 Bids for} 
Budenheim brand cement
 
used for Portland Public Market; has highest record in lests by City Engineer [ + some]
 
{02/23/09 pOI,c4 Portland}
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cast stone 
Cement Products Co. incorporated, Portland; for brick, block, cast stone, tiles [ + some] 
{08110106 pOI,c4 New} 
Elliott-Regan Co. makes cast stone, concrete blocks; no factory, makes on site [ + much] 
{IO/07107 p08,c5 Elliott-} and {l0/lll07 p04,c3 Elliott} 
Pacific Brick & Marble Co. to make Elbram cast "marble" for wainscots, floors ... [ + much] 
{04/26/09 pOI,c4 New} and {05/25109 pOI,c4 A New} 
J. H. Tipton discovery: plastic substitute for concrete block; similar to stone	 [ + some] 
{10129/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Gates & Young bouse [see] to have conc. cast to imitate stone (not conc. block) [ + some] 
{lll29/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
cement hoats 
report in Cement Age about large boats and barges of cement built near Rome [ + much] 
{07/0ll08 pOI ,c4 Boats} 
cement brands 
Atlas, Western States, Portland & Mankato Bricklayers' from F. T. Crowe Company [ + some] 
{IOIOI/07 pOI,c4 F. T.} 
City of Portland approves 17 brands, including imports: Budenbeim, Heidelberg... [ + much] 
{04/06/08 pOI,c3 Interest.} and {05/11/08 pOI,c4 Authoriz.} 
Red Devil brand new cement being tested for car track base in Jefferson Street [ + some] 
{06/20/08 pOI,c4 Red Devil} 
Falcon brand cement now approved by City Engineer; has stood test" elsewhere [ + millor] 
{07/08/08 pOI,c3 Falcon} 
Golden Gate brand sold in Portland by two companies; passes all standard tests [ + some] 
{10103108 pOI,cl Golden} 
Budenbeim used for Portland Public Market; highest test record by City Engineer [ + some] 
{02/23/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
15,000 barrels of Golden Gate brand Portland Cement in Olds, Wortman, King bldg. [ + some] 
{04128109 pOI ,c3 Olds,} 
cement plant. Portland 
Ogden, Utah company with cement rock in southern Oregon plan plant in Portland [ + some] 
{Oll24/08 pOI,c3 New} 
cement rock from Roseburg; plan 15 acre site for plant on river; backers named [ + much] 
{08/04/08 pOI,c3 New} 
cement plant, Snake River 
25 miles above Lewiston; to be built next year; national demand for cement grows [ + much] 
{06/06/07 pOI,c3 A Dual} 
cement plant. South Bend 
W. A. Winsboro of South Bend plans to establish plant on lsak Isakson homestead [ + millor] 
{07/Il106 pOI ,c3 Cement} 
Cement Products Company 
company incorporated, Portland, to make brick, block, cast stone, tiles, etc. [+ some] 
{08110106 pOI,c4 New} 
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co. formed about 2 years ago; roorganized year ago; S1. Johns plant; blocks, etc [ + much] 
{05/06/07 pOI,c3 Cement} . 
company has removed 10,000 cu. yds. of 80% silica sand from its S1. Johns plant [ + some] 
{10125/O7 pOI,c3 A Hole In} . 
cementllime plant. Roseburg 
lime and cement plant near Roseburg, $250,000, planned; uses Limestone Mountain [ + much] 
{06126107 pOI,c3 Lime and} 
Chicago Concrete Mixer 
adv.: "most rapid mixer made"; 5 to 26 cu. ft.; Beall & Co.; drawiog of mixer [ + much] 
{01119/09 p04,c4 Chicago} Illustration: other 
Clinton Fire-Proofing System 
advertisement: note continuous bond; G. M. McDowell agent [ + minor] 
{09119106 p06,c2 Clinton} Illustration: other 
Composite Pressed Brick Company 
make sandlcement brick; product is new but popular once known; officers named [ + much] 
{05125/O7 p04,c2 Composite} Illustration: other 
Sellwood plant purchased by Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co. who will expand it [ + much] 
{02121/08 pOI ,c3 Big} 
concrete and steel comparisons 
bridge proposals: concrete cheaper, less maintenance, faster, greater permanence [ + much] 
{12103/07 pal ,c3 East 28th} 
concrete block 
Cement Products Co. incorporated, Portland; for brick, block, cast stone, tiles [ + some] 
{08/1O/06 pOl ,04 New} 
Parrish & Thompson operate plant in St. Johns; will erect sample house in Portl. [+ some] 
{06/04/07 pOI,c4 Concrete} 
many poorly made on cheap machines by inexperienced meo (quotes National Bldr.) [ + some] 
{06128/07 pal ,c4 Cement} 
architect A. H. Faber is designing houses using concrete blocks [ + much] 
{IOIOI/07 p06,c2 Faber} 
Elliott-Regan Co. makes cast stone, coocrete blocks; no factory, makes on site [ + much] 
{10107/07 p08,c5 Elliott-} and {10/1l/07 p04,c3 Elliott} 
Parrish & Thompson make ornamental special designs, Doric columns, balustrade [ + some] 
{1O/22/07 pOl,c3 Parrish} 
Elliott-Regan Co.: Columbia River sand superior; face mix richer; resist damp [ + much] 
{IO/28/07 pOI,04 Elliott-} 
Albert Voigt, Portland, invents cone. block w/oval cores and reinforcing groove [ + much] 
{12/26/07 pOI,c3 A New} 
Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co. buys Composite Pressed Brick Co. 's Sellwood plant [ + much] 
{02/21/08 pOI,c3 Big} 
Ideal Concrete Constr. Co. incorporated Febr. 21 to make cement blocks, brick... [+ much] 
{03/14/08 pOI,04 New} 
Tennessee report faults poorly made hollow blocks for poor performance in a fire [ + much] 
{06/03/08 pOl,c3 Hollow} 
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two concrete bl~k houses under construction; advocates fireproof qualities [ + much] 
{08106108 pOl ,c4 Cement} 
new Dyer Molding Machine Co.; plant in Kenton; owner trained in England [ + much] 
{08128108 pOI,c3 Cement} 
Thompson, Clayfield & Froesden make conc. blocks; succeeded Parrisb & Thompson [ + some] 
{09128108 pOI,c4 Thompson} 
Parrish & Thompson make conc. block, ornaments; Thompson, Clayfield & Froedsen [ + some] 
{09128108 pOl ,c4 Thompson} 
ingredients used by V. M. Mason, St. Johns, described; test of block described [ + much] 
{l0106108 pOl,c3 Severe} 
Smith & Hansen make type new in Portland, wliron-rod, instead of concrete, webs [ + much] 
{1l103108 pOl,c3 New Type} 
Oregon Conc. Block & Machine Co. incorp. by L. B. and J. Larsen, D. Goodell r + some] 
{12105108 pOl,c3 Concrete} 
company makes "double-staggered air space" concrete block, used by U.S. on coast [ + much] 
{12105108 pOl,c3 Portland} 
Dyer & Company to start a branch location at 28tb & Glisan, site of Wells apts. [+ some] 
{03106109 pOl,c4 Cement} 
Gagen & Lane make at Portland plant on Pippin St., between Delaware and Aubrey [ + some] 
{06121f09 p05,c3 Cement} 
J. H. Tipton discovery: plastic substitute for concrete block; similar to stone	 [ + some] 
{10129109 pOl,c4 Building} 
concrete block chimney 
Brussels invention of mold for large, tapered polygonal blocks for chimneys [ + much] 
{10128108 pOI,c5 Concrete} 
concrete brick 
Cement Products Co. incorporated, Portland; for brick, block, cast stone, tiles [ + some] 
{08110106 pOl,c4 New} 
cement brick for Strablman building in Sellwood condemned by building inspector [ + minor] 
{12118106 pOl,c5 A Card} 
Cement Product Co., Portland; cement brick will be approved by bldg. inspector [ + minor] 
{12118106 pOI,c5 A Card} 
advantages over clay brick; artificial sandstone; much used in East and Califor. [+ much] 
{03104107 pOI,c3 Cement} 
made at Cement Products Co. plant at St. Johns; advantages over clay brick noted [ + much] 
{03104107 pOl,c3 Cement} 
concrete brick from Cement Products Co., Portland; compression test results [ + some] 
{03114107 pOl,c3 Stood} 
Composite Pressed Brick Co. ,Sellwood, established last summer to make cement br. [+ some] 
{04109107 pOl,c3 Composite} 
Composite Pressed Brick Co. make sandlcement brick; product is new but popular [ + much] 
{05125107 p04,c2 Composite} Illustration: other 
Cement Products Co. will make waterproof conc. brick; absorption criticism [ + some] 
{01117108 pOI,c4 Waterprf.} 
Ideal Concrete Constr. Co. incorporated Febr. 21 to make cement blocks, brick... [+ much] 
{03114108 pOl,c4 New} 
St. Johns Brick Co. incorporates; pressed, ornamental, cement brick; terra cotta [ + much] 
{10113108 pOl,c4 St. Johns} 
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Blue Diamond Pressed Stone Co. bankrupt; sell Sellwood plant, foot of Marion St. [+ some] 
{03/18/09 p05,c3 Bids for} 
concrete expert committee 
William L. Grondahl, R. L. Donald, J. W. Moffatt, to examine E. 28th St. bridge [ + some] 
{12/03/08 pOI,c3 Concrete} 
concrete oiling 
Mitchell-Lewis Staver bldg., Morrison & 2nd, has Portland's 1st concrete piling [ + millor] 
{06/13/06 pOI ,c3 Concrete } 
for Portland Mitchell ... warehouse; cast in driven metal tubes; withdrawal stuck [ + some] 
{08/31106 pOI,c4lnterest.} and {09/05/06 pOl,c4 Has Firm} 
incorporated by Thomas Bilyeu, J. M. Crook, David Loring; make and drive piles [ + some] 
{06/06/08 pOI ,c3 Files} 
Portland Concrete Pile & Equip. Co. incorporated; patented collapsible forms [ + much] 
{07/22/08 pOI ,c3 New} 
absolutely immune from decay; now most used foundation for heavy struc. in East [ + much] 
{07/23/08 pOI,c4 About} 
seven years ago were unknown; today use is becoming widely extended [ + some] 
{07/28/08 pOI,c4 More} 
Portland Concrete Pile & Equip. Co. adver.; drawing of pile form; quick; cheap [ + some] 
{08/24/08 p06,cl An oppor.} Illustratioll: other 
Portland Cone. Pile & Equip. Co. expand nationally; new pile methods profitable [ + much] 
{06/08109 pOl,c3 Concrete} 
Portland Cone. Pile...Co. growing rapidly; in Galveston, Texas; new equipment [ + much] 
{I0101I09 pOI,c3 Concrete} 
concrete reinforcing 
concrete contractor advocates twisted rods, and speculates about pipe reinforc. [+ much] 
{06111107 pOI ,c4 concrete} 
Kahn system reinforcing planned for 5 story Hotel (Marshfield, Himebaugh) [ + some] 
{01ll7108 pOI,c4 Marshfld.} 
General Fireproofmg Co. reinforcing in San Francisco, Portland Public Market [ + much] 
{l213l108 pOl,c4 Steel for} 
concrete shingle 
Albert Voigt, Portland, patents cement shingle, indestructible and fire proof [ + some] 
{l2/26107 pOl,c3 A New} 
concrete tiles 
Cemeot Products Co. incorporated, Portland; for brick, block, cast stone, tiles [ + some] 
{08/10106 pOl,c4 New} 
concrete water pipe 
Engineer Grondahl advocates; durable; wood, iron, steel inferior; [no microfilm] [ + much] 
{081l3108 pOl,c4 Sensible} 
concrete wharves 
proposed by local engineers Bilyeu and Grondald; permanent, no maintenance [ + much] 
{09109108 pOl,c4 Concrete} Illustratioll: otber 
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Crowe, F. T., & Company 
supplies Atlas, Western States, Portland & Mankato Bricklayers' Cement, lime... [+ some] 
{10101/07 pOl,c4 F. T.} 
durability 
architect Ernest Kroner predicts Portland's concrete bldgs. will last 5000 years [ + some] 
{02/11/07 pOI,cJ Durabil.} 
Dyer Molding Machine Company 
new co.; plant in Kenton; makes concrete blocks, etc.; owner trained in England ( + much] 
{08/28/08 pOl,cJ Cement} 
Elbram cast "marble" 
Pacific Brick & Marble Co. to make; durable, cheap; for wainscots, floors, etc. ( + much] 
{04/26/09 pOl,c4 New} and {05/25109 pOl,c4 A New} 
Elliott-Regan Company 
makes cast stone, cone. blocks; no factory, makes on site; co. formed June, 1907 ( + much] 
{10/07/07 p08,c5 Elliott-} and {10/W07 p04,cJ Elliott} 
fire test results 
Underwriter's labs report on low heat transmission, failure of concrete block ( + some] 
{08/25/09 pOl,cJ Brick} 
foundations 
report from US Geological Survey that cement foundations are the most durable ( + minor] 
{06/07/06 pOl,c2 Cement} 
freeze protection. new concrete 
"huge bonfires are kept burning night and day in newly excavated basements" [ + some] 
{12/24/09 pOl,c4 Central} 
Ideal Concrete Construction Co. 
incorporated Febr. 21 to make cement blocks, brick, cement, construct buildings [ + much] 
{OJ/14/08 pOl,c4 New} 
imported cement to Oregon 
three ships of cement from Sweden on the way to Portland; cement famine to end [ + minor] 
{06/04/06 pOl,cJ Cement} 
Portland cargos of cement expected from Europe and on each Asiatic steamer [ + minor] 
{07/0J/06 pOl,cJ Cement} 
Aragonia arrived in Portland from Orient with 10,000 barrels of cement; more due [ + minor] 
{07/09/06 pOl,cJ Cement} 
Nicomedia arrived in Portland July 22 with 10,000 barrels of Asano cement [ + minor] 
{07/24/06 pOl,c4 Cement} 
French barque Laennee arrived at Astoria with 18,000 barrels cement for Portland [ + minor] 
{08/O8/06 p04,c4 Cement} 
10,000 barrels from Heidelberg, Germany to Portland; JOO for Markell Building [ + some] 
{01/07/07 pOl,cJ Big} 
-----------------
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England first, then Holland, Germany, Belgium; now England; Or. & Cal. potential ( + some] 
{04/08/0? pOl,c3 Lime and} 
ship arrivals from Rotterdam with 20,000 barrels, and Antwerp with full cargo [ + millor] 
{04/09/0? pOl,c3 Cement} 
D. B. Rate & Co. adv.: Portland Cement Werk, Schifferdecker & Sobne, Heidelberg [ + millor] 
{OS/IOIO? pOl,cl D. B.} 
5 ships wlhrands: Dragon, Chain, Budenheim, Rhinoceros (English), Elsa, Vise [ + some) 
{01l16/08 pOl,c4 Cement} 
W. P. Fuller brands: Dragon, Chain, Budenheim, Rhinoceros (English), Elsa, Vise [	 + some) 
{01l22/08 pOI,c1 Cement} 
Portland used 500,000 barrels of imported cement in 1907; 300,000 barrels coming I + much) 
{01l28/08 pOl,c3 Regarding} 
Italian ship with cement from Hamburg in port; returning to Italy with wheat [ + some] 
{06/20108 pOl,c4 Why So} 
Chain, Stronghold, and Anchor brands (City of Portland approved) from importers [ + some) 
{0?/22/08 p06,cS Cement} 
imported cement to U. S. 
import of German cement to U. S. now almost ceased, due to American rotary-oven I + some] 
{02/18/08 pOl,c4 American} 
lime 
500 barrels daily from Roach Harbor, San Juan Island, Puget Sd.; 5000 barrel/mo. [ + some] 
{OS/08/0? pOl,c3 Building} and {01l31108 pOl,c3 Lime} 
Marshall Brothers. Portland 
advertisement: everything in cement canstr.; plain, ornamental, reinforc. blocks [ + some] 
{08123/09 pO? ,cS Marshall} 
national manufacturers combine 
Northern American Cement Company forms association of manufacturers, markets I + much] 
{1O/08/08 pOI,c3 $IO,OO... } 
Parrish & Thompson 
maker of cone. blocks, ornaments, succeeded by Thompson, Clayfield & Froedsen [ + some] 
{09128/08 pOl,c4 Thompson} 
Portland Cement plant. Portland 
to build Portland plant within a year; 1000 barrels/day; [not on microfilm] [ + some] 
{08/20108 pOl,c3 Local} 
Portland Cement required by law 
new Portland ordinance requires Portland Cement in all buildings; beight limits [ + much] 
{01l18/09 pOl,c4 Interest} 
Portland Cement supply 
est. 100,000 barrels in Portland now; Nottingham & Co. expects big June cargo I + minor] 
{03/IS/O? pOl,c3 Building} 
Portland Concrete Pile...Co. 
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Portland Concrete Pile & Equip. Co. incorporated; patented collapsible forms [ + much] 
{07/22/08 pOI,c3 New} 
company growing rapidly; branch office in Galveston, Texas; much newequipment [ + much] 
{10101/09 pO I,c3 Concrete} 
Portland Miracle Pressed Stone 
company makes "double-staggered air space" concrele block, used by U.S. on coast [ + much] 
{12/05/08 pOl,c3 Portland} 
Portland. 1907 building summary 
17 building permits in 1907 for reinforced concrete buildings, total $1,198,110 [ + millor] 
{01/08/08 pOl,c3 Building} 
pressed stone 
intends to build "pressed stone" [not explained] building in Chebalis, Wash. [+ some] 
{01/15/08 pOI,c4 Pressed} 
regulations and inspections 
proposed Portland ordinance provides more rigid inspection and testing [ + some] 
{08/08/06 p03,c2 New} 
advocates regulations to avoid deception, ignorance. criminal carelessness [ + much] 
{1O/25107 pOI,c3 Concrete} 
barrel measure not precise measure; 3 1/3 to 4.96 cubic feet; 332 to 401 pounds [ + much] 
{09/17/08 pOI,c3 Summary} 
reinforced concrete 
by A. Duchamp; Portland materials & practices described; con't June 4,5,6,7,8,9 [ + much] 
{06/02f06 pOI,c3 Re-lnfor.} 
Lewis (Couch) building, on 4th, first Portland reinforced concrete struclDre I?] [ + minor] 
{08/07/06 p04,c3 Builders'} 
Senn, Nitschke & Company 
Seon, Nitschke & Co. makes plaster and cement ornaments; artif. marble; more [ + much] 
{IO/II/07 p04,c3 Seon} 
sidewalks 
Portland sidewalk concrete must continue to bave lamp black added [ + much] 
{04f06f08 pOI ,c3 Interest.} and {05/29/08 pOI ,c4 City} 
Portland's present policy is to replace plank walks witb cement in all areas [ + mi1l0r] 
{06/30f08 pOl,c3 Greater} 
traveling mold machine with hoppers for concrete and special lopping mix [ + some] 
{09/11/08 pOI,c3 Cement} 
Smith Concrete Mixer 
advertisement with drawing of mixer; Cbarles F. Beebe Co.; Mcinnis & Reed buy I [+ much] 
{01/25/09 p06,c4 Smith} and {02/17/09 pOI,c5 Cbarles} Illustration: other 
sold to Monarcb Lumber Co.; Hydraulic Stone & Brick Co.; Gooley & Sypneski [ + some] 
{04/12f09 pOI ,05 Cement} 
illustrated, with side loader [barely legible]; Charles F. Seebee Co. advertism. [+ some] 
{09f21/09 p08,o5 Smith} IIIus/rati01l: otber 
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Standard Portland Cement Co.
 
open Portland off.; 100,000 barrels/mo. by rodil or ship; Davenport, Calif. plant [ + much]
 
{OI/IO/08 pOl,c4 Cement} and {OIIIO/08 p06,c4 Standard}
 
Thompson. Clayfield & Froesden 
maker of cooc. blocks, ornaments, succeeded Parrish & Thompsoo; office moved [ + some] 
{09/28/08 pOl,c4 Thompson} 
Washington Portland Cement Co. 
open Portland off., plan warehs.; Wash. plant makes 1000 barrel Portld. cem.lday [ + some] 
{04103108 pOl,c4 Washing!.} and {05/23/08 p08,c5 Washiog!.} 
"home product" made by Washington Portland Cement Co.; office in Portland [ + some] 
{06103/08 p04,c5 Washingt.} 
Building and materials, ceramic tile 
floors. increased use for
 
public buildings in Portland increasingly use tile; [several noted by name] [ + much]
 
{06/l2/07 pOl,c3 Public}
 
Metile
 
substitute for ceramic mosaic tile; used in bath rooms of R. B. Lamson Hotel [ + some]
 
{IO/02/07 pOl ,c4 Gets}
 
Oregon Art Tile Company
 
advertisement: "(Whiteman and Hofner), tile floors, fireplaces and bathrooms" [ + 1I01le]
 
{03/l2/09 pOl,c6 Oregon}
 
Portland Tile & Mantel Company 
several projects noted, including Spokane, Walla Walla, Portland [ + much] 
{O1/31/07 pOl,c3 Plenty} 
several contracts listed in Portland and Walla Walla [ + much] 
{OS/14/07 pOl,c3 Many Tile} 
James E. Barker, proprietor; several contracts in Portland and Seattle noted [ + much] 
{10112107 pOl,c4 Valuable} 
moved warehouse to Hotel Scott building; two carloads of tile in stock [ + some] 
{OI/IO/08 p06,c3 Get New} 
Ruby Tile, floor, mantel, wall 
Empire Tile & Mantel Co., Portland, advert. lists "Ruby Tile" and other tile [ + some] 
{09/01/09 p08,c3 Floor} and {10104/09 p08,cl Empire} lIIustraJion.· other 
Wagner. Fred P. 
in Portland; "Artistic Floor & Wall Tile... special designs"; [listed "Fred W."] [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 pOl,c6 Wagner} 
Sx6 mosaic, bust of soldier, exhibited at Chicago and St. Louis expositions [ + much] 
{12/31/07 pOl,c4 Beautiful} 
tile contractor; many jobs listed in Portland and in Wallace and Tacoma, Wash. [+ much] 
{03/09/08 pOl ,c3 Many} 
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Building and materials, elevators 
Astoria's first elevator
 
first electric elevator in Astoria being installed in Astoria Savings Bank [ + minor]
 
{OI/08107 pOl,c3 Moline}
 
Llewellyn Elevators
 
electric magnetic control, hydraulic and direct plunger; made on coast; photo [ + some]
 
{04/26/07 p03,c1 Llewellyn} [/Iustration: other
 
Magnetic Control Elevators 
full page ad describing; G. M. McDowell, contracting engineer, NW represeotative [ + much] 
{08/31/06 p03,cl Llewellyn} 
Moline Elevator Company 
photo Herman T. Johnson, equip.; made first Portland elec. elev.; almost 100 now [ + much] 
{OS/2S/07 p04,cl Moline} and (OS/25/07 pOS,c1 Moline} Illustration: multiple 
several contracts for freight elevators in Portland and Stockton, California [ + much] 
{06/14/07 pOl,c3 Moline} 
company purcbased by Otis Elevator; Herman T. Johnson, Portland bead, left city [ + much] 
{02/07/08 pOI,c4 Moline} 
Otis magnet-control elevator
 
latest type displaciog otbers; also due to receotly revised water list prices [ + some]
 
{02/26/07 pOl,c3 Otis}
 
Portland Automatic Elevator Co. 
makes Portland Automatic Elevator Gate, invention of A. W. Grover; widely used [ + some] 
{12/20/06 pOl,c3 Senn &} 
Portland Elevator Company
 
installed 48" latbe in plant; recent sales noted [ + some]
 
{O1/31/08 pOl,c4 Portland}
 
recently began making elevators; installed largest in city in new Wemme bldg. [ + some]
 
{07/16/08 pOl,c4 Portland}
 
outgrown present quarters; plans to erect new SOxlOO plant in East Portland [ + some]
 
{I0/28/08 pOl,cS Portland}
 
Van Emon Elevator Company 
largest indepeodent elevator maker in West; plant at West Berkeley; Portland man [ + some]
 
{04/06/07 pOl,c4 Making}
 
Building and materials, escalators 
Portland's first planned 
most larger Pacific coast cities oow have; planned for Portland Public Market [ + much]
 
{12/03/08 pOl,c3 Concrete}
 
Building and materials, glass 
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Pacific Art Glass Company 
opalescent, bevel, and colonial windows on listed houses; "now established" [+ some] 
{12117/OO pOl,c3 Busy} 
awarded contract for several windows in Methodist church, Dunsmuir. California [ + minor] 
{02/15109 pOl,c3 Art Glass} 
Portland Art Glass Works 
Emil Locke, Manager; has plain and ornamental glass [ + minor] 
{OO/02/06 pOl,c6 Portland} 
Povey Brothers 
working on several church windows: Swedish Lutheran Church, Spokane; Portland [ + some] 
{12/08/06 pOl,c4 Church} 
Vitrolite, first Portland use 
Architect A. H. Faber's house for Portland Bldg. Assoc. in Piedmont [see] [ + much] 
{03/22/09 pOI,c4 Two Novel} 
window glass size & source 
Pennsylvania, Indiana sources; Portland shortage; standard sizes cut for smaller [ + some] 
{03/15107 pOI,c3 Building} 
Building and materials, industrialized bldg. 
factory-built house components
 
Edison's one~day concrete house; St. Louis 12-hour proposal; one-season towns [ + much]
 
{J0/08/08 pOl,c4 Future}
 
Building and materials, iron and steel 
Bowles Iron & Steel Fabrication
 
new Portland plant to fabricate iron & steel; doing new Corbett bldg. 700 tons [ + much]
 
{08120/OO pOl,c4 Bowles'}
 
Bowles, J. R .. Company 
advertisement: "largest stock of structural steel in the west"; Portland works [ + some] 
{09/22/OO p02,cl Structur.} and {1l/21/OO pOl,c3 Arrived} 
contracts for structural steel in San Francisco: Moore, Rothchild, other bldgs. [+ some] 
{05/25107 p04,c6 Secures} 
work in shop: Spokane brew house, San Francisco buildings, Clackamas Riv. bridge [ + some] 
{OI/JO/08 poo,c3 J. R.} 
cast iron columns preferred
 
Crane Co. Bldg. using cast iron columns, but steel beams; no price advantage [ + some]
 
{IO/07/08 pOl,c3 Pacific}
 
Columbia Wire & Iron Works
 
fire escapes and elevators, including Astoria bank, Gosslin & Hamblet building [ + some]
 
{12/21/OO pOI,c3 Worthy}
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corrugated iron culvert 
50 tons shipped to Manila; American Ingot Iron has less rusting and corroding [ + much] 
{10125109 pOl,c3 Corrugat.} 
iron men meet. eat 
80 from local iron works meet to discuss freight rates, industrial educa., etc. [ + much] 
{12/01l08 pOl,c3 Iron Men} 
Llewellyn Iron Works 
largest works of kind in west; made elevators for several named Portland bldgs. ( + much] 
{05/25/07 p04,cl McDowell} 
McDowell. G. M. 
supplies "structural steel", clay working machinery, power plants; in Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 p04,c5 McDowell } 
National Iron & Foundry Company 
company in Portland manufactures "all kinds of iron castings" [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 pOl,cl National} 
Northwest Bridge Co. 
company began 01/01108; J. R. Boles, president; took over J. R. Bowles Co. [ + much] 
{0l/30/08 pOl,c3 Union} and {02106108 pOI,c4 Union} 
Pacific Iron Works 
installing new machinery for heavy plate, cutting heavy beams; to build annex [ + some] 
{09/07/08 pOl,c3 Pacific} 
Phoenix Iron Works. Portland 
foundry and structural iron and steel; Portland, Hawthorne Ave. & E. 3rd Sl. [+ minor] 
{06/02/06 p04,cl Phoenix} 
buildings noted; Masonic temple steel girders, 20 tons each, biggest in Portland [ + some] 
{01l08/07 pOl,c3 Phoenix} 
rush order for truss rods for new bridge for Oregon Electric at Hillsboro [ + some] 
{09/07/08 pOl,c4 Phoenix} 
largest cupola is 25 ton capacity Collian type; largest casting was 27,600 Ibs. [ + much] 
{02/18/09 pOl,c3 Phoenix} 
Portland Wire & Iron Works 
Portland Wire & Iron Works does railing, wire & iron fencing, ornamental work [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 pOl,cl Portland} 
steel supply 
Portland contractors may use cast iron columns due to delays in steel from east [ + some] 
{08/03/06 pOl,c3 Healey} 
no shortage expected in 1908 as there was in 1907 [ + some] 
{02110108 pOl,c3 Steel} 
Vulean Iron Works 
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machinists, blacksmiths, sheet metal workers; structural iron work; in Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 p04,c4 Vulcan} 
to build branch plant at Aberdeen on water front; Fred C. Furth, manager [ + much] 
{02/19/09 pOl,c3 To Build} 
Building and materials, lime 
Roseburg, Oregon proposed plant 
lime and cement plant near Roseburg, $250,000, planned; uses Limestone Mountain [ + much] 
{06/26/07 pOl,c3 Lime and} 
San Juan Island kilns
 
most Portland dealers receive lime from San Juan Island kilns; big shortage now [ + much]
 
{03/15/07 pOl,c3 Building}
 
Building and materials, masonry (general) 
furring bonds
 
Wire Simplex Furring Bond for stone, concrete, brick, and terra cotta; Portland [ + minor]
 
{06/02/06 p04,c6 Furring}
 
mortar mixing on pavement 
Portland pavement next to construction frequently coated with mortar from mixing [ + some]
 
{06/22/08 pOI,c4 Mortar}
 
waterproofing
 
"Aqubar" advertisement: waterproofs brick, conc. block, terra cotta, stone, etc. [+ some]
 
{07/22/09 p06,c5 Aqubar}
 
Building and materials, mechanical/electric. 
Barrett. John, Company
 
established 1865; no better known firm in Portland; gas and electric fixtures [ + some]
 
{03/09/07 pOl,c3 John}
 
Electric Wiring Company
 
"General electrical contractors, house wiring and fixtures"; in Portland [ + minor]
 
{06/02/06 p04,c5 Electric}
 
gas and electric f"",tures
 
John Barrett Co. established here in 1865; no beller known finn in Portland [ + some]
 
{03/09/07 pOl,c3 John}
 
G.	 M. McDowell & Co. street lamps; three iron multi-globe pole fixtures shown [ + some]
 
{04/26/07 p03,cl Llewellyn} ll/ustration: other
 
M. J. Walsh sells elect. and gas chandeliers and supplies; drawing of chandelier [ + some]
 
{01/17/08 pOl,c5 Electric.} ll/ustration: other
 
gas from gasoline to heatllight 
made on premise from gasoline; used by architect A. H. Faber for Portland houses [ + some] 
{05/20/08 pOl,c3 Unique} 
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, 
Kendall Heating Company
 
engineers, contractors for steam, hot water heat; force blast heat & ventilating [ + some]
 
{1O/06/09 p08,cl Kendall}
 
Morrison Electric Co., Portland 
only such firm on East side; established Ocl. 1906; complete stock of clec. fix. [ + much] 
{02/2?/O? pOl,c3 Thriving} 
Oregon City wiring faulty 
inspection of principal buildings ~nd residences found wiring exceedingly faulty [ + some] 
{08/21106 pOI,c5 Bad} 
Portland elec. wiring ordinance
 
proposed ordinance for public vote; [entire legal text with much detail] [ + much]
 
{05/l0/0? p09,c2 Regula!.} and {05/1O/0? plO,cl continued)
 
vapor heating. Portland's first
 
house has probably first vapor heating system in Portland; wiring in conduit [ + much]
 
{12/02/0? pOI,c3 Three)
 
Walsh. M. J. 
company sells electrical and gas chandeliers and supplies; drawing of chandelier [ + some] 
{OI/I?/08 pOI,c5 Electric.) Illustration: other 
wind-generated electricity
 
first Portland installation planned by architect A. H. Faber for his house [#2] [ + much]
 
(05/20/08 pOI,c3 Unique)
 
Building and materials, metals 
oxy-acetylene cutting
 
describes cutting of steel, iron, aluminum, copper, brass with this new process [ + much]
 
{12/lI/08 pOl,c3 Acetylene)
 
Portland Art Metal Works 
ornamental metal works; I. K. Tuerck, craftsman; 9th & Davis, Portland; advert. [+ some] 
{OI/OI/08 p06,cl Tuerck) Illustration: other 
Building and materials, miscellaneous 
1908 costs for materials, labor
 
National: labor cost up, but demand down; material cost down; building down [ + much]
 
{1O/31/08 pOI,c3 Building)
 
Columbia Hardware Co.. Portland 
builders' hardware; several buildings noted: Harrington Bldg., Shell house... [+ some] 
{Ol/Ol/O? pOl,c3 Columbia) 
exclusive agents: Heath & Milligan Paints, Pratt & Lambert Varnishes, other [ + some] 
{05/1O/0? p04,c2 Headquar.) 
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Connell's Noiseless lock 
Columbia Wire & Iron Works has sole Oregon license to make; for elevator doors [ + much] 
{02/27/07 pOl,c3 Valuable) 
Hydraulic Wood Lift Company 
"Oregon Made Goods": hydraulic, electric, hand wood lifts, dumb waiters, elev. [+ some] 
{06/O2/06 p04,cl Hydraulic) 
Ironite water proofing 
new process applied to new or old concrete or masonry; guarantees dry cellars [ + some] 
{12/02/07 p04,c2 We Will) 
McDowell, G. M., & Company 
gas & electric street lamps; advertism.; 3 iron multi-globe pole fixtures sbown [ + some] 
{04/26/07 p03,c1 Llewellyn) lI/ustration: other 
Portland agents for Llewellyn Iron Works, plus brick, cement macbinery, steel [ + much] 
{05/25/07 p04,c1 McDowell) 
Oregon Hardware Company 
Oregon Hardware Co. advertisement; illustrations of door knob hardware [ + some] 
{08/05/09 p06,c3 A New) and {09/04/09 p08,c3 Build) Illustration: other 
Pabco Damp Proof Compound 
"absolutely prevents leakage"; 8 San Francisco bldgs. named; Paraffine Paint Co. [+ some] 
{02/06/0S pOS,c5 Pabco} 
m:k§ 
prices of nails, tool steel, solder, rope, lumber, etc.; [column repeats daily] [ + much] 
{06/06/06 p02,cl Current} 
Raecolith 
floors, walls; elastic; apply on wood, other; Raecolith Co. opens in Portland [ + much] 
{12/08/06 p04,c3 Raecolith} and {12/08/06 p04,c2 Raecolith) 
floors in Worcester Bldg. toilets: light gray with green cove base and borders [ + minor] 
{IO/09/07 pOl,c3 Worcester) 
revolving doors 
first curved-wing revolving doors on coast, Ainsworth Bldg., US National Bank [+] 
{Ol/22/08 pOl,c3 Revolving) 
Roebling's Fire-Proofing 
"Roebling's Fire-Proofing... resisted fire and quake at 'Frisco' [advertisement] [ + minor] 
{06/05/06 pOl,c1 Roebling} 
terrazzo 
marble chip/cement floors; made by C. J. Dondero, Portland Cement Laundry Tray [ + much] 
{12/08/06 pOl,c3 Tarrazzo} 
Timms Cress & Company 
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"joist hangers, metal lath, prism glass, pressed brick, mortar stain"; Portland [ + minor]
 
{06/02/06 p04,cS Timms}
 
weather strip
 
Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip makes windows slide easily; over 4,000,000 used [ + some]
 
{10/II/09 p06,cl Chamber!.}
 
Winslow System waterproofing
 
hydrolithic coating and basement construction; basements made watertight [ + some]
 
{O1/28/07 pOI,c4 Waterpr.}
 
Building and materials, plaster and stucco 
Bulldng Brand Gypsum plaster 
carries more sand; 99.45% pure gypsum; Roaring Fork Plaster Co., Ruedi, Colorado ( + minor] 
{03/2SI08 pOS,cS Bulldog} Illustration: other 
cast ornaments 
Thompson, Clayfield, & Frodesen, purchase L. Q. Roderique's cast ornament busin. r + some] 
{1I/11/08 pOl,c3 Plaster} 
Crowe. F. T.. & Company 
supplies lime, Ivory Plasters, expanded metal, various cements [ + some] 
{I0/0I/07 pOl,c4 F. T.} 
fresco 
adv.: Ernest Miller & Co., best equipped NW paint shop; "special Fresco designs" [ + some] 
{04/08/09 pO1,06 Ernest} 
magnesite 
Hecla Fire-Proof... Co., Portland, established with small plant for "magnesita" [ + much] 
{03/26/07 pOl,c4 New} 
Hecla Fireproof Constr. Co. adv.: magnesite flooring; also wainscots, etc. [ + minor] 
{IO/OI/07 pOl,c4 Hecla} 
metal lath 
for partitions in new Lumbermen's bldg. and Rosenblatt Hotel; change from past [ + some] 
{12/04/0S pOl,c4 Large} 
Mission White Plaster 
very while; famous; made by Acme Cement Plas. Co., St. Louis; Meier & Frank uses [ + some] 
{OSIOSI09 pOl,c4 Mission} 
Reno "ardwall Plaster 
sell new gypsum product for bath room wainscoting, similar; gloss, cream color [ + some] 
{08/n108 pOl,c5 A New} 
Senn & Nitschke 
sculptors in staff, plaster, marble, wood; founded Aug. I; Austrian, German [ + much] 
{09/12/06 pOl,c3 Worthy} and {09/19/06 pOl,c6 Senn} 
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designers in fancy wood carving, plaster work, stone carving; 2 buildings noted [ + minor] 
{12/20/06 pO l,c3 Seon &} 
ornaments for East Portland H.S., Dr. H. E. Coo house, and Friewald house noted [ + some] 
{0l/09/07 pOI,c4 Seon} 
Senn, Nitschke & Company 
"& Co." added; makes plaster, staff, cement ornaments; artif. marble; much more [ + much] 
{lOll 1/07 p04,c3 Seon} 
Edward Sean retires; name changes to Nitschke-Andrae Co.; sculptors, carvers [ + some] 
{02/12/09 pOl,c4 Change} 
steel cnrner bead
 
for protection of comers and angles, easy to erect; F. T. Crowe & Co. [advert.] [+ minor]
 
{02/14/07 pOl,c4 Universal}
 
wood fiber plaster 
Ivory brand "the best. .. everlasting"; F. T. Crowe & Co. Agents, Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 p04,cS Ivory} 
Adamant White Wood Fiber Plaster; The Adamant Co., Mill & 14th St., Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 pOI,c1 Adamant} 
Adamant Co.: hair fibered cement plaster ("Crown Brand"); casting, mnlding plas. [+ minor] 
{OSII0/07 pOl,c1 Wood} 
Building and materials, roofmg 
asbestos shingles and "slate"
 
"Century" brand, from Ambler, Pa.; new material sold in Portland; bldgs. listed [ + much]
 
{0l/08/09 pOl,cS A New}
 
built-up rolled roofing
 
Ready & Malthoid Roofing; made in Portland 22 yrs.: largest roofs in Or., Wash. [+ some]
 
{03/01l07 p06,cS Old} Illustration: other
 
Congo Never Leak Roofing
 
always dry and tight; do it yourself; Blake-McFall Co., sole Northwest agents [ + some]
 
{03/17/08 p06,c5 Congo}
 
Malthoid Roofing
 
Paraffine Paint Co. claims 1,000,000 feet used at Seattle Yukon Pacific Expo. [ + some]
 
{10/12/09 pOl,c5 Malthoid} and {10/12/09 pOl,cl Malthoid}
 
National Mastic Roofing Company
 
in Portland: "we also lay gravel roofs" [+ minor]
 
{06/02/06 pOl,c6 Mastic}
 
No-Tar Roofing 
"No-Tar Roofmg" with flint surface available from Pacific Paper Co., Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 pOl,c6 Roof} 
Northwest Roofing Company 
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, 
installing new tarring machine and auto. rewinder designed by T. J. Glover [ + some]
 
{12121108 pOl,c4 New}
 
Trinidad asphalt 
Genasco Ready Roofing made from pure Trinidad Asphalt, Central Door & Lumber Co. [+ some] 
{lO/ll/07 p04,cl Genasco} 
Webfoot Roofing
 
felt composition made at Northwest Roofing Co. plant in Portland; 70 roofs, 1906 [ + some]
 
{I 1112/00 p04,c3 Webfoot}
 
Building and materials, sheet metal 
Beach. F. Co company
 
metal cornices and skylights, slate and metal roofmg r + minor]
 
{05/11107 p06,c4 F. C.}
 
Burkhart & Weaverson
 
cornices, galv. iron skylights, hot air furnaces, copper bar work; in Portland [ + minor]
 
{OO/04/OO p04,cl Burkhart }
 
copper roof
 
North Head lighthouse, Wash., is first in planned coastal reroofings with copper [ + some]
 
{OO/08/08 pOI,c4 Gets}
 
Hirschberger, H. 
began plant March, 1902; makes sheet metal cornices, etc.; did Art Museum, more [ + much] 
{12/OO/07 pOI,c3 Hirschbe.} 
Portland Sheet Metal Works 
R. Reuter, manager; work on Couch, Swetland, Well-Fargo, and other buildings [ +	 some] 
{12/17/OO pOI,c3 Busy} 
organized less than year ago; now to double capacity of shop, add machinery [ + some] 
{01/08/07 pOI,c3 Will} 
enlarged plant; installing new and powerful machinery; capacity expanded 6 times [ + much] 
{05/OO/07 pOI,c3 Sheet} 
full page adv.; photo of shop and largest press on coast; awnings, windows, etc. [+ much]
 
{05125/07 p06,cl Tin} Illustration: multiple
 
Portland Sheet Metal...Works 
Portland Sheet Metal, Cornice & Skylight Works makes cornices, etc. [+ minor] 
{OO/02/OO pOl ,c6 Portland} 
S & W Metallic Hip Shingles 
Snodgress & Williams, 285 Hawthorne Ave, Portland, furnished to many buildings [ + much] 
{08/28/OO p03,c3 Useful} 
made by Snodgress & Williams, Portland; 81,220 since May; houses named; popular [ + much] 
{10/30/OO pOI,c4 Has Sold} and {02/08/07 pOI,c4 Big} 
Portland company started year+ ago when product unknown; 20,000+ per month now [ + some] 
{04/OO/07 pOI,c3 Proves} and {04/16/07 pOl,c3 Increase} 
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ships throughout Oregon and Waslllngton; each shingle covers almost two feet [ + some] 
{05/06/07 pOt,c3 Metallic} 
Snodgress & Williams, manufacturers, to add new press; 35,000 to he made in June [ + some] 
{05/l7/07 pOl,c4 InstaJl} 
Snodgress & Williams, S. & W. Metallic Hip Shingle, installing new olec. plant [ + much] 
{Ol1l8/08 pOI,c4 Snodgress} 
Building and materials, stone 
Ashland granite 
S. Penniston & Sons developing quarry on Neil creek, 6 miles south of Ashland [ + minor]
 
{06/30/06 pOI,c3 Granite}
 
ballast. foreign
 
more French ships arrive with ballast because of bonus paid for long voyages [ + some]
 
{06/20/08 pOI,c4 Why So}
 
basalt stone quarry, Houlton 
C. Olsson selling half of basalt paving block quarry located in Houlton, Oregon [ + some]
 
{12/1O/09 pOI,c5 Stone}
 
basalt. Clackamas quarry
 
one of best basalts in Portland vicinity; used on old County Courthouse [ + minor]
 
{12/30/09 pOI,c3 Building}
 
basalt, St, Helen's quarry 
used for Portland's earliest stone buildings; in continuous operation since [ + some] 
{12/30/09 pOI,c3 Building} 
Bedford, Indiana limestone 
to use for Multnomab Co. courtbouse [see]; $53,858 saves $14,613 over Or. stone [ + some] 
{12/25/09 pOI,c4 About New} 
California & Oregon Granite 
company, of Medford, Oregon, may erect a shop in Portland [ + minor] 
{OI/Oll09 pOI,c3 Short} 
Carrara marble 
Schanen-Blair Co. has received 16 tons of wlllte and varigated marble from Italy [ + some] 
{09/05/08 pOl,c4 Schanen-} 
Colusa quarry (California) 
in Southern California; largest quarry on coast; connections to Oakland quarry [ + much] 
{05/01l09 pOl,c3 Paving} 
competition with concrete 
concrete has cut into stone work; but stone better in fine detail and durability [ + some] 
{04/13/08 pOl,c3 Walker} 
Cooper sandstone (Oakland. Or,) 
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, 
Cooper Sandstone & Constr. Co. open quarry near Oakland; most for paving stones I + much] 
{05101/09 pOl,c3 Paving} 
steel gray sandstone free of imperfections; from new quarry in southern Oregon [ + much] 
{09/21/09 pOl,c3 Sunnyside} 
Pilgrim Con. Church, Vancouver [see]; broken Ashlar rubble w/conc. block backup? [ + some] 
{II /I0109 pOl,c4 A New} 
South. Or. quarry installing saws and planer; lists bldgs which use their stone [ + much] 
{12/10109 pOI,c3 Sandstone} 
quarry adjacent to Phoenix quarry near Oakland, Oregon; stones equal in quality [ + some] 
{12/30109 pO I ,c3 Building} 
crushed rock 
Howard's St. Helens quarry leased; new rock crushing plant will solve shortage [ + some] 
{03/09/07 pOI,c3 Crushed} 
crushers installed at SI. Helens Quarry, Kelly's BUlle, Washington Co., others [ + some] 
{03/14/07 pOI,c3 Big Rock} 
not available; needed for miles of road improvements; city may produce it [ + much] 
{10129/07 pOI,c3 City} 
Portland Quarry Co. doubles pre-fire capacity for crushed rock to 100 c.y.lday [ + some] 
{12120107 pOI,c5 Plenty} 
reprint from Engineering-Contracting advocating municipal rock crushers [ + much] 
{04/21/08 pOI,c3 Rock} 
Douglas County sandstone 
one of finest blue sandstones in U. S.; proposes use on Multnomah Co. courthouse [+ much] 
{08/16/09 pOI,c3 Concern.} 
durability 
Portland's post office steps and Cham. of Corom. thresholds badly worn by traffic [ + some] 
{06129/08 pOI,c4 Feet Wear} 
fire test results 
Underwriter's labs report that all stones tested were too damaged to compare [ + some] 
{08/25/09 pOI,c3 Brick} 
Forest Grove Stone Ouarry 
grey-green, and white, sandstone; expand production; Pitman saw, channeling mac. [ + much] 
{04/16/07 pOl,c3 Important} 
Hercules Sandstone Company 
Tenino, Wn.; famous Hercules ledge Gov't test 10,060 Ib.lsq.in. stone; no defect [ + some] 
{02/22/08 p08,c4 Sandstone} 
Tenino, Wash.; erecting new 80x50 building with 3 new gang saws; 2000 cu.ft./day [ + some] 
{02/29/08 pOI,c3 Hercules} 
Kelly's Butte Ouarry 
taken over by county about 1905-8 and operated by convict labor [ + some] 
{12/30109 pOl,c3 Building} 
O'Neil, David 
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experieDced quarry mao and cODtractor of stoDe bldgs. in California; DOW in Or. [+ much]
 
{05101/09 pOI,c3 Paving}
 
Phoenix stone (Oakland. Oregon) 
first use in Portland for M. E. Church, South; spurr to quarry recently put iD [ + millor] 
{I01 10/06 pOl,c3 New M. E.} 
architects asked to figure cost to substitute for wood OD first story of houses [ + minor] 
{03/23/07 pOI,c3 Popular} 
company will install stoDe saw using steel shot at its Oakland, OregoD quarry [ + some] 
{05/20/07 pOl ,c3 Looking} 
iDcreased work force; eDtire force gelling out stone for EugeDe Divinity School [ + millor] 
{I2109/07 pOI,04 Quarry} 
22 carloads of stoDe for rip-rap aloDg Southern Pacific lines aloDg Calipooia R. [+ millor] 
{12/l9/07 pOI,c3 Stone} 
doubled work force at Oakland quarries; rip rap to Drain, Comstock, Springf. lc. [+ minor] 
{01l04/08 pOl,c3 Phoenix} and {01l28/08 pOI,c4 Phoenix} 
their stone used for a table, bush-hammered, carved by local Italian sculptor [ + some] 
{03/09/08 pOl,c4 A Stone} 
Portland huildings. stone types 
describes many early Portland buildings, problems with stoDe; revival about 1904 [ + much] 
{12/30/09 pOl,c3 Building} 
Portland Marhle Works 
Neu & Kingsley, prop.; move Feb. I from 268 1st SI. to 264-6 4th SI.; enlarge [ + some] 
{01/06/09 pOl,c3 Move to} 
Schanen. Blair & CDmpany 
supplied cut granite to seveD listed Portland buildings; employs five [ + some] 
{10126106 pOl,c3 Filled} 
cut marble and stoDe work; Corbell, LamsoD, Rothchild, Medical, and other bldgs. [+ much] 
{01/07/08 pOI ,04 SchaneD} 
business increased; imported 2 more expert stoDe cullers from East; jobs DOted [ + much] 
{05/20/08 pOl ,04 ShaneD-} 
added marble polisher, other equipmeDt; best prepared co. of type in Portland [ + some] 
{09/26/08 pOI ,04 SchaneD-} 
install CottOD giant granite surfacing machine, first in Northwest [ + much] 
{1l117/08 pOI ,04 Granite} 
Senn & Nitschke 
sculptors in staff, plaster, marble, wood; founded Aug. I; Austrian, German [ + much] 
{09/12/06 pOl,c3 Worthy} and {09/19/06 pOl,c6 Seon} 
designers in fancy wood carving, plaster work, stoDe carving; 2 buildiDgS DOted [ + minor] 
{12/20/06 pOl,c3 Seon &} 
ornameDts for East Portland H.S., Dr. H. E. Coe house, and Friewald house Doted [ + some] 
{01l09/07 pOI ,04 Seon} 
Sl. Helens building stone 
in any quantities always OD hand; StoDe Block PavemeDt, Harry Howard, Portland [ + millor] 
{I 1123/06 pOl ,c3 StoDe} 
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St. Helens Quarry
 
leased to Warren Constr. Co. of Portland; to produce 500 yds. crushed rock daily [ + some]
 
{01l29107 p03,c2 St. Helen}
 
St. Helens. Kennedy quarry
 
Mr. J. Kennedy of St. Helens has quarry and is ready to furnish ashlar stone [ + minor]
 
{06/19/06 pOI,c3 Building}
 
stone block pavement
 
made in Oregon, does not disintegrate, not rough; Harry Howard, agent l + minor]
 
{06/28/06 pOl,c3 Stone}
 
"Slone Block Paving" from St. Helens quarry; on Front St. fm. Burnside to Glisan [ + much]
 
{1l/25108 pOl,c4 Harry} and {12/11/08 pOl,c2 Modem} Illustration: other
 
stnne cutting record
 
Tom Brigham and 2 assistants cut 75 ashlar blocks of Phoenix stone in one day [ + some]
 
{06113107 pOl,c3 Broke}
 
stone workers and equipment 
skilled workers difficult to secure in Portland; several imported; planer used [ + much]
 
{09/lO/09 pOl,c3 First}
 
Teninn sandstone
 
Tenino Sand Stone Co., Tenino, Washington "is rapidly gaining a reputation" [+ minor]
 
{06102106 p04,cl Stone}
 
"best all round building stone on Pacific coast"; equipped for sawing any size [ + minor]
 
{06/22/06 p06,cl Hercules }
 
in demand; 40' additional quarry; 200,000 cu. ft. planned for Bremerton dry dock [ + some]
 
{10/23/06 p04,c2 Tenino}
 
Votow Quam Cnmpany
 
at Volow, near Canby apparently (20 miles south on S. Pac. line); basaltic slone [ + much]
 
{09/05108 pOl,c3 VOIO} and {09/04/08 p06,cl Votow}
 
Walker Cut-Stone Company 
former Willcox & Walker; Walker fro. Kasota, Minn. quarries; may move to Portland [ + some] 
{04/13/08 pOl,c3 Walker} 
Building and materials, terra cotta 
Denny-Renton Clay Company 
Seattle, Wash.; manufacturers of architectural terra cotta, various brick types [ + minor] 
{03/06/08 pOl ,05 Denny} Illustration: other 
Denny-Renton Clay & Coal Co. adv. for arch. l. c. in various color and designs [ + some] 
{08/21108 pOl,c1 Denny-} 
flue lining 
Oregon & Wash. Sewer Pipe Co. adv. for terra cotta flue lining to prevent fires [ + minor] 
{03/06/08 p06,c4 Do You} llIustration: other 
-------~-------_.__._---­
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Northern Clay Company
 
company in Auburn, Wash., makes architectural terra cotta, fire brick, misc. r+ some]
 
{02/12/09 p06,c2 Northern)
 
polychrome pieces exhibited 
describes 3 pieces in PAC exhibition, from Northwestern Terra Cotta Co., Chicago [ + much] 
{01l09/08 pOI,c4 Handsome) 
St. Johns Brick Company
 
incorporates; to make pressed, ornamental, and cement brick; and terra cotta [ + much]
 
{1O/13/08 pOI,c4 St. Johns)
 
Building and materials, windows and doors 
casement window
 
new Bellott type is in-swinging but weather-tight; sash raised before swinging [ + much]
 
{II/l3/08 pOI,c3 Improved)
 
Building and materials, wood 
1907 Portland mills statistics
 
monthly totals, foreign and domestic shipments, through August 1907 [ + much]
 
{01lIO/08 p06,c3 Lumber)
 
1907 total, 14 Portland mills: 513,116,180'; shipped to East, Califor., foreign [ + much]
 
{01l28/08 pOI,<;4 Lumber)
 
1908 shipping exports of lumher 
monthly totals of lumber exports by ship, with 1907 comparisons [ + much] 
(l2/28/08 pOI,c3 Portland.) 
Douglass Fir chemical analysis 
test of wood in 3 places, listing wood tar, turpentine, acid water, charcoal [ + much] 
{06/02/08 pOl,c4 Douglass) 
dry kilns. fireproof 
advocates brick and iron dry kilns to reduce fire hazard from drying lumber [ + much] 
{12/01/09 pOl,c3 Fire-Pro.) 
fir flooring 
advocates air circulation to avoid dry rot; speculates on composition-covered [ + some] 
{07/0S/08 pOI,c4 Concern.) 
floor sanding machine 
A. Routledge advertisement pictures machine with dust collector, edging attach.	 [+ some] 
{07/07/08 p06,c4 Electric) Illustration: other 
foreign demand keeps mills busy 
big Portland lumber mills are busy, though local demand is light and prices down [ + some] 
{07/09/08 pOl.c4 Now The) and {07/09/08 pOI,c5 Norwegian) 
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forest preservation 
will the supply last? Gov't is trying to preserve and encourage reforestation [ + some] 
{01/04/0S p01,c3 Lumber} 
lack of replanting will compel expensive imports from Canada in a few years [ + much] 
{06/27/0S pOl,c4 Building} 
advocates chemical treatment to reduce waste and postpone exhaustion of forests [ + much] 
{1l/27/09 pOl,c4 Preserva.} 
hardwood doors 
Timms & Cress now Portland ageut for Paine Lumber, Wis., oak, birch 3-ply doors [ + much] 
{07/07/OS p01,c3 Gets} 
hardwood floors 
no more than 5 or 6 hardwood floors in Portland in 1903; now many [ + much] 
{09107/06 p01,c4 Advantag.} 
due to advances in price of fir, local contractors using more hardwood floors [ + millor] 
{03113/07 p01,c3 Hardwood} 
hardwoods in greater local use 
Eastern rock maple in W. O. W. bldg.; Siberian oak soon available; fir cost up [ + some] 
{Ql/07/07 p01,c4 Handsome} 
hardwoods. imported 
new mill by Banfield Veysey Fuel Co., Portland, will cut imported hardwoods [ + much] 
{OS/16/06 pOI,c3 New} 
Korelock Hard Wood Doors 
advertisement by Timms Cress & Co., with illustration of door [ + some] 
{OS/21/0S p04,c4 Korelock} [/lustratioll: other 
log export for Chinese temple 
24 logs, 120'x40' circum., shipped to China to rebuild Ling Yen Temple [ + some] 
{09113/09 pOI,c5 Oregon} 
machine to square large timbers 
Thomas Bilyeu, of Portland, invents machine; [from DJC copy; not on microfilm] [ + much] 
{OS/07/0S p01,c4 Invention} 
McConnick Lumber Company 
incorporated by Charles E. Danl, Charles S. Russell, and J. E. Wheeler [ + much] 
{04/01/08 p01,c3 McCormick} 
Oregon Mutual Timber Company 
incorporates; C. A. Young, J. N. Monteith, P. H. Murdoch; timber & wood products [ + much] 
{02/13/08 p01,c3 Oregon} 
Oregon woods advocated 
for interior fmish; lecture to Portland Architectural Club [ + much] 
{1I10S/06 p01,c3 Advocates} 
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Oregon-Wisconsin Lumber Company 
incorporated Febr. 5 by Montgomery, Ring, Stondall, Sewall; logging, lumber, etc [ + much] 
{OZILOIOS pOI,e3 Oregon-} 
parquetry 
Portland Hardwood Floor Co. [advertisement pictures complex wood parquetry] [ + minor] 
{OS/02/06 p04,c5 Portland} Illustration: other 
Portland Shingle & Lumber Co. 
ebange name to West Side Lumber & Shingle Co.; ineorp. by Sorenson, Menefee... [+ some) 
{11/14/0S pOl,c5 West Side} 
Portland Shingle Company 
new plant; I Challoner, 2 Sumner upright machines; 140,000 shingles daily [ + much] 
{04/16/0S pOI,e3 Portland} 
now make new 19" x 5/S" bUll shingle for sheathing; long requested by architects [ + much] 
{04/16/0S pOI,e3 Portland} and {04/2010S pOl,e3 Slar "N} 
leased Walter K. Smith sawmill in So. Portland; to produce clear lumber too [ + some] 
{OS127/08 pOl,e3 Enlarges} and {09/14/0S pOI,e3 Portland} 
11!k§ 
[this column, repeated daily hereafter, lists current prices of relail lumber] [ + much] 
{06/06/06 p02,el Current} 
shingles 
new 19" x 5/S" bUll shingle for sbeathing available; requested by architects [ + much] 
{04/16/0S pOl,e3 Portland} and {04IZ0/0S pOl,e3 Slar "N} 
Portland Shingle Co.; I Challoner, 2 Sumner upright machine; 140,000 shingle/day [ + much] 
{04/16/0S pOI,e3 Portland} 
over-supply, prices down; Portland Shingle Co. however doing well wlhigher price [ + much] 
{05/2010S pOI,e3 Local} and {06/25/0S pOI,e5 Shingle} 
Uoiv. Lumber & Shingle Co., Portland, makes all-white, live-wood cedar shingle [ + some] 
{10114/0S pOI,e3 In A New} 
12,000,000 contracted for in Portland in 1909; Coos Bay active; two new mills [ + much] 
{10/29/0S pOI,e3 Tremendo.} 
Port Orford Cedar shingles on sale at Couch SI. Dock, Charles G. Stimpson, Agent [ + nOlle] 
{04119/09 p06,c6 Port} 
Travis Brothers 
general lumber business; planing mill; sash, doors, lath, shingles, etc. [+ much] 
{05125107 p04,e2 Travis} 
also fuel suppliers; now added planer, dry kilo; supplying sash & door, etc. [+ much] 
{06/17/07 pOI,e3 Travis} 
lumber supplier; began 12 years ago; R. L. and L. H. Travis; Henry Hartfield too [ + some] 
{01l08/08 pOl,e3 Take In} 
West Side Shingle & Lumber Co, 
change name from Portland Shingle & Lumber Co.; ineorp. by Sorenson, Menefee... [+ some] 
{11114/08 pOl,e5 West Side} 
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Weyerhaeuser Land Company 
logging on Columbia near mouth of Cowlitz; John W. Alexander local manager [ + much] 
{05/25/07 p04,c3 Weyerhau.} 
wood water pipe 
Portland Mayor & engineer favor wood water mains in outlying districts; cheaper [ + much] 
{09/14/06 pOI,c4 Favor} 
big new plant for Portland Wood Pipe Co.; demand is all the time increasing [ + much] 
{04/09/O9 pOI,c3 New} 
Building contracts, specie. 
seperate vs. "Iump" contracts 
Portland architects now generally adopt separate contracts over "lump" contracts [ + minor] 
{05/19/08 pOI,c4 Architect} 
Building inspection - Portland 
Backus. Orin, Assist. Inspedor
 
Backus, a civil engineer, appointed as assistant to Building Inspector Dobson [ + minor]
 
{06/30/O8 pOl ,c5 Orin}
 
Benvie. William K.
 
appointed assistant inspector; violations are usually due to ignorance [ + much]
 
{lO/IO/06 pOI,c4Inspect.}
 
concrete foundat.• iron siding
 
criticism of concrete foundations and galvanized iron siding; inspector defended [ + much]
 
{05/23/07 pOI ,c3 Unjust}
 
Dobson. Guy E.
 
former assistant huilding inspector succeeds Mr. Spencer as buidling inspector [ + some]
 
{06/06/O8 pOI,c5 Is Now}
 
enforcement
 
strict enforcement and rigid examination is making buildings more substantial [ + some]
 
{08/23/06 pOI,04 Building}
 
Office of Building Inspector
 
proposed ordinance defining office, qualifications, responsibilities, assistants [ + much1
 
{ll/23/08 p01,o4 Proposed} and {ll124/0S p01,c4 More}
 
Spencer. W. Irving
 
has been appointed building inspector for Portland, beginning yesterday [ + none]
 
{06/29/06 pOl ,c3 New}
 
Building laws - Portland 
1906 new building nrdinance 
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yesterday, health and police comm. of council began preparation of new ordinance [ + minor] 
{06/06/06 pOI ,c2 Building} 
1907 new building ordinance 
mill constr. with steel lath allowed 6 stories; steel & concrete frame no limit [ + some] 
{IO/OI/07 pOI,c4 New} 
1908 new building ordinance 
old ordinance, patterned after San Francisco, to be revised; committee named [ + much] 
{IO/20/08 pOI,c4 Forging} 
1909 booklet of current laws 
Building Inspector has a limited number of booklets for architects, contractors [ + minor] 
{IO/30/09 pOJ,c5 Building} 
1909 new building ordinance 
cone. bldg., limit 12 stories, 102 feet; masonry, 6 stories; steel fireproofmg [ + much] 
{OI/18/09 pOI,c4 Interest} and {02/24/09 pOI,c5 Building} 
beating wall controversy 
Building Inspector objects to architect's proposals for thinner, taller walls [ + much] 
{IO/JO/08 pOl,cJ Does Not} 
building ordinance, violation 
Freedman Bros. arrested for erecting frame building within fire limits [ + some] 
{09/05/06 pOI,c4 Accused} 
dance balls 
ordinance passed 2/25/09 requiring dance halls to be class A. construction [ + much] 
{03/06/09 pOI,cJ Public} 
electrical ordinance. propnsed 
appoints electrical inspector; regulates wiring; [full text of long ordinance] [ + much] 
{05/09/07 p07,c2 Regula!.} 
fire escapes 
fire escapes being installed on 13 major Portland buildings listed in article [ + some] 
{06/19/06 pOl,cJ Fire} 
heightlimilations 
discussed: 8 story limit for cone. frames; steel for brick bldgs. over 4 stories [ + minor] 
{06/07/06 pOI,c2 Building} 
reinforced concrete 
proposed Portland ordinance provides more rigid inspection and testing [+ some] 
{08/08/06 p03,c2 New} 
Shepherd building ordinance 
requires concrete or steel frame for buildings over 4 stories; new max h!. 102' [ + much] 
{08/16/06 pOI,c4 Re-enfor.} and {08/17106 pOI,c3 City} 
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buildings without steel or conc. frame restricted to 4 story; architects object [ + much]
 
{12/05/06 pOI,c3 New} and {12/1O/06 pOI,c3 New}
 
legal text; class A - skeleton constr.; B - masonry; C - wood lath ok [ + much]
 
{12/24/06 p02,c4 New}
 
architects, others disapprove of new ordinance; discourages bldg.; altern. plans [ + much]
 
{04/11I07 pOI,c3 Architect} and {04/29/07 pOI,c3 Led to}
 
wooden theaters banned
 
recent ordinance bans use of wooden building for theater use after April I, 1911 [ + some]
 
{12/09109 pOI,c3 Improvem.}
 
Building permits - Portland 
1900-05; Multnomah County
 
totals: 1900: $944,985; 1901: $1,629,142; 1902: $3,730,660; 1903: $4,281,056 [ + some]
 
{12/11106 pOl,c5 Multnomah}
 
1900-06; Multnomah County 
totals: 1904, $4,029,220; 1905, $4,183,360; 1906, $6,927,971; 1906 monthly too [ + some] 
{01/19/07 p04,c3 Multnomah} 
1905~6 
Portland gain in value of bldg. permits May 'OS to May '06 was greatest in U. S. [+ minor] 
{06/19/06 pOl ,c3 Building} 
1905 total: 2318 permits, $4,183,386; 1906 estimate: 3129 permits, $6,827,564 [ + some] 
{12/24/06 p03,c2 Portland'} 
1906
 
more new buildings under way here than anywhere on coast except Los Angeles [ + none]
 
{06/06/06 pOl,c3 Portland}
 
permits here last May totaled $1,087,769; Seattle same month was $726,093 [ + minor]
 
{06/06/06 pOl ,c4 Building}
 
city council considering new ordinance for flat rate: $10 over $2000; $1 under [ + millor]
 
{06/21106 pOl ,c3 Building}
 
November, 1906: Portland: $681,975; Seattle: $600,628; Tacoma: $160,760 [ + none]
 
{12/11/06 p03,c3 Building}
 
1907 
East Side dwellings: 1858 ($3,293,338); west side, 206 ($1,042,850); [much more] [ + much] 
{01l08/08 pOI,c3 Building} 
Building statistics - Northwest 
1909 year book 
The Pacific Builder and Engineers' Year Book, March 27; 164-page review [ + some] 
{04/08/09 pOl,c3 Northwest} 
Children, facilities for 
family apartments 
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apartments not usually leased to families with children; proposed building would [ + much]
 
{02/1S/08 pOl,c3 Novel}
 
City planning 
row houses
 
advocates row housing on extensive scale [apparently reprint from Eastern press] [ + much]
 
{12114109 pOI,c3 Operative}
 
Columbia Beach - growth & development 
building begun
 
Misses Reimers, of Calif., 1st buyers; co. owns 320 acres; hotel, dining h. begin [ + much]
 
{04/08/09 pOl,c4 Hotel}
 
platted; resort planned 
just south of Warrenton; plan 70-room hotel, auditorium, board walks; lot sales [ + much] 
{02/06/09 pOI,c4 New} 
Construction equipment 
Beall & Company. Portland
 
illustrated: steam shovel, concrete mixer, dump barrow, panhandle barrow; misc. [ + some]
 
{04/13/07 p04,cl Money} Illustration: multiple
 
electric-powered equipment 
utility's adv. promotes electric powered hoists, cone. mixers, rock drills, etc. [+ some]
 
{OS/20107 p06,c2 Contract.}
 
grader. scraper, etc. 
advertm.; Royal Road Machine grader illustrated; Polson Implement Co., Portland [ + some] 
{06/03/09 p06,cS Polson} Illustration: other 
advert.: large stock of Buck or Fresno scrapers; one illustrated; Polson Implem. [ + some] 
{06/24/09 p06,c5 Polson} Illustration: other 
2-wheeled bucket or scraper illustrated; K. C. Highball, Royal; Polson Imp!. Co. [+ some] 
{07/0S/09 p08,cS Polson} Illustration: other 
drawings of Western grading plow, drag scraper, elevating grader, and dump car [ + some] 
{08102109 p06,cS Celebra!.} Illustration: other 
illustration of pavement plow [pulled by animals]; Polson Implement Co. advert. [ + some] 
{10101/09 p06,cS Polson} fllustration: other 
steam shovel 
great steam shovel with swing arm excavating at Portland's Rosenblatt Hotel site [ + some] 
_{OS/12/08 pOI,c4 Making} 
wagoll$ 
advertisement for Watson "XL" Dumping Wagon; Contractors Favorite; 4 carloads [ + some] 
{06/Il/09 p04,c5 Polson} 
National Steel Lined Wagons; Contractors' Supply Co., Portland; one illustrated [ + some] 
{09/01/09 pOl,cl 4 Cars} Illustration: other 
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wheelbarrows 
Polson Implement Co., Portland, bas large stock; one illustrated [ + some] 
{08/30/09 p06,c5 Polson} lllustration: otber 
Contractors - Oregon 
Newberg Sash & Door Company
 
Newberg; plant destroyed by fire; Arcbit. Manuf. & Construction Co. to succeed [ + much]
 
{08/31/08 pOI,c5lncreas.}
 
penitentiary inmates, trades of
 
Oregon: 17 carpenters, 5 electricians, I plasterer, 8 plumbers, 2 stone-<:utters [ + much]
 
{OI/20/09 pOl,c3 Guests}
 
Contractors - Portland 
Advance Constructinn Co. 
C. Sbubolm, E.	 A. Friberg, C. 1. Bean begin partnersbip; brick, cone., carpentry [ + some]
 
{12/31/09 pOI,c3 New}
 
Barker Tile & Mantel
 
co. renamed from Portland Tile & Mantel; moves Seattle office to San Francisco [ + much]
 
{05/21/08 pOI,c4 Under}
 
Barker. James E.
 
2 weeks in San Francisco, former bome; received big new marble tile job there [ + much]
 
{04/17/08 pOl,c3 $I8,OOO}
 
Barrett. James
 
splendid work evidenced in Trinity Cburcb, Healy and Gearin bldgs. [+ minor]
 
{I2/29/06 pOl,c3 Schlegel}
 
has no "T" or otber middle initial; "Jimmy" Barrett, an all around good fellow [ + minor]
 
{03/23/08 pOl,c4 The "E"}
 
Bean, C. J. 
Bean, formerly w/Pbil E. Dunivant, begins Advance Constr. Co. w/Sbubolm, Friberg [ + some] 
{12/31/09 pOl,c3 New} 
Blaesing. W. F.
 
painter and decorator; now also sells full line of paints, glass, waIJ paper [ + some]
 
{02/18/09 pOI,c3 Removal}
 
Breslin & Redmond Lumber Co.
 
now Pitchless Lumber Co.; to have mill, kilns at Maegley Junction; Bell Mt. wood [ + some]
 
{02/01/09 pOl,c3 Big New}
 
Brigham. Tom
 
Brigham and 2 assistants cut 75 ashlar blocks of Phoenix stone in I day (record) [ + some]
 
{06/13/07 pOI,c3 Broke}
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Bruns. Edward 
designer, maker of art glass, glass mosaic, domes ...moved studio to 68 112 1st [ + some] 
{06/30/08 pOI,c4 Art Glass) and {O?/02108 pOI,c3 Correctn.) 
Buckner. W. L. 
improving shop; new jointer, handsaw, combination rip/cut-off saw, shaper, dado [ + some] 
{OIl08/0? pOl,c3 Install.) 
building materials suppliers 
organizing an association which excludes building contractors [ + much] 
{02110109 pOI,c3 Building) 
Butterworth-Stephenson 
designs and builds bungalows, cottages; prepares plans; several listed [ + much] 
{IO!l9/08 pOI,c3 Butterwo.) and {1l/19/08 p02,c4 BUllerwo.} 
Camp. H. L .. & Company 
several recent projects listed; notes that plans are drawn by lbe firm [ + much] 
{12!l1/06 pOl,c4 Camp) 
Celilo Construction Company 
incorporates; by W. N. Jones, W. G. Brown, T. H. Ward [ + some] 
{09/02/08 pOI,c5 Celilo) 
City Iron Works 
fire escapes, dry kiln, steel vault for Weinhard bldg. in Troutdale noted [ + some] 
{09/05108 pOI,c3 City Iron) 
Columbia Hardware Company 
business expanding; lists several Portland houses and bldgs. with their hardware [ + much] 
{OllI6/09 pOl,c3 Columbia) 
Concrete Housebuilding Company 
incorporated by Mark W. Gill, H. L. Keeney, and George C. Mason; concrete, other [ + some] 
{04122/08 pOI,c4 Concrete) 
Contracting Engineering Company 
reinforced concrete contracts: 2 bldgs., one chimney in both Portland & Tacoma [ + some] 
{12111106 pOl,c4 Contract.} 
company is to be succeeded by Hurley & Mason company [ + minor] 
{02JI9J08 pOI,c3 Oregon) 
changes name to Hurley-Mason Company [ + minor] 
{03/19J08 pOI,c4 Change) 
Cook. Fred C. 
describes his observations during recent trip to Montana: flood, building, etc. [+ much] 
{09J03108 pOI,c3 Conditio.) 
left Dec. 30 on lbree week trip to East; visited Kawneer, other companies [ + much] 
{12J31/08 pOI,c4 Business) and {O1l21109 pOI,c4 Portland.) 
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Cox & Vengelen 
steam and water engineers; several contracts listed; [DJC copy; no microfilm] [ + much] 
{IlI05108 pOI,c5 Cox &} 
Davis Safe & Lock Company 
to furnish the steel cell in Twin Falls, Idaho, Jail; $975 [ + minor] 
{Ol/19/09 pOI,c4 Steel} 
Dole. W. S.. and Company 
do gas, water and power plants in NW; established August, 1906; also appraise [ + much] 
{06105107 p02,cl Marshall) 
Dyer & Company 
contractors and builders, concrete block houses and foundations a speciality [ + some] 
{08/29/08 p04,c2 Dyer &) 
Dyer. Walter E. 
of Dyer & Co., leaves Dec. 31 for month-long business trip to California [ + none] 
{12131108 pOI,c4 Business) 
East Portland Wire & Iron Works 
established by Charles J. Soderberg who came from San Francisco after earthquake [ + some] 
{10/08/09 pOl,c3 East) 
Eschenberger & Swenson 
name cbanged to C. W. Swenson; painting, paper hanging; 29 years experience [ + minor] 
{OliOS/OS p08,c2 C. W.) 
Friberg. E. A. 
Friberg, brick contractor, begins Advance Construction Co. w/Shuholm and Bean [ + some] 
{12/31109 pOI,c3 New) 
Fuller. W. P.. & Company 
move to 12th & Davis; branches in Spokane, Tacoma, Seattle; biggest stock in NW [ + much] 
(05/31109 pOI,c4 W. P.) 
Germania...Building Company 
new firm to specialize in fme residences; offices, 518, 519 Swetland building [ + some] 
{06121109 pOI,c5 New) 
Gilman. A. C. 
gen. contractor moves office from Mohawk bldg. to 333 Sherlock bldg.; [DJC copy] [ + none] 
(02/03/09 pOI,c3 Removal) 
Gilmer. E. E. 
Portland rep. for Waterhouse & Price; removed stumps, materially enlarged biceps [ + some] 
(I0/02/07 pOl,c4 Gets) 
Hallock. F. S. 
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contractor and builder, building several houses in Tabor Heights vicinity [ + some] 
{02/1l/09 pOI,c4 Some New} 
Hepp, Jacob B. 
stair builder and general mill work, Portland [ + minor] 
{06/02/06 p04,c5 Classif.} 
Higgins. J. W.. & Company 
incorporated by J. W. Higgins, Emma Higgins, and J. N. Pearcy; to build houses + [ + some] 
{04122/08 p05,c4 J. W.} 
Hirschberger. H. 
began plant March, 1902; makes sheet metal cornices, etc.; did Art Museum, more [ + much] 
{I2/06/07 pOI,c3 Hirschbe.} 
Hurley-Mason Company 
Contracting Engineering Co. changes name to Hurley-Mason Company [ + minor] 
{03/I9/08 pOI,c4 Change} 
list some bridges, structures, buildings built in past year in Oregon, Washing!. [+ much] 
{1l/19/08 pOI,c3 Hurley-} 
lists current projects in Portland, Missoula, and Hoquiam; mostly concrete work [ + much] 
{OI/I4/09 pOI ,c3 Hurley-} 
receives contract for foundation for Seattle depot for Oregon & Washington RR [ + much] 
{03/09/09 pOI,c4 Hurley-} 
open branch office in Seattle; Mr. Moody, resident manager; concrete specialists [ + some] 
{03/25/09 pOI,c4 Branch} 
offices in Portland (Bd. of Trade Bldg.), Tacoma (provident Bldg.), and Seattle [ + some] 
{05/12/09 p06,c2 Hurley-} 
will build $500,000 Union Depot at Tacoma: Bedford stnne, marble, glass dome... [+ much] 
{08/02/09 pOl,c3 Portland} 
irresponsible 
real estate man says some local contractors irresponsible; recommends architects [ + some] 
{06/01l08 pOI,c4 Favors} 
Johnston Plumbing Company 
incorporates; officers: Robert Andrews, H. K. Sargeant, N. C. and T. W. Johnston [ + some] 
{O1l27/09 pOI,c3 Plumbing} 
Killgreen. J. G. 
Killgreen-Bryant Co. forms; Bryant conducts real estate, loans, etc. [+ some] 
{1l/23/06 pOI,c4 Killgreen} 
swept to sea on Drain stagecoach with 13 others by wave; barely escaped death [ + much] 
{I2/12/07 pOl ,c4 A Narrow} 
well-known contractor; 2 weeks in Seattle; says Portland should learn from her [ + much] 
{02/04/08 pOl ,c3 Killgreen} 
Koerner. Fred 
SI. Johns contractor; four current projects described [ + some] 
{05/I8/07 pOI,c3 Buildings} 
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Langford & Walker 
George Langford has same address, 414 Columb,ia Bldg., as Langford & Walker [ + millor] 
{04101/09 p05,c4 Building} 
Litherland & Abrey 
F.	 L. Litherland & J. H. Abrey partners since Jan. I; concrete, brick speciality [ + some] 
{01/30108 pOI,c4 Litherld.} 
Marshall Brothers 
start in Portland in 1902; concrete. and railroad work; R. A. Marshall heads [ + much] 
{061051O7 p02,cl Marshall} 
incorporated; R. A. and C. F. Marshall and R. A. Hume; contracting, engineering [ + much] 
{04/06/08 pOI,c4 Marshall} 
Marshall, .Tames 1. 
well known maker of show cases, etc.; several recent contracts in region named r + much] 
{I0106108 pOl,c3 Many} 
well known show case maker; lists several recent contracts in Portland and state l + much] 
{I2/05108 pO I ,c3 James I.} 
Master Builders' Association 
lists members; J. B. Bridges, Pres.; N. G. Patterson, V. P.; [reprinted often] [ + much] 
{101211O8 pOI,c5 Portland} 
Morrison Electric Company 
lists recent work, including several with conduit systems, new in the West [ + much] 
{01/1l/09 pOI,c4 Morrison} 
Muir, Thomas 
contractor and builder returns home from 4 months in East, England and Scotland [ + some] 
{12/03/07 pOI,c5 Contract.} 
finishing warehouse and residence for Howell Shingle Co. at Skamokaway [ + some] 
{01l07/09 pOl,c5 CoPtracts} 
Nitschke-Andrae Company 
was Sean, Nitschke & Co.; Edward Senn retires; 161 Union Av.; sculptors, carvers [ + minor] 
{02/12/09 pOI,c4 Change} 
Northwest Bridge Company 
moves to Worcester building; now gone into reinforced concrete construction too [ + some] 
{05107/08 pOI,c5 Will Move} 
•making good· on commissions: YMCA, Sullivan's Gulch bridges [ + much] 
{09/05108 pOI,c3 Northwest} 
two bridges over Sullivan's Gulch almost done; first concrete water tower platf. [+ much] 
{09/28/08 pOI,c4 Northwest} 
projects listed in Portland, San Francisco; to open offices in Seattle, Spokane [ + much] 
{01l14/09 pOI,c4 Northwest} 
9 bridges to build in Wash. and Oregon; building in Aberdeep by A. Warren Gould [ + much] 
{02/06/09 pOl,c3 North} 
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Northwest Bridge Works 
·hils coritract for steel f"r oew Majestic Theater in Seattle;·hrge order [ + ~ome] . 
. {02/23/09 pOI,c5 Steel} . 
establish 'branch agency in Spokane with Mr. S. H. Knight in charge [ + none] 
{02/25109 pOl,c3 Open A} 
Northwest Home Builders Co. 
incorporated; names listed; Harry Menges to be in-house architect/supervisor [ + much] 
{02/15109 pOI,c4 Northwest} 
Oregon Auto. Window Screen Co. 
incorporates; will make and sell Rodecker Hidden Window Screens [ t- some] 
{1I/10/08 pOI,c4 Oregon} 
Oregon Hardware Company 
new store, 107 6th St.; fmest and most staple patterns of Russel & Erwins hard. [+ some] 
{07/08/09 p08,c5 A New} 
Otis Elevator Company 
H.	 S. Irwin, rep. since Oct. 1905; A. S. McComb returning as representative [ + much] 
{06/20/07 pOI,c3 Changes} 
Pacific Art Glass Company 
opalescent, bevel, and colonial windows on listed houses; "now established" [ + some] 
{12/17/06 pOl,c3 Busy} 
awarded contract for several windows in Methodist church, Dunsmuir, California [ + minor] 
{02/15109 pOl,c3 Art Glass} 
Pacific Contracting Company 
J. P. O'Neill, Louis Ralph Elison, and Ernest Brand, Jr. incorporate; general [ + much] 
{04/17/08 pOl,c3 Pacific} 
Pacific Iron Works 
fully equipped with latest machinery; recent work for several buildings listed [ + much] 
{06/02/09 pOl,c4 Pacific} 
Parelius Manufacturing Company 
expand from hardwood furniture and fixtures into millwork; install new machines [ + some] 
{03/27/09 pOl,c4 Manufact.} 
Parrish & Thompson 
incorp. Febr. I, 1907; Frank Parrish & A. S. Thompson; conc. block, real estate [ + millor] 
{12/06/07 pOl,c3 Hirschbe.} 
maker of conc. blocks, ornaments; succeeded by Thompson, Clayfield & Froedsen [ + some] 
{09/28/08 pOI,c4 Thompson} 
Portland Art Metal Works 
ornamental metal works; I. K. Tuerck, craftsman; 9th & Davis, Portland; advert. [ + some] 
{0l/0l/08 p06,cl Tuerck} Illustrat;oll: other 
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Portland Building Association 
assoc. of stone quarries, Pavey Bros. Glass Co" other decorators, contractors [ + much] 
{12/04/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
Portland Concrete Pile...Co. 
Portland Concrete Pile & Equip. Co. incorporated; patented collapsible foons [ + much] 
{07/22/O8 pOI,c3 New} 
Portland Cone. Pile & Equip. Co. expand nationally; new pile methods profitable [ + much] 
{06/O8/09 pOI,cJ Concrete} 
company growing rapidly; branch gffice in Galveston, Texas; much new equipment [ + much] 
{lO/OI/09 pOI,cJ Concrete} 
Portland Elevator Company 
from modest beginnings; square dealing; excellent business; two projects noted [ + some] 
{09/JO/08 pOI,c4 Portland} 
Portland Mill & Fixture 
Company's mill and 20 years of drawings destroyed in fire; new mill not ready [ + much] 
{09/25/08 pOl ,cJ Fire} 
Portland Sheet Metal Works 
R. Reuter, manager; work on Couch, Swetland, Well-Fargo, and other buildings [ + some] 
{12/l7/06 pOI,cJ Busy} 
organized less than year ago; now to double capacity of shop, add machinery [ + some] 
{OI/08/07 pOI,cJ Will} 
enlarged plant; installing new and powerful machinery; capacity expanded 6 times [ + much] 
{05/06/07 pOI,cJ Sheet} 
full page adv.; photo of shop and largest press on coast; awnings, windows, elc. [ + much] 
{05/25/07 p06,cl Tin} Illustration: multiple 
Portland Tile & Mantel Company 
several projects noted, including Spokane, Walla Walla, Portland [ + much] 
{OI/Jl/07 pOI,cJ Plenty} 
several conlracts listed in Portland and Walla Walla [ + much] 
{05/14/07 pOI,c] Many Tile} 
James E. Barker, proprietor; several contracts in Portland and Seattle noted [ + much] 
{lO/12/07 pOI,c4 Valuable} 
moved warehouse to Hotel Scotl building; two carloads of tile in stock [ + some] 
{Ol/lO/08 p06,cJ Gel New} 
Povey Brothers 
projects noted: Catholic church in Sublimity, Ferry house in Sealtle, others [ + much] 
{09/13/06 pOI,c4 Filling} 
working on several church windows: Swedish Lutheran Church, Spokane; Portland [ + some] 
{12/08/06 pOl,c4 Church} 
associated with slone quarries, decoralors, contractors in Portland Bldg. Assoc. [ + much] 
{12/04/09 pOI,c4 Portland} 
Rasmussen & Lewthwaite 
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planned and erected many houses, especially on East Side; several listed [ + much] 
{12/18/06 pOI,c3 Busy} 
Sandstrom & Sprague 
A. H. Sandstrom, brick, concrete; Phil E. Sprague, carpentry; form partnership [	 + some] 
{09/03/08 pOI,c4 Sandstrom} 
Sandstrom, A. H. 
began bricklaying in 1889 under William Palmer; partnership with Phil E. Sprague [ + some] 
{09/03/O8 pOl,c4 Sandstrom} 
Schanen, Blair & Company 
supplied cut granite to seven listed Portland buildings; employs five [ f some] 
{lO/26/06 pOl,c3 Filled} 
cut marble and stone work; Corbett, Lamson, Rothchild, Medical, and other bldgs. [+ much] 
{OI/07/08 pOI,c4 Schanen} 
business increased; imported 2 more expert stone cutters from East; jobs noted [ + much] 
{05120/08 pOI,c4 Shanen-} 
added marble polisher, other equipment; best prepared co. of type in Portland [ + some] 
{09126/08 pOI,c4 Schanen-} 
install Cotton giant granite surfacing machine, first in Northwest [ + much] 
{1l/17/08 pOl,c4 Granite} 
Senn & Nitschke 
sculptors in staff, plaster, marble, wood; founded Aug. I; Austrian, German [ + much] 
{09/12/06 pOI,c3 Worthy} and {09/l9/06 pOl,c6 Senn} 
designers in fancy wood carving, plaster work, stone carving; 2 buildings noted [ + minor] 
{12/20/06 pOI,c3 Senn &} 
ornaments for East Portland H.S., Dr. H. E. Coo house, and Friewald house noted [ + some] 
{Oll09/07 pOl,c4 Senn} 
Senn, Nitschke & Company 
"& Co." added; makes plaster, staff, cement ornaments; artif. marble; much more [ + much] 
{1O/1I/07 p04,c3 Senn} 
Edward Senn retires; name changes to Nitschke-Andrae Co.; sculptors, carvers [ + some] 
{02/12/09 pOl,c4 Change} 
Shuholm, C. 
C. Shuholm, brick contractor, begins Advance Construction Co. w/Friberg and Bean	 [ + some] 
{12/31109 pOl,c3 New} 
Sprague, Phil E. 
carpenter w/father in Pittsburg; family well known; forms partners. w/Sandstrom [ + some] 
{09/03/08 pOI,c4 Sandstrom} 
Standard Construction Company 
current buildings noted; Mr. Bernard, concrete expert from Chicago, joins firm [ + much] 
{05/18/07 pOI,c3 Standard} and {05/18/07 pOI,c3 Aequires} 
Swenson, C. W. 
---~-_._---
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formerly Eschenberger & Swenson; painting, paper hanging; 29 years experience [ + minor] 
{01l08/08 p08,c2 C. W.} 
Thayer. Ed
 
well known bricklayer; contemplates building a home at Sunnyside for $2500 [ + minor]
 
{I 1120108 pO I ,c5 May Build}
 
Thompson-8tarrett Company 
well-known New York City firm opens Portland office; has Meier & Frank contract [ + some] 
{08/28/08 pOI,c3 Thompson-} 
Tuerck. I. K.
 
building permit for his 2 story frame residence on SW Harrison, bet. 14th & 15th [ + some]
 
{09/l7/08 p05,c3 Building}
 
Van Emon Elevator Company 
N.	 B. Taylor, local manager; list of buildings with their elevators in Or., Cal. [+ much]
 
{06/22/07 p06,c3 Van Emon}
 
Wagner. Fred P.
 
tile contractor; many jobs listed in Portland and in Wallace and Tacoma, Wash. [+ much]
 
{03109108 pOI ,c3 Many}
 
Wakefield-Jacobsen Company
 
contract for cone. pier in San Francisco; Robert Wakefield; [not on microfilm] [ + some]
 
{08/l4/08 pOl,c3 Wakefield}
 
Walker, Thomas
 
of Langford & Walker, died Feb. 26 after brief illness; born in England 1836 [ + some]
 
{02/29/08 pOI,c4 Finishes}
 
Wester. W. E.
 
seriously injured, slipped from roof and was impaled on picket fence [ + some]
 
{04123/09 pOl ,c4 A Day of}
 
Western Oregon Develp. Company
 
Ford, Tybke, McGarry incorporates to deal in stone, cement, brick, construction [ + much]
 
{03/05/08 pOI,c3 New}
 
York. A. H.. & Company
 
sbop and office on E. 1st and Washington; add planing mill, turning lathes [ + some]
 
{12/l8/09 pOl,c5 Expensive}
 
Coos Bay, Oregon (Marshfield) ­
growth & development 
Marshfield booming; houses needed; problems improved when Drain railroad done [ + much] 
{10/1S107 pOI,c3 Marshfld.} 
a mile or more of paved roads; much more planned; needs railroad; duck hunting [ + much] 
{12109108 pOl,c3 Marshfld.} 
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Cottage Grove - growth & development 
~ 
will pave 6 blocks this summer, apparently wilh bitulithic pavement [ + minor] 
{08/16/09 pOl,c4 Woodburn} 
Engineers - Portland 
Alexander. O. O.
 
engineer JUSI arrived from Illinois; biography [ + much]
 
{09105106 p02,c3 New}
 
now general manager of Wallace-Coates Eng. Co. with offices in several cities [ + much]
 
{01123107 pOl,c3 Advanced}
 
Barstow. W. S.. & Company
 
expand into bldg. constr.; NYC off. sends Anders Jordabl, conc. and sleel expert [ + much]
 
{06/24/09 pOl,c3 To Enter}
 
Beier. N. T.
 
of Wallace-Coates Eng. Co.; to visil Denmark, where lrained; concrete expert [ + much]
 
{05104/07 pOl,c4 To Visil}
 
Chase. William B.
 
well known civil engineer and eX-<oity engineer; projeclS in Lewiston and Rainier [ + some]
 
{06114/07 p()l,c4 Lewislon}
 
former city engineer suddenly stricken with paralysis of entire left side [ + some]
 
{02110108 pOl,c3 Suffers} and {02122/08 p()l,c4 At Good}
 
well known Civil Engineer stricken with paralysis four or five months ago [ + some]
 
{07/03/08 p()l,c4 Ranier's}
 
Cox & Vengelen
 
engineers, steam and hot waler heating [ + none]
 
{OI/04/08 pOl,cl Cox &}
 
Duchamp. A. 
A.	 Duchamp, Consulting Engineer; "re-inforced concrete... industrial planlS" [+ millor]
 
{06/02/06 p04,c6 Duchamp}
 
author is construction engineer; Portland practices described; con't June 4, 5. [+ much]
 
{06/02/06 p()l,c3 Re-lnfor.}
 
"Consulting Engineer; Re-inforced concrete...Will furnish plans and contract... " [+ millor]
 
{06/07/06 p04,c6 Duchamp}
 
Eldridge. A. S.
 
in newly-incorporated United Engineering & Constr. Co.; steel, conc., heavy con. [+ much]
 
{06/ll109 pOI,c4 A New}
 
Fouilhoux. J. Andre 
forms Lazarus, Whitehouse & Fouilhoux; Fouilhoux in charge of engineering branch [ + some] 
{03/17/09 pOl,c3 New Firm} 
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Hanson. D. B. 
Hanson, specialist in preparing plans for lumber mills; office, Corbett Bldg. [+ some] 
{02/01/09 pOl,c3 New Mill} 
Hopkins. Stephen 
in newly-incorporated United Engineering & Constr. Co.; steel, conc., beavy con. [ + much] 
{06/11/09 pOl,c4 A New} 
Jordahl. Anders 
cone. & steel expert; extensive NXC. east, experience; at W. S. Barstow Co. now [ + some] 
{06/24/09 pOl,c3 To Enter} 
Lathrop. F. A. 
returned from visit to eastern cement fields and gypsum plants; loves Oregon [ + some] 
{11/23/06 p04,c2 Converted} 
Leland. W. E. 
joins Goodrich, King & Goodrich staff; heating, venin. expert from San Francisco [ + some] 
{OS/28/09 pOl,c3 Strong} 
Leonard. John B. 
joins Goodrich, King & Goodrich staff; concrete design expert from San Francisco [ + some] 
{OS/28/09 pOl,c3 Strong} 
McDowell. G. M. 
contracting engineer in Portland for number of years; formerly with Ladd Metals [ + much] 
{OS/25/07 p04,cl McDowell} 
Milne. Alexander P. 
hydraulic, mill engineer; formerly of Boston, just arrived; power, industr. work [ + some] 
{OS/22/09 pOl,c4 A New} 
Moore. Charles C.. & Company 
engineers open Pnrtland office; [type of engineering not described] [ + minor] 
{03/0SI09 pOl,c4 Eastern} 
Newell. GosseU & Walsh 
will establish a branch office at Hood River, in charge of Mr. P. M. Morse [ + none] 
{03/01/09 pOI,c4 Opens} 
Ra. George 
engineer with Travis & Wilson, architects; [from DIC copy; not on microfilm] [ + some] 
{lI/OSI08 pOI,c4 Into New} 
Raymond. H. E. 
member of first House Committee of Portland Arch. Club, with Fuller and Kable [ + some] 
{06/l3/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
described: mechanical, electric and hydraulic engineer; trip to Boston, NY, etc. [+ some] 
{09/l3/06 pOl,c4 Raymond} 
--------------_._--- ­
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Sept. 26 married Ruth J. MacNaughton, sister of former partner; 4 weeks away [ + some] 
{10/16/06 p04,c2 Building} 
United Engineering & Const. Co, 
incorporated; engineers include: Stephen Hopkins, A. S. Eldridge, J. S. Winters [ + much] 
{06/11/09 pOI,c4 A New} 
Wallace-Coates Engin. Company 
offices in New York, Salt Lake City, Boston, Phil., Los Angeles, Portland, other l + much] 
{01/23/07 pOI,c3 Advanced} 
reinforced concrete a speciality; associated with engineers and designers r + some] 
{04/03/07 pOI,c4 Wallace} 
Winters. James S. 
in newly-incorporated United Engineering & Constr. Co.; steel, conc., heavy con. l + much] 
{06/11/09 pOI,c4 A New} 
Eugene - growth & development 
1908
 
1908 will be greatest building era ever known: business, public, residential l + some]
 
{10/29/07 pOl,c3 Building}
 
contractors are so busy, there is no time to bid; lDJC copy; not on microfilm] [ + some]
 
{08/08/08 pOI,c3 City of}
 
1908 total was $582,358; began to issue pennits; several buildings listed [ + much]
 
{01/09/09 pOI,c3 Eugene}
 
1908-09, building permits
 
since office of Building Inspector established 04/01/08, pennits total $559,737 [ + some]
 
{04/08/09 pOl,c4 Over Half}
 
Olive Street buildings planned
 
Olive St. promises to become prominent business artery like 9th or 8th streets [ + much]
 
{1l/03/09 pOl,c5 Several}
 
Fires and lire protection - Canada 
fire-proof paint
 
reports Canadian tests with paint which protects wood trestles and bridges [ + some]
 
{09/01/09 pOI,c4 Experim.}
 
Fires and lire protection - Portland 
Abington Building fire lessons 
wood cupola acted as flue; such ornaments should not be used; wood roofs either [ + much] 
{07/27/08 pOl,c4 Teaches} and {07/28/08 pOI,c3 Echoes} 
automatic fire sprinklers
 
Grinnell Automatic sprinklers with fusible valves installed in several buildings [ + much]
 
{02/20/07 pOI,c4 Oregon}
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fire at Portland Pulley Co. extinguished by automatic sprinkler system May 18 r + some]
 
{05/24/07 pOI,c3 Did}
 
inSurance report advocates sprinklers for schools in Portland and 767 US cities [ + some]
 
{05/04/O8 pOI,c3 Fire}
 
Board of Education wants automatic sprinklers in all schools; insurance cheaper [ + some]
 
{06/15/08 pOI ,c3 Sensible}
 
to install in three schools in furnace rooms, attics, assembly halls, stairways [ + some]
 
{07/31/08 pOI,c3 Progress}
 
A. S. Nicol, expert on sprinklers and fire fighting equipment, opens business [ + some]
 
{1O/16/08 pOI,c4 A New)
 
building recommendations
 
close vertical openings for stairs and shafts; don't paint sprinkler heads; etc. [+ much]
 
{02/18/O8 pOI,c3 Common)
 
electric wiring, fire causes 
reminds readers that wiring must be hung from porcelain or glass, not iron [ + some] 
{05/O5/O8 pOl,c4 Common) 
fire ala"" boxes 
lists public and private fire alarm box locations; [repeats in future issues] [ + much] 
{05/22/O7 p08,c4 Fire) 
downtown fire alann boxes now to be on red iron columns with underground wiring [ + much] 
{08/21/08 pOI,c3 Placing) 
hospitals 
advocates fireproof construction for all hospitals to be built in future [ + some] 
{08/03/08 pOI,c3 Should be) 
North End fire 
4 blocks, bounded by 4th, 6th, Flanders & Hoyt burned; mostly cheap wood bldgs. [ + some] 
{07/31/08 pOI,c3 North End) and {08/04/08 pOI,c4 North End} 
Pyrocide demonstration fire 
fire in temporary bldg. at 4th and Ash to demonstrate dry chemical extinguisher [ + some] 
{06/02/09 pOl ,c4 A Big) 
risk. costs. insurance 
fire loss in Portland is $700,000 annually; advocates metal shutters, misc. [+ much] 
{02/13/09 pOI,c3 Portland.) 
stables fires 
2 stables destroyed; horses roasted; fireproof constr. and sprinklers advocated [ + some] 
{07/17/08 pOl,c3 Fireproof} 
theaters are firetraps 
Isaac Swell reports to Fire Committee that many cheap theaters are firetraps [ + some] 
{02/01/09 pOI,c3 Items of} 
water curtain exter. sprinklers 
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Medical bldg. has exterior sprinklers ahove windows to stop fire penetration [ + some]
 
{02/20/08 pOl,c3 Water}
 
Fires and fire protection - United States 
1909 fire losses
 
loss, by bldg. types, for first half of 1909: theaters, hospitals, garages, etc. [ + much]
 
{07/16/09 pOl,c3 Big Fire}
 
barrels and buckets of water
 
national report on effectiveness of small sources of water at hand; disputed [ + much]
 
{07/31109 pOI,c3 Water} and {08/09/09 pOl,c3 A Bucket}
 
fireproof houses advocated 
[from Colliers]; economic and fire advantages of non-wood building for houses [ + much] 
{12/28/09 pOl,c4 Should} 
Government Camp - growth & development 
building in popular resort 
recently plaited, nearly sold out; many buildings and summer homes built; hotel [ + much] 
{09/11/09 pOl,c4 Buildings} 
Harrisburg - growth & development 
want businesses
 
need electric plant, general store; lots of business for a brick and tile works [ + some]
 
{04/16/09 pOl,c3 Harrisb.}
 
Interior decoration - Residential 
Potter. E. G.. Company 
D. B. Costuma local rep.; designs interiors, makes furnishings; Portland homes	 [ + much] 
{02/29/08 pOl,c3 E. G.} 
Lahor strikes & disputes - Portland 
millmen's strike is over 
return of normal conditions, upset by strike; embargo on local lumber loosening [ + some] 
{03122107 pOI, c4 Rotschild} 
plumbers protest
 
four plumbers protest specifications by architect T. J. Jones for schools. [ + some]
 
{06/08/06 pOl,c3 Plumber}
 
Minorities and women, Chinese 
Chinese laundry protest 
alteration on East Side is opposed by persons preferring white occupied building [ + some] 
{05106/08 pOl,c5 A Mild} 
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employment prohibited 
US Reclamation Service Sunnyside, Wash. project prohibits Mongolians, foreigners [ + some] 
{05/30/08 pOl,c3 Sunnyside} 
Portland Chinatown, 2nd Street 
romantic district, with quaint & picturesque garbed figures; celestials leaving [ + some] 
{02/22/07 pOl,c4 Passing} 
Second Street, the traditional Chinatown, invaded by whites; Chinese move north [ + much] 
{IO/23/07 pOI,c4 Dammier} 
Portland Chinatown, new 
Dammeier Bldg., 4th & Everett, to be nucleus of new Chinatown; 2nd St. changing [ + some] 
{01l15/08 pOl,c4 In Two} and {01l15/08 pOl,c3 Oriental-} 
Meade estate bldg. to house 1000 Chinese; Dammeier bldg., 2000 "Celestials" [ + some] 
{04/28/08 pOl,c3 Another} 
celestials focus on new Chinatown on N. 4th street, fairly sanitary for awhile [ + much] 
{09110/08 pOl ,c5 Second} 
Rose City Park laborers
 
"gang of Chinese" clear undergrowth, "thirty laborers of Celestial stripe" [+ millor]
 
{121l3/06 pOl,c4 Rose City}
 
Minorities and women, Indians, American 
Rose Festival
 
wife takes money from husband to prevent drinking; family clad in 'glad rags' [+ some]
 
{06/06/08 pOl,c5 She Had}
 
editorial to include native Oregon Indians and local colored people in parade [ + much]
 
{06/09/08 pOl,c3 Rose}
 
Minorities and women, Irish 
Beall & Company
 
advertisement: Grader can "dig more ditches than 40 Irishmen, but can't 'vote'" [ + minor]
 
{04/l3/07 p04,cl Money} I/luslraJio/!: multiple
 
Minorities and women, Italians 
5 acre urban homestead
 
unverified story: Italians, denied lease, filed for homestead with city limits [ + much]
 
{05/21108 pOl,c3 Unique}
 
Italian stone sculptor
 
describes table, bush-hammered, carved in local slone by local Italian sculptor [ + millor]
 
{03/09/08 pOl,c4 A Stone}
 
Minorities and women, Women 
Delta Building Company 
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novel new co.: Mabel Brigham, Nellie Wise, Emily Sheldon; plan to build apartms. [ + some] 
{IO/IO/O? pOI,c3 Delta} 
Oregon - growth & development 
vast resources to develop
 
many indications of Oregon's steady development of timber, fruit, wheat, etc. [ + much]
 
{06/l5/0? pO I ,c3 Optimist.}
 
Willamette Valley birdseye view
 
drawing by Gibson Cottell, landscape architect of Los Angeles, displayed [ + much]
 
{08/16/09 pO 1,04 Westmore.}
 
Polk County, Oregon - growth & development 
McCoy lBroadmeadl
 
new town at junction of Sheridan and Dallas S. P. RR; 3000 acres; platting now [ + much]
 
{06/02/09 pOI ,c3 New}
 
42 miles S. of Portland on S.P. RR; grand opening; Peterson Bros. open store [ + much]
 
{08/04/09 pOI,c3 Opening} and {08/11/09 pOI,c3 Sale by}
 
Portland (region) - growth & development 
Burlington
 
new town NW of Portland; grading streets in business district; buildings noted [ + much]
 
{04/29/09 pOl,c3 New Town}
 
Cone Bros. sawmill and water system under construction; new dancing pavilion [ + some]
 
{09111/09 pOl,c3 Burlingt.}
 
Covell
 
describes new houses of H. W. Foster, F. B. Barnes, and Arthur P. Tucker [ + much]
 
{08/l6/09 pOI,c3 Month}
 
Ellsworth
 
Portland business men make their homes on acreages on other side of Columbia [ + much]
 
{06/24/09 pOI,04 J. M.}
 
Glenmorrie tract, S. of Oswego
 
country homes along river; laid out 20 years ago; all river frontage now scarce [ + much]
 
{09/28/08 pOI,c3 Barrett}
 
Roethe country homes tract
 
between Portland and Oregon City; 16 acres; to be one of best river tracts [ + much]
 
{05/19/09 pOl,c4 For Homes}
 
Sandy River vicinity 
ideal agricultural land, but little being cultivated; Mount Hood Road promoted [ + much] 
{08/06/09 pOI,c3 Orchard} 
Mt. Hood Elec. line planned; many Swiss Chalet and villa homes planned; orchards [ + much] 
{09/1?/09 pOI,c4 HalfWay} 
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Western Hood 
region around Firwood, 30 miles from Portland; rail line underway; fruit growing [ + much] 
{08/21/09 pOI,c4 To Be} 
Portland - bibliography 
Portland Block Book
 
shows boundaries of blocks, properties, and lists owners, as of Jan. 1, 1907 [ + some]
 
{Oli02/07 pOI,c4 Portland} and {OI/03/07 p03,cl Portland}
 
2000 pages; every property in Portland; first of 2 volumes to arrive by May 27 [ + some]
 
{02/l9/07 pOI,c4 Portland} and {05/l7/07 pOl,c3 Portland}
 
Volume Ito arrive in Portland June 15; 12/11/07 notes that book is completed [ + some]
 
{06/l4/07 pOI,c4 Portland} and {12/U/07 pOl,c4 Block}
 
Portland - districts, additions 
Abrahams & Knox Tract
 
sold, to be platted; streets to be boulevarded like Holladay Park addition [ + some]
 
{l0/17/06 pOI,c3 Fine}
 
Alameda Park 
57 lots sold; recent buyers noted: Edwin Crocker of San Francisco, two others [ + much] 
{02/24/09 pOI,c5 Alameda} 
advertisement: "one of most exclusive... rnagnificient view; elegant surroundings" [+ some] 
{03/25/09 p07,o5 Alameda} 
grading done by July 1; water mains, sidewalks underway; street car service soon [ + some] 
{06/07/09 pOI,c3 lmprovem.} 
"Tuxedo" of Portland; street grading done; building beginning; underground wires [ + much] 
{I 1/20/09 pOl,o4 Tribute} 
Broadway street car line extension to Alameda Park will be done within 60 days [ + some] 
{12/07/09 pOI,c3 Extension} 
Alameda. The 
$3500 minimum house restriction; part of large platting going on market now [ + much] 
{02/13/09 pOI,04 Alameda} 
Alberta 
[describes recent building, sales, sidewalk progress] [ + much] 
{I2/29/09 pOl,04 News In} 
Albina 
building operations are quiet now; [describes recent real estate and building] [ + much] 
{12/20/09 pOI,c3 Building} 
Ardenwald Tract 
contract awarded for viaduct over street car track cut just east of Golf links [ + some] 
{09/09/09 pOl ,04 Improvem.} 
new addition is selling well; car line through Eastmoreland may be extended here [ + some] 
{U/13/09 pOl ,04 Sales by} 
--------~------- ---
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Argyle Park 
street grading to begin at once; 15,000 cu. yds. to be removed; means described [ + some] 
{OO/07/09 pOI,c3 Argyle} 
Arlington Heights 
202 acres bought by Spanton Co.; Olmsted Brothers to design; [Arlington Hts.?] [ + much] 
{OO/22/09 pO l,c3 Sale of} 
Belle Crest 
over 100 houses here and Hyde Park; nearly all lots sold; street lights, grading [ + much] 
{12/16/08 pOl,c3 Belle} and {12/22/08 pOl,c4 Suburbs} 
one of few additions in city in which all promises to purchasers have been kept [ + some] 
{04123/09 pOl,c3 Work by} 
Brentwood 
practically all bldgs. built since last Spring.; rapid-growing Mt. Scott addit. [+ some] 
{12/16/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Bronaugh's Addition 
moderately priced home sites; restricted to houses over $1500 [ + some] 
{09/25/OO pOI,c3 Sales} 
Buckman Tracts 
with Lydia A. Carter tract, 172 acres platted, going 00 market; restrictions [ + much] 
{02/13/09 pOI,c4 Alameda} 
Caesar Park 
platted, 60 lots; legal restriction that houses cost not less than $1200 [ + some] 
{03/21/08 pOl,c3 Wants A} 
Capital Hill 
recently platted; 500 lots; $1200 bldg. restriction; prices lowest on West Side [ + some] 
{02/13/07 pOl,c3 Capital} 
Carter. Lydia A.. tract 
with Buckman tracts, 172 acres platted, going on market; restrictions noted [ + much] 
{02/13/09 pOI,c4 Alameda} 
Cedar Park 
once popular resort on St. Johns car line now cleared, platted into 120 lots [ + some] 
{07/16/09 pOl,c3 Cedar} 
Council Crest 
full page ad. with map, photos nf view of Portland, school, office and 14 houses [ + some] 
{07/07/06 p04,c1 Portland} Illustratioll: multiple 
car line extension being laid; area described, splendid views, fine homes, etc. [+ some] 
{07/16106 pOI,c3 Council} 
large photos of two unidentified houses and the land office building [ + millor] 
{09/18/OO p04,c1 Portland} Illustratioll: multiple 
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full page ad: raised above dust and smoke of city; building restrictions [ + much] 
{I0/04106 p04,cl Portland} lllus/ra/io": multiple 
erect steel stand pipe; street grading, sidewalks to begin; lot-buyers named [ + much] 
{02/01/09 pOI,c4 Many} 
Council Crest Park 
best view of mountains and valleys in North America; fresh air; $2000 house min. [+ much] 
{07/06/08 pOS,cl Council} 
adv.: paving streets; scenic panorama; healthy atmosphere above smoke of city [ + much] 
{l2/08/09 p06,cl Council} 
adv.: 1200' above city air; consult. your physician about this; now grading [ + much] 
{I2/17/09 p04,cl Council} 
East Portland 
landfill about to begin between Hawthorne & Belmont, E. 1st and Union Ave. [+ much] 
{Ol/24107 p03,cl Big East} and {Ol/31107 pOl,c3 Important} 
describes filling of land and streets; "admirable speedway for the autobilists" [ + much] 
{03126107 pOI,c3 East Side} 
Big Dipper dredge about to fill area between river, Grand, Hawthorne, & Morrison [ + much] 
{OS/02/07 pOl,c3 Big} 
dredger completed fill south of Morrison; now working on north; other filling [ + much] 
{OS/14/07 pOI,c3 Building} 
filling in and paving of Union Ave, Grand Ave, side streets described [ + much] 
{06/22/07 pOI,c4 East Side} 
proposed landfill across slough at E. 6th St. being opposed by wealthy sam mill [ + much] 
{01/14108 pOI,c3 Effort} 
begin Feb. IS to fill 21 blocks bounded by Grand, Belmont, E. 1st, & Hawthorne [ + much] 
{01/14/08 pOI,cS Begin} 
filling of 21 blocks begins May 10; I million or more cu. yds. from river bottom [ + much] 
{04/30/08 pOI,c3 A Big} 
describes extensive earth fill along several streets, to continue 2 more years [ + much] 
{07/1I/08 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
10,000 cu. yds. fill per day from river bottom; Morrison, Wash., 6th, 7th next [ + much] 
{09/02/08 pO1,c4 Reclaim.} 
East St. .fohns 
formerly Maegly Junction; rapid growth; new wood industry plants [ + much] 
{12/14/08 pOI,c4 Rapid} 
4 sawmills in district taxed to limit; much building; rail cut bridges [ + much] 
{10/18/09 pOI,c4 Neighbor.} 
Eastmoreland 
this tract was placed on the market last week; large number of deals turned [ + some] 
{12/28/09 pOl,c3 Building} 
EastmorelandlWestmoreland 
SOOO' planked automobile road built from Westmoreland to Eastmoreland office [ + some] 
{12/25/09 pOI,cS Ladd's} 
EI Tovar 
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new district; 48 acres; 300 lots; clearing and grading underway [ + some] 
{09/26108 pOI,c3 Portland} 
force of men clearing stumps and refuse, prepatory to grading streets [ + some] 
{01/01/09 pOl,c4 Loveleigh} 
40 lots sold this summer, about equal1y to home-builders and investors [ + much] 
{08/04/09 pOl,c4 Many lots} 
Elmhurst 
adv.: "Live in a restricted district"; aerial view of Portland shaped as a pie [ + some] 
{10117108 p02,c3 Elmhurst} [/Iustratioll: context 
water service instal1ation to begin soon; street grading to resume; many sales [ + much] 
{03/04/09 pOl,c3 Elmhurst} 
114 lots sold in March; grading and water mains will be done in 30 days [ + much] 
{04/07/09 pOl ,c4 Sales for} 
nearly sold out; grading in nearly done; construction of several houses; names [ + much] 
{04/20109 pOl ,c4 Elmhurst} 
grading completed; water pipes and sidewalks are laid; several homes being built [ + some] 
{05106109 pOl ,c3 Rose City} 
describes new homes of Camphel1, Hilton, Sungren, Gerr, Ammer, McNary, Gregg [ + much] 
{09/21/09 pOl,c4 Buildings} 
rapid home-building; 3 miles of sidewalks and curbs done; phone and electric in [ + much] 
{10129109 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
1000 Elm trees being planted 38' apart in the parking strip; street grading done [ + some] 
{II/23/09 pOl ,c3 Elm Trees} 
Etna Addition 
large force of men and teams at work grading tract; north of Burnside about done [ + some] 
{101O5109 pO1,c3 Improvem.} 
Fairport 
24 acres, 298 25xlOO lots, E. of Kenton, now on market; bldgs., services planned [ + much] 
{10102108 pOl,c3 More} 
Floral Park 
just on market; 100 lots; $1000 min. building restriction; water mains going in [ + some] 
{07/09/08 pOl ,c3 Floral} 
nearly al1 sold; street graded; 50xlOO lots, free of rocks, stumps, $350-450 [ + much] 
{12/24/08 pO1,c3 Recent} 
lists several recent sale of lots to home-builders [ + much] 
{08/17/09 pOl,c5 Homes for} 
Greenway Addition 
[ful1-page adv.]: most liberal offer ever made on Portland Hts.: $500 per lot [ + some] 
{06/17/07 p04,cl Your} 
Gregory Heights 
on market a short time; 100 lots sold; 17 homes being built; grading, clearing [ + much] 
{02/05109 pOI,c3 Some} 
no street numbers yet; most houses bungalow shape, w/shingles or wide lap siding [ + much] 
{07/08/09 pOl,c4 New Homes} 
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Harborton 
I mile N. of Linnton; 153 acres; grading streets; spring-fed gravity water sys!. [ + much] 
{04/26/09 pOl,c3 Harborton} 
I mile N. of Linnton; 153 acres; grading streets; spring-fed gravity water sys!. [ + much] 
{04/26/09 pOI,c3 Harborton} 
lots selling rapidly; Robert Hume, F. E. Clemens, C. W. Watts building houses [ + some] 
{05117/09 pOI,c3 Building} 
Hawthorne Park 
city will not acquire for park; platiing streets and lots begun; trees to be cut [ + much] 
{12/12/08 pOl,c4 Estate} 
Heights properties 
D. E. Keasey & Co. adv. for Fordham, Portland and Kings Heights, other heights l + much] 
{1l/16/08 p03,c1 Heights} 
Holladay's Addition 
"most desirable and only exclusive residence district in the city" [ + millor] 
{06/02/06 pOl,c1 Holladay} 
grading 8 blocks, streets, curbs, walks by Bechill Brothers and L. O'Donnell [+ some] 
{02/28/08 pOI,c3 Holladay} and {03/03/08 pOI,c4 Confusion} 
Hyde Park 
over tOO houses here and Belle Crest; nearly all lots sold; streetlights, etc. [+ much] 
{12/16/08 pOI,c3 Belle} and {12/22/08 pOl,c4 Suburbs} 
one of few additions in city in which all promises to purchasers have been kept [ + some] 
{04/23/09 pOl,c3 Work by} 
Irvington 
first of series of houses by Travis & Wilson in the "cream oflrvington" section [ + some] 
{09/22/08 pOl,c4 New} 
most houses $3500 and up; "high building restrictions"; car lines in 60 days l + much] 
{04/03/09 pOI,c3 Recent} 
old race track area utilities and streets; one contractor has done all Irvington [ + some] 
{04/27/09 pOI,c41mprovem.} 
part between Knoll & Siskiyou now graded; to open district to Fremont this year [ + some] 
{05110109 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
constant demand for lots; several buyers named and described [ + much] 
{08/05/09 pOl,c3 Busy Even} 
F. E. Bowman Co. will huild on every olher lot in 55·101 area; houses described [ + much] 
{09/28/09 pOl,c4 New} 
tract will soon be sold oul; several lot sales and buyers described [ + much] 
{I 1102/09 pOl,c3 Irvington} and {1l/19/09 pOl,c4 Will} 
[describes several houses under construction, plus recent lot sales] [ + much] 
{1l/29/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
exclusive East Irvington is Portland's fastest growing district; street car due [ + some] 
{12/07/09 pOl,c3 Extension} 
high class homes only; almost no rentals; F. E. Bowman built 18 since April [ + much] 
{12/10/09 pOl,c4 Residenc.} 
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[recent lot sales, names, employment]; streel car extension to Fremont St. [+ much]
 
{12127/09 pOI,c5 Sales by}
 
Irvington Park 
rapidly growing suburb; F. B. Holbrook Co. [lists many recent lot sales by name] [ + much] 
{12110109 pOl,c3 Sales In} 
most houses built for investment now owner-occupied; builders expand operations [ + some] 
{12/29109 pOl,c4 News In} 
Jonesmore 
66 acres; buyer to start 3 homes in Febr.; liquor sale forbidden for 10 years [ + some] 
{OIl18/08 pOl,c3 Jonesmore} 
70 of ISO lots yet unsold; $1500 minimum building, 20' setback, restrictions [ + some] 
{10122108 pOI,c3 Jonesmore} 
most lots S. of car line sold; 240 lots N. of line go on market; $1250 restrict. [+ some] 
{07/1O/09 pOI,c4 New} and {07/12/09 pOl,c3 East-} 
describes houses sold and to be built; IS houses built in past year [ + much] 
{09122/09 pOI,c3 Sales in} 
Kenton 
dwellings must be set back 15'; business bldgs. must be brick, slone, concrete [ + some] 
{04/15/08 pOI,c3 Will Be} 
clearing begun; city water service, Swift Co. system; large boarding house rumor [ + some] 
{05/15/08 pOl,c3 Building} and {06/04108 pOl,c3 Caught} 
new town; grubbing and slashing under way in Derby St. along new elec. car line [ + some] 
{05/28/08 pOl,c4 Peninsula} 
entire residential district for Swift Co. houses; 3 proposed buildings noted [ + much] 
{06/17/08 pOI,c4 Improvem.} and {07/18/08 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
grading underway; 400-500 homes planned, $1000 minimum, each set back IS feet [ + much] 
{08/04/08 pOl ,c3 Progress} 
Kenton Building & Contracting Co. owns town; officers named; [not on microfilm] [ + much] 
{08/13/08 pOI,c3 Elects} and {08/17/08 pOI,c3 Kenton} 
to build 20 cone. block houses for Swift plant officers; 200 frame houses later [ + much] 
{09/08/08 pOl,c3 2oo} and {09/12/08 pOl,c3 Swift} 
much clearing, grading; telephone & power poles going in; 1st business building [ + much] 
{09/22/08 pOl,c3 Kenton} 
street grading; water mains in; several residences, business bldgs. being built [ + some] 
{OI/05109 pOl,c3 Buildings} 
street car line progress; 10 houses now done in Kenton, 10 more underway [ + much] 
{05120/09 pOl,c3 Some} 
Kenlon Building & Contract Co., 11 Lafayette, building 6 $600, 3 $1000 cottages [ + some] 
{05/20109 p05,c3 Building} 
Swift Co. moving earth north of Columbia Blvd. on site for future factories [ + some] 
{07/03/09 pOl,c3 Improvem.} and {07/15/09 pOl,c5 Kenton} 
street car line to open mid-Sept.; 30 buildings being built; sewers progressing [ + some] 
{08/13/09 pOl,c4 Kenton} 
grocery store in rooms on Kilpatrick St. to start business Sept. I; building [ + much] 
{08/28/09 pOI,c3 Fine} 
on Sept. 15, slreet cars begin service, and stock yards open; buildings describ. [ + much] 
{09102/09 pOI,c3 Street} 
--- --- ---'--- ---------------------­
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several buildings in progress or planned [described] [ + much] 
{I 1/10/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
lighting and fire protection plans; Improvement Assoc. formed with 31 members [ + much] 
{I 1/22/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Nat. Wood Pipe Co. to add 2S acre company "town" modeled on one in Dayton, Ohio [ + much] 
{I 1/27/09 pOI,c3 Beautiful} 
high demand for houses; rapid population growth; Davis Safe & Lock plant [see] [ + much] 
{12/01/09 pOl,c4 Davis} 
wilderness a year ago; now the busiest section in city; [buildings described] [ + much] 
{12/18/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
extraordinary amount of building; fire station is needed; may begin this spring [ + some] 
{12/28/09 pOl,cS Engine} . 
King's Addition 
block II and portion of 13 to become 4 luxury lots; landscape artist to design [ + much] 
{12/29/08 pOI ,04 High} 
King's Heights 
entire tract sold for record amount to syndicate of city's wealthiest men [ + much] 
{09/14/09 pOl ,c4 Large} 
"The Select Residence Section" [w/Parkside]; improvements to be done June IS [ + some] 
{10116109 pOl,c4 Parkside} and {1l/I0/09 p07,cI Parkside} 
Ladd's Addition 
all street improvements done; no cheap structures allowed; sales brisk [listed] ( + much] 
{06/22/09 pOI ,04 Many} 
43 lots sold in July, nearly.2/3 to home builders, not speculators; names listed [ + much] 
{08/0S/09 pOl,c3 Busy Even} 
F. W. Torgler, agent, reports many lot sales (listed, with some details] [ + much] 
{08/18/09 pOl,c3 Homes for} 
steady demand for high-class lots; many recent sales listed [ + much] 
{09116/09 pOl,cS Sales} and {10/02/09 pOl,cS Sales} 
reports many sales and locations, describes buyers and building plans [ + much] 
{10/09/09 pOl,c3 Sales in} 
many recent sales, buyers and houses described, including the "glass house" [ + much] 
{11I19/09 pOl,c3 Some} and {11I19/09 pOl ,04 Ladd} 
recent sales described; cement sidewalks and paved streets done in this district ( + much] 
{11I30/09 pOI ,04 Sales In} 
F. W. Torgler and Strong & Co., selling agents, report on many recent sales [ + much] 
{12/21109 pOl ,04 More} 
Laurelhurst 
new name for Hazel Fern farm; office opens to take lot reservations [ + some] 
{06/26/09 pOl,cS Laurelbu.} 
Portland Realty Board to visit its cool, shady groves; oratory, bagpipes, etc. [+ much] 
{09/10/09 pOl,c3 Realty} 
first house in Laurelburst being built by W. N. Everett; $3SOO min. restriction [ + much] 
{09/22/09 pOl,c3 First} 
transfer Hazel Fern farm [Laurelburst] from Ladd Invest Co. for appx. $I,37S,000 [ + some] 
{IO/07/09 pOl,c3 Why Not} 
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street grading nearly done; $3S00-$SOOO min. house restriction; S houses begin [ + some] 
{12107109 pOl,c4 Grading} 
30 men and SO horses rushing street grading; Barber Asphalt Co. has contract [ + some] 
{12/21/09 pOl,c3 North} 
Leland Park 
entire addition (6S lots) sold; platted years ago, but never developed [ + much] 
{12113109 pOl,cS New} 
Lents 
[describes several houses in and around Lents tbat are under construction now1 [ + much] 
{07/16/09 pOl,c4 New} 
recent land sales and building described; Katzky, Meyer, Watchman, Fisher... [ + much] 
{11/23/09 pOl,c4 Lents} 
Lorrington 
just placed on market; new system: IS' wide "parks" adjoining streets for trees [ + some] 
{OS/2S107 p04,cS New} 
Loveleigh 
SO.5 acres; Orena Rater won prize for name; "Mountain View; SI. Helens" rejected [ + minor] 
{03/3110S pOI,c3 Will Be} 
30 lots sold opening day; 2S' high observatory tower in SW comer w/mounln. view [ + some] 
{04/1SIOS pOl,c3 Loveleigh} and {04/21/0S pOl,c3 Leveleigh} 
sold 26 lots in S days; new photo of district with river, bridge, Vancouver, etc [ + some] 
{OS113/0S .pOI,c3 Loveleigh} 
all street graded; some dozen houses being completed; color photo advert. noted [ + some] 
{11I10/0S pOl,c4 Real} 
streets all graded; water mains installed in half of addition; Brong-Steel Co. [+ some] 
{01/01/09 pOl,c4 Loveleigh} 
7 new homes planned this summer; 26 lots sold during first week of May; names [ + some] 
{OS111I09 pOl,c4 Many} 
describes houses planned or being built for Humphrey, Bates, Brill, Lynn, others [ + much] 
{09/23/09 pOI,c4 In and} 
McKenna Junction 
here and University Park, much building; few houses for sale, none for rent [ + some] 
{12/1S/OS pOI,c3 Conditio.} 
McKinley Park 
137 acres sold to SE Portland Real Estate Assoc.; to be on market at once [ + much] 
{07/02/09 pOI,c3 McKinley} 
Merlow Addition 
placed on market this spring; 7S lots sold; Bert Boise and F. G. Anderson houses [ + some] 
{OS/02/09 pOI,c3 Sales by} 
Midland Acres Tract 
east of Lents school; recent purchasers named; Mr. Sleen plans poultry business [ + much] 
{02/04/09 pOl,c4 Midland} 
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TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Fonnat: Index topics {also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5] 
Summary { + more information in references: none, minor, some, much] 
(references in Portland Daily Abslracl: dale, page &: coillmn number, heading) lllus/rarion? 
, 
Montavilla 
cottages being erected [many described]; gardens, berry patches; await car line l + much] 
{07/09/09 pOl,c3 New} and {07/10/09 pOl,c4 New} 
growing as fast as any other East Side district; department store; houses noted I + much] 
{11/1l109 pOl,c3 Suburbs} 
Mt.Scott 
[describes several houses being built in vicinity of Mt. Scott] [ + much] 
{07/l7/09 pOl,c4ln Mt.} and {07/19/09 pOl,c4 Along} 
houses for working men being e"",ted; many described; proposed pleasure resort [ + much] 
{10123109 pOl,c4 Mount} 
workingman's district with no bldg. restrictions; [bldgs., districts described] [ + much] 
{12/16/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
Mt. SCott vicinity 
many humble buildings, and additions to small dwellings; water supply ioadequate [ + much] 
{07/20/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Mt. Tabor 
five bouses burned June 21 causing $30,000 loss; nearest hydrant was I 1/2 miles [ + minor] 
{06/23/09 pOl,c4 The News} 
street pavings and substantial houses [noted]; flats, churches, no restaurant [ + much] 
{07/14/09 pOl,c3 More} 
plans ready for mammoth new storage reservoir for Bull Run water l + some] 
{09/IO/09 pOI ,c5 The New} 
Mt. Tabor Park 
elaborate intentions for development of a park, reservoir for electricity gener. [ + much] 
{10123106 pOl,c3 Mount} 
Murraymead 
new addition, vicinity SE 25th & Division; Conklin...Co. handles; building soon [ + some] 
{06/09/09 pOl,c4 Residenc.} 
North Albina 
area around Union and Killingsworth rapidly becoming non-residential [ + much] 
{12/02/09 pOI,c3 New Madi.} 
clearing N. Albina park; improve streets to Kenton district; Reed College here? [ + much] 
{12/08/09 pOl,c3 North} 
Northwest Portland 
perspective drawing showing NW buildings; advertm. for Parkside, also in drawing [ + much] 
{03/01/09 p04,cl Parkside} Illustration: map/plan 
Olmsted Park 
plat 40 acre tract south and east of Alameda Park; named for Olmsted Brothers [ + some] 
{09/l7/09 pOl,c3 Olmsted} 
clear streets; I house started, 3 more soon; view lots compare to Portland Hts. [+ much] 
{10/25/09 p06,cl To Avoid} Illustration: map/plan 
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TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUlLDINGS 
Fonnat: Index topics [also see Index/Swnmaries 3, 4. and 5] 
Summary I + more infonnation in references: none, minor, some, much] 
{references in Portland Daily Abstract: dare, page &. column number, heading} Illustration? 
1/3 of lots sold; many buyers listed and described; $2500 min. house restriction [ + much] 
{I 1/04/09 pOl,c3 Purchases} 
full-page adv.; "Portland Heights of the East Side"; has all that is desirable [ + much] 
{I 1/20/09 p03,cl Olmsted} Illustratioll: map/plan 
many recent lot sales; [names and locations listed, with some details] [ + much] 
{I 1/25/09 pOl,c3 Some} 
Columbia Trust Co. reports recent lot sales; [names, employment, locations] l + much] 
{12/27/09 pOl,c3 Sales by} 
Overlook 
A.	 F. Swensson & Co. sells lots; C. A. Lind bought three and will build soon [ + some] 
{01/10/O8 pOl,c4 Overlook} 
tour by Realty Board, band, cigars; placed on market Jan., 1907; 14 homes built r + much] 
{04/01/08 pOI,c3 Overlook} 
15 houses erected during past year, from $2700 to $8000; several listed [ + much] 
{1I/23/08 pOI,c5 Overlook} 
Parkside 
perspective drawing showing NW buildings; sales to wealthy timbermen; advertise. [+ much] 
{03/01/09 p04,cl Parkside} Illustratioll: map/plan 
adv.: bridges clogged; build home on West side; restrictions, $3500 minimum [ + much] 
{05/21/09 p03,c1 Parkside} Illustratioll: other 
car line on Barnes Road to be done in August; streets graded; utilities plarmed [ + much] 
{06/28/09 pOl,c3 New Rail.} 
"The Select Residence Section" [w/King's Hts.]; improvements to be done June 15 [ + some] 
{10/16/09 pOl,c4 Parkside} and {1I/1O/09 p07,cl Parkside} 
Peninsula 
100 acres of low land to be filled 6 to 8 feet within possibly 3 years; dredging [ + much] 
{04/27/07 pOl,c4 Peninsul.} 
Columbia River rail bridge, 4 spans done; land cut/fills for rail & Swift Co. [+ some] 
{01/27/08 pOI,c3 On The} 
Grayhrook tract, 25xloo lots; George F. Heusner of Swift describes street plans [ + much] 
{04/21/08 pOl,c3 On the} 
build 4 bridges over rail cut at Dawson, S. Depot, Willamette, Columbia Blvds. [+ much] 
{08/30/09 pOI,c3 Bridges} and {10/18/09 pOl,c4 Neighbor.} 
becoming a vast manufacturing area for concerns wanting large sites [ + much] 
{10/26/09 pOl,c4 One} 
[describes stores and houses plarmed and now building in the upper peninsula] [ + some] 
{1l/25/09 pOl,c4 Upper} 
real estate sales in University Park, College Place; Dawson Street widening [ + much] 
{12/31/09 pOI,c3 Some} 
Piedmont 
choice residential section; lists several new houses wlllch are plarmed [ + much] 
{10/27/08 pOI,c3 Piedmont} 
Portland Heights 
describes recent sales and new houses [ + much] 
{10/25/06 pOl,c3 Portland} 
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TOPICS OTIlER TIlAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Fonnal: Index topics {also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 51 
Summary { + more information in references: none, minor, some. much] 
(references in Portland Daily A.bstract: date, page &: column number, heading) /flustralion? 
, 
large overall drawing; lifted above the dust and smoke of the city; has no rival [ + much] 
{03/18/07 p03,cl Portland} lllustraJion: conlext 
revised D. E. Keasey advertisement; photo of hungalow and grounds for sale [ + some] 
{04/26/07 p05,cl Portland} lllustration: multiple 
full page adv. for D. E. Keasey & Co. with prices for lots with views, elc. [ + much] 
{10/0li07 p04,cl Portland} 
moving 100,000 cu. yards of dirt east of 16th St. from Jackson to Myrtle Sts. [ + some] 
{06120/08 pOl,c4 40-foot} 
Portland Hts. No.2, hehind Willamette Hts.; now on market, moderate price, view [ + some] 
{06/04/09 pOl,c3 View} 
Prospect Park 
just on market; 46 loIs sold; 4 houses done; asphalt paving, sewers, gas, done [ + much] 
{04/19/09 pOI,c3 Business} 
no part of city improved with more good judgment; houses and owners described [ + much] 
{08/20/09 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
Ravenswood Add. 
area developing rapidly; demanding paved and curbed streets by next fall [ + some] 
{12/22/09 pOI,c3 District} 
Richmond 
area developing rapidly; demanding paved and curbed streets by nexl fall [ + some] 
{12122/09 pOl,c3 DistricI} 
Riggs' Addition 
Frank Brent building 3 cotlages here, $1500 to $1700 each [ + some] 
{12/16/09 pOI,c4 Building} 
Rose City Park 
gang of Chinese clear undergrowth; street grading, improvements to follow [ + much] 
{12/l3/OO pOl,c4 Rose City} 
street car line to Rose City Park will open May 25; various buildings noted [ + much] 
{05/23/07 pOl,c4 Rose City} 
new car line met at end by auto 10 tour prospective purchasers; no houses yet [ + some] 
{OO/05107 pOI,c3 New} 
due to high demand, 45 more blocks go on market this Saturday; Alameda Blvd. [+ some] 
{OO/14/07 pOl,c3 Rose City} 
Sullivan's Gulch is rendezvous for hobo criminals; discount building materials [+ much] 
{12/19/07 pOl,c5 Rose City} 
50 new houses expected this summer; list of names of houses already built [ + much] 
{03/07/08 pOI,c4 Rose Cily} 
Realty Board excursion; comet band; free cigars; tract Itreclaimed from nature" [ + much] 
{03/24/08 pOI,c3 Enjoys} 
largest East Side addition; owners provided streets, utilities, car line extenso [ + much] 
{OO/23/08 pOI,c4 Rose City} 
names houses being built; cement walks and curbs on West Ave. [+ some] 
{IO/Oli08 pOI,c3 Rose City} 
planned homes for Dr. McIntire, Dunlop, Patterson, Lovett, Vetter, Bracher [ + much] 
{10114108 pOl,c3 Rose City} 
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INDEX/SUMMARY ONE· 
TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Formal: Index topics falso see Index/Summaries 3. 4, and 5J 
Summary f + more information in references: none. minor, some, much] 
(references in Portland Daily Abstract: dale, poge &: column nwnber. heading) Illustration? 
30 new houses built during past year; $2500-5000 range ($1500 min.); 8 described [ + much] 
{11119/08 pOl,o5 Rose City} 
contractors purchasing lots and building houses: Potter, Barton, McMinn, Dunlap [ + much] 
{01/05/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
sold 86 lots this year, 4/5 to Portland residents; 1 non-resident bought 29 lots [ + much] 
{02/06/09 pOl,c3 Sales in} 
complete transformation; charms of country w/every comfort; not oullying suburb [ + much] 
{02117/09 pO I,c3 Transfor. } 
70 children here now; need school; stores, hall being built; 75 Febr. lot sales [ + much] 
{03/03/09 pOl,c4 Improvem.} 
grading streets, laying sidewalks; 103 lots sold in April; much new building [ + much] 
{05/06/09 pOl,c3 Rose City} 
many beller class homes being buill; [several described] [ + much] 
{07/05/09 pOl,c3 Fine} 
Ross Addition 
87 lots sold adjoining new Multnomah Mohair Mills site [see] [ + some] 
{J 1/13/09 pOl,c4 Sales by} 
Rossmere 
farmland a few months ago; now graded streets, walks, sales bldg.; no houses yet [ + some] 
{06/05/07 pOl,c3 New} 
probably more houses being built here now than in any other tract in the city [ + much] 
{06/19/09 pOl,c4 New} 
several recent sales listed, "with some description of buyers [ + much] 
{1l/03/09 p07,o5 Sales in} 
Sellwood 
[describes house sales and construction] [ + much] 
{1O/04/09 pOl,c4 Sellwood} 
high class houses in Westmoreland will increase values in West Sellwood [ + some] 
{12/03/09 pOI,c3 Building} 
growth slower than progressive suburbs; plan street paving; sewers progressing [ + much] 
{12/14/09 pOl,c4 Building} 
St. Jnhns 
active progress in new buildings and companies [ + much] 
{10/20/06 pOI,c3 Wall} 
vigorous suburb's real estate & building activity, especially business property [ + much] 
{1l/30/06 pOl,c3 St. Johns} 
new Hill line progress; steady growth in general; river frontage $50-75 per foot [ + some] 
{06/1I/07 pOI ,c3 Down-} 
10 years after SI. Johns separated from Portland, some wish to return [ + much] 
{09/02/08 pOI ,c3 Are} 
building permits in 1908: 105, $95,616 total; in 1907: 124, $123,000 total [ + some] 
{12/29/08 pOI,c4 Building} 
begin clearing, streets on 65 acres between Newport Station and Smith's Crossing [ + much] 
{01125/09 pOl,c4 Will Open} 
recent and proposed building activity described; factory sites, store, etc. [+ much] 
{05/17/09 pOl,c3 Building} 
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INDEX/SUMMARY ONE ­
TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Fonnat: Index topics [also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5J 
Summary [ + more infonnarion in references: none, minor, some, much] 
{references in Portland Daily Abstract: dare, page & column number, heading} Illustration? 
street paving begins; 100 houses built this year; hotels full, tents in use [ + much] 
{1l103109 pOI,c3 In Kenton} 
30 to 40 houses being built now; plan road from St. Johns to Swift plant area [ + much] 
{I2/23/09 pOI,c3 Some St.} 
Sunnyside 
building keeping pace with all other sections of city; several residences noted [ + much] 
{05/15/07 pOI,c3 Sunnyside} 
street pavings and substantial houses [noted]; flats, churches, no restaurant [ + much] 
{07/14/09 pOI,c3 More} 
one of busiest building districts; ,,:veral homes and flats being built described [ + much] 
{10125109 pOI,c4 New} 
paving, real estate, and building activity described [ + much] 
{12/24/09 pOI ,c4 Central} 
Sunnyside. southwest 
21 of 60 lots sold; $1000 house minimum; water mains going in; developers named [ + some] 
{06126/08 pOI,c4 Southwest} 
Sweet Brier Addition 
sold out; nothing but brush and stumps 2 months ago; now modest cottages, tents [ + some] 
{05106/09 pOI,c3 Rose City} 
Swinton 
now surveying; grading and clearing later; 25x2oo, 50xloo lots; [no microfilm] [ + much] 
{08/1I/08 pOI,c4 Peninsul.} 
full page adv.; notes proximity to new Swift plant; height and view; investment [ + much] 
{09/24/08 p04,cl A Few} 
full page adv.: "grandest. .. investment ever known in the history of Portland" [ + much] 
{10115/08 p04,cl Titans} Illustration: other 
full page adv. featuring a sculpture of "Opportunity", illustrating Swinton [ + some] 
{II 102/08 p03,cl Opportun.} Illustration: person 
sales began Sept. 21; fewer than 200 of 994 lots unsold; car line described [ + much] 
{12110108 pOI,c4 Sale of} Illustration: person 
C. M. Thomas setting street grades; 6" water main on Pippin St. will begin soon [ + some] 
{0l/15/09 pOI,c3 Street} 
Columbia Trust Co. recent sales listed by name and lot number [ + much] 
{1l/20/09 pOI,c3 Building} 
Tabor Heights 
park recently acquired by city; McBride, Eldridge, Morris, Martin houses noted [ + much] 
{1O/04/09 pOI,c3 Sales by} 
Terrace Park 
clearing underbrush and timber; winding paths and streets will be laid out [ + some] 
{12/19/06 pOl,c3 Terrace} 
building activity in Lee-Bow Park, Railway Addition and Northern Montavilla [ + much] 
{07110109 pOI,c4 New} 
Mansfield Co. has built and sold ten moderately priced bungalows here this year [ + much] 
{I 1130/09 pOI,c3 Bungalow} 
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Format: Index topics [afso see Index/Summaries 3,4, and 5] 
Summary { + more injanna/ion in references: none, minor, some, much] 
{references in Portland Daily Abstract: dare, page & column number, heading} Illustration? 
University Park 
full page ad. with map; where 7 railroads meet ocean-going vessels; investment [ + much] 
{OIl23107 p03,cl Great} Illustration: other 
here and McKenna Junction, much building; few houses for sale, none for rent { + some] 
{1211SIOS pOl,c3 Conditio.} 
big tunnel work, and rail yard fill in progress; road grade done; houses noted [ + much] 
{OS125109 pOl,c3 Univers.} 
several recent purchases and building plans in this vicinity; [described] [ + much] 
{1l1091O9 pOl,c3 In Vicin.} 
Vernon 
"Portland's choicest residence suburb. Car service every twenty minutes." { + minor] 
{06102106 p04,cl Vernon} 
nearly all lots sold; 1200 lots sold in IS months on market - record speed [ + some] 
{06113107 pOl,c3 Vernon} 
Joe T. Ennis built 44 houses in last 3 years; several other houses described [ + much] 
{lOll 1109 pOl,c3 In Vernon} 
W. Portland Park 
streets not graded; 2000 lots; Or. Electric may cross; amusement park planned [	 + some] 
{05/1S/09 pOl,c3 2000 Lot} 
Waverleigh Addition 
43 lots sold in Nov. and Dec., average price $375; sewers, water, laid this year [ + much] 
{OIl0610S pOl,c3 Waverlei.} 
Realty Board excursion: band, flag raising, flowery oratory, aluminum gifts [ + much] 
{0411410S pOI,c3 Portland} 
50 lots sold; A. H. Faber to design 40 houses; Mills apts.; street improvements [ + much] 
{04/2S/OS pOl,c3 Waverlei.} 
all six miles of streets will be graded within 90 days; 17 houses being built [ + some] 
{06/17 lOS pOl,c5 Waverlei.} 
75 new houses built, or building during past season; $1250 legal minimum [ + much] 
{11/20/0S pOI,c5 Progress.} 
Waverleigh Heights 
2/10: S2 lots sold, many multiple; 3/25: work started on 12 houses; [many names] [ + much] 
{02/10109 pOl,c3 Some} and {03125109 pOl,c3 Work} 
large force of men and teams lowering five blocks 3-S' and filling low lots [ + some] 
{04119/09 pOl,c3 Grading} 
"most reasonable close-in view property" on East side; several buyers named [ + some] 
{1l/04/09 pOl,c3 Purchases} 
lot sales to Winnie Doyle and Nannie Bruckman [see house] [ + some] 
{12/2S/09 pOl,c4 Waverlei.} 
Waverly 
houses for working men being erected; many described [ + much] 
{l0123/09 pOl,c4 Mount} 
[describes recent land sales and building construction in Waverly and Woodstock] [+ much] 
{12/02/09 pOl,c4 Near} 
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TOPICS OTHER THAN SPECIFIC BUILDINGS 
Fonnat: Index topics {also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5J 
Summary I + more information in references: none, minor, some, much] 
{references in Portland Daily Abstract: dale, page & column ntll~ber, heading} illustration? 
area developing rapidly; demanding paved and curbed streets by next fall [ + some]
 
{12/22/09 pOl,c3 District}
 
Wellesley Heights
 
"Wellesley on the Hill"; building office for salesmen; no streets or water yet [ + much]
 
{03/20109 pOl,c3 Wellesley}
 
street grading to begin at once; 25,000 cu. yds. to be removed; means described [ + some]
 
{06/07/09 pOl,c3 Argyle}
 
Westmoreland 
former Ladd farm at Crystal Springs; platting 760 lots; no development yet [ + much] 
{05119/09 pOl,c3 Platting} 
4 houses under construction; 30 more being planned; many names of buyers listed [ + milch] 
{08/l6/09 pOl,c4 Westmore.} 
building activity is brisk; several homes and their owners are described [ + milch1 
{08/25109 pOl,c4 Building} 
most real estate operators not busy, but high-class Westmoreland very active [ + milch] 
{08/27/09 pOl,c4 Some} and {08/30109 pOl,c4 More} 
improvements started Sept. 2; will complete entire tract without a stop; houses [ + some] 
{09/07/09 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
at present rate, all lots will be sold in a short time; long list of lot buyers [ + milch] 
{09/09/09 pOl,c4 Westmore.} and {09124/09 pOl,c3 Sales} 
most active building in any suburban tract of Portland; many residences listed [ + much] 
{101O2109 pO l,c5 Building} 
[describes several houses under construction] [+ milch] 
{10104109 pOI,c4 Sellwood} 
Oregon Bldg. & Trust Co. buys 5 lots from Columbia Trust Co.; will build to sell [ + some] 
{12/16/09 pOl,c3 To Build} 
Whitwood Court 
new residence tract opened across the river from St. Johns [ + much] 
{05125107 p02,c6 Whilwood} 
Wiberg Heights 
"Grand view over all of Portland. High, but level"; [adv. has aerial drawing] [ + milch] 
{06/01l07 p03,cl Lan Sakel} Illustration: context 
Wilburton 
new tract being graded; exclusive district; $1500 minimum house cost [ + much] 
{09/16/08 pOl,c3 New} and {09/18/08 pOI,c4 Correct.} 
Windsor Heights 
petition to extend Clinton SI. east through McMahon's brick yard & Windsor Hts. [+ some] 
{091101O9 pOl,c4 Improvem.} 
lot sales, 7 houses built; owner, sidewalk construction; half of tract is sold [ + milch] 
{10126109 pOI,c5 Windsor} and {11I19/09 pOI,c4 Windsor} 
platted a few months ago; 8 houses erected; Brubaker & Benedict sold 72 lots [ + some] 
{12/07/09 pOl,c3 Windsor} 
8 new houses recently built; sidewalk construction to increase sale prices [ + some] 
{12/28/09 pOl,c3 Sales In} 
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Format: Index lopics [also see Index/Summaries 3, 4, and 5} 
Summary I + more information in references: none, minor, some, much] 
(references in Por/Iond Daily Abstrac/; dale, page & collOnn number, heading) Illustration? 
Woodstock 
Woodstock Push Club to build branch library; several houses described [ + much] 
{07/29/09 pOl,c3 In Woods.} 
Woodstock Push Club, property owners improving streets rather than wait for city [ + much] 
{1O/06/09 pOI,c4 In Wood.} 
[describes recent land sales and building construction in Waverly and Woodstock] [ + much] 
{12/02/09 pOl,c4 Near} 
Portland - growth & development 
1907 and 1908 comparisons
 
1907 was characterized by big business blocks; 1908, as an era of home building [ + some]
 
{04/15/08 pOl,c4 Total}
 
1908 looks encouraging
 
satisfactory relations in trades, reasonable price of materials; optimism in air [ + some]
 
{02/27/08 pOl,c4 Encourag.}
 
1908. prosperous year
 
Portland little felt last year's Wall St. cold douche; first city to recover [ + much]
 
{09/l9/08 pOl,c3 State}
 
achievements. magnificent
 
prosperity shone never more brightly than it does today; statistics; history [ + much]
 
{05125/07 pOl,c3 Elements}
 
additions and districts
 
list of 54 additions added to city since March I, 1907 [ + much]
 
{10/OI/07 p06,c4 City's}
 
describes rapid growth in many new residential districts throughout the city [ + much]
 
{05/06/09 pOI,c3 Rose City}
 
anti-saloon vote
 
John B. Miller of Seattle abandons plans to build because of possible vote [ + some]
 
{04/23/08 pOI,c3 Abandons}
 
apartments in demand
 
many apartment buildings built, but still a great demand and waiting lists [ + much]
 
{06/25/09 pOI,c3 Apartmen.}
 
area of city in 1906 
in acres: West Side, 6920; East Side, 19,882; water, 1394; total is 44 sq. miles [ + some] 
{04/11/08 pOI,c3 City's} 
bank closures
 
Merchants' Nat. Bank, Oregon Savings & Trust Bank still closed; delay building [ + much]
 
{02/01/08 pOI,c3 Closed} 
banking growth leads US cities 
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Fonnat: Index topics {also see Index/Swnmaries 3, 4, and 5]
 
Summary I + more information in references: none. minor, some, much]
 
(references in Portland Daily Abstract: dalt, page &: column number, heading) lllustration?
 
"Prodigious Progress... Proving Portland's Predestined Pre-eminemce"; examples [ + much] 
{06/O5107 pOl,c3 Prodigio.} 
building activity. 1905-06 
compares building permits and real estate of October 1905 with October 1906 [ + much] 
{10109/06 pOI,c3 Comparat.} 
real estate sales, bldg. permits compared; [weekly comparisons continue weekly] [ + much] 
{10/15106 pOl,c3 Comparat.} and {10/20/06 pOl,c3 Comparat.} 
Nov. 1905 to Nov. 1906 77% increase in building leads all U. S. cities [ + much] 
{12/22/06 pOl,c3 Portland'} 
building activity. 1906
 
1906 building permits total $6,927,981; real estate transfers total $24,306,832 [ + much]
 
{01/03/07 pOl,c3 Proud}
 
building activity, 1907
 
Construction News, Chicago, reports that Portland in Sept. was 4th in building [ + some]
 
{10/U/07 p04,c3 This is}
 
building activity, 1907-08 
first 9 months: 1907, 1602 houses; 1908,2196 houses; big increases on East side [ + much] 
{10/l2/08 pOl,c4 Some} 
building activity. 1908 
"spirit of growth" goes on and on; Oct. permits up $384,560 over last October [ + much] 
{1I/03/08 pOl,c4 October} 
east side: 2,747 houses, 112 business bldgs.; west side: 274 houses, 89 business [ + much] 
{01/09109 pOl,c3 Statisti.} 
building activity, 1909 
July: houses: 195 on East, 23 on West; business bldgs.: 4 on East, 10 on West [ + millor] 
{08/ll/09 pOl,c3 July} 
building activity. East. West 
Jan. +Feb. total houses: 252 (EasC07), 439 (East'08); 23 (WesC07), 41 (East'08) [ + much] 
{03/05108 pOl,c3 Comparat.} 
building pennits, 1907-08 
houses for first 5 months of 1907/1908: East Side 88011319; West Side 71/124 [ + much] 
{06/11/08 pOl,c3 Comparat.} 
residence permits up for 1908, east and west sides; business permits are down [ + much] 
{09107/08 pOl,c4 Some} 
building pennits. 1908 
April 1908 houses: 336 East side, 30 West side; 1907: 204 East side, 22 West [ + some] 
{05/25/08 pOl,c4 Comparti.} 
5-month building permits total $4,652,585; East Side houses total $2,083,775 [ + some] 
{07/01/08 pOl,c3 Just A} 
Nov.: West Side: 12 houses; 6 business bldgs.; East S.: 165 houses; 11 business [ + millor] 
{12/11/08 pOl,c4 Statisti.} 
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business district expansion 
residential property conversion to business; Front St. area congestion [ + much] 
{05i08i07 pOl ,c3 Some} 
City Beautiful 
quotes "well known man" on need for paved streets, more parks; new bldgs. noted [ + much] 
{05illi07 pOl,c3 A City} 
C. F. Swigert to lecture to Portland Realty Bd. w/slides of his trip to Europe I + some] 
{12/06/09 pOl,c3 Dinner} 
city of opportunity la dream) 
old timers sell choice locations cheaply to others who reap spendid profits [ + much] 
{06/l5107 pOl,c3 Optimist.) 
City/County govenunent proposal 
joint facility for city and county proposed; need for court house and jail noted [ + much] 
{05/28i07 pOl ,c3 Portland} 
consulates, foreign 
at present: British, Chinese, Costa Rican, Danish, French, German, Italian, etc. [+ much] 
{06/22/07 pOl,c3 Consular} and {06/27/07 p03,c3 Consular} 
East Portland 
64 new houses on Alberta car line; new buildings on Union, Killingsworth; etc. [+ much] 
{06/29/09 pOl,c3 Improvem.} 
wooded nearly everywhere; not cultivated; Sandy Road oiled but collects in ruts [ + much] 
{07i07/09 pOl,c3 A Two} 
East Portland landfills 
progress on 3-year project to fill 21 blocks of low land adjacent to river [ + much] 
{I0121108 pOl,c3 Big Fills} 
finished E. Morrison fill, begun E. 8th between Belmont & Morrison; E. Wash. too [ + some] 
{12/02/08 pOl,c4 East Side} 
era of citvhood. entering 
outgrowing village period; old wooden buildings downtown doomed to destruction [ + much] 
{Oli09/07 pOl,c3 Process} 
future. optomistic view of 
real estate dealer comments optomistieally ahaut city's future and growth [ + much] 
{08/l4/06 pOl,c3 Portland} 
garbage problem 
2/3 of garbage dumped; crematory unable to cope with waste; stench; germs; flies [ + much] 
{12/l9/08 pOl,c3 City's} 
Golden Age of prosperity 
[lengthy summary of building activity); "There is no excuse for idle men" [+ much] 
{05/25i07 p03,c1 Progress.} 
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, 
growth indicators 
crowded scbools, postage stamp sales; new blood; all things bave become new [ + much] 
{03/08/07 pO l,c4 Portland} 
growth. architects predict 
leading Portland architects quoted: Knigbton, Lazarus, Scbacbt, Whidden, others [ + much] 
{08/21/06 pOl,c3 Building} 
house building. 1907-118 
firsl4 months: 190843% over 19Q7; 370 more bouses, mostly on East Side [ + much] 
{OS/06/08 pOI,c3 Progress} 
Ladd Estate Company 
incorporates by William M. Ladd, Cbarles E. Ladd, John Wesley Ladd; real estate [ + much] 
{OS/l6/08 pOl,c3 Ladd} 
Los Angeles influence 
Fred C. Cook advocates Los Angeles's modem stores, tbeaters, street cars, cafes [ + much] 
{03/20/09 pOl,c4 Conditio.} 
map. 1908. available 
Security Abstract and Trust Co. map; 300 street name cbanges on East side [ + some] 
{08/22/08 pOl,cS New Map} 
Mt. Tabor. clear land east of 
clearing wild lands: Reed, 70 acres; Japanese syndicate, 20; for fruit & vegs. [+ much] 
{01/07/08 pOI,c3 Clearing} 
Oak Street development 
several planned buildings will make tbis tbe Wall Streel of Portland [ + much] 
{lO/20/06 pOI,c3 Wall} 
office space demand 
new and older office buildings downtown are nearly full; demand equals supply [ + much] 
{01/28/08 pOI,c3 Portland'} 
office space opened in last 16 months is double any decade; demand still exceeds [ + some] 
{05/17/09 pOI,c4 Lumbenn.} 
other cities. comparison with 
fronl foot valuations, bank data, and building permit summaries for 19 cities [ + much] 
{06/05/07 p05,c5 Vaulable} 
Panic of 1907. bank holiday 
Governor Cbamberlain closes banks [Oct. 29?]; courts too; boliday 10 end Dec. 14 [ + much] 
{10/30/07 pOl,c3 Bank} and {12/07/07 pOl,c3 Resumptn.} 
ends; architects feeling more bopeful; lifting of lid sensible; no run on banks [ + some] 
{12/20/07 pOl,c5 Has A} 
Panic of 1907. recovery from 
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some recovery; building material 12% cbeaper, labor is 15-20% cheaper [ + much] 
{0l/25/08 pOl,cJ Portland} and {0l/27/08 pOl,c4 Building} 
pollution 
Portl. Hts. "mother.. .Iifts her tired children from tbe dust & smoke of the city" [ + some] 
{OJ118/07 pOJ,cl Portland} Illustration: context 
population totals. 1850-1907 
US Census totals: 1850,821; 1890, 46,J85; 1900,90,426; 1906, 195,195; others [ + some] 
{0l/IJ/08 p05,cJ Popula!.} 
real estate information 
data concerning highest and average prices. average return, loan rates. sales... [+ much] 
{J2115108 pOl,cJ Some} 
real estate values. 1906 
describes recent growth in value; compares to Seattle and Los Angeles [ + much] 
{09/27/06 pOl,cJ Portland} 
riverfront proposal 
prominent architect proposes vast harbor walls, stairs, block-wide strip cleared [ + much] 
{09116/08 pOl,c4 Magnific.} 
Riverwood 
choicest river site; fine homes of Architect Whidden, Peter Kerr, Ladd, Corbett [ + much] 
{08117/09 pOl,cJ Two Fine} 
San Franciscans. flee chaos 
draftsmen and mechanics flee to Portland from San Francisco strikes, corruption [ + some] 
{06110107 pOl,c4 San Fran.} 
San Francisco earthquake impact 
San Francisco real estate firms and other businesses attracted to Portland [ + much] 
{05120/07 pOl,cJ Looking} 
Seattle comparisons 
Seattle better on streets, schools, etc.; their City Engineer to visit Portland [ + much] 
{02/04/08 pOl,cJ Killgreen} and {05/19/08 pOl,cJ Will} 
Seattle City Enginr. R. H. Thompson to lecture: Street Improvements by Districts [ + some] 
{05/J0/08 pOI,c5 To Reali.} and {06/09/08 pOl,c5 Will} 
Seattle City Engineer Thompson criticizes Portland's streets; committee formed [ + much] 
{0611J/08 pOl,c3 City} and {06/16/08 pOI,c4 For Civic} 
"District Plan" for street improvements proposed; follows Seattle example [ + much] 
{06/27/08 pO I ,c4 District} 
Seattle. Spokane comparisons 
1908 bldg. permits: Portland, up 9.J% ($10.5M total); Seattle, up 1.4% ($13.6M) [ + much] 
{01l21109 pOl,cJ Building} 
statistics 
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Portland has 24,000 homes; sends 11,000 to 12,000 telegraphs per day; etc. [+ much]
 
{l2/03/07 p03,c3 Plans}
 
street names and numbers
 
numbering difficult, apparently at times beyond the ability of those who do it [ + some]
 
{07108109 pOI,c4 New Homes}
 
streets and bridges 
Front, Stark, E.12th, E.20th Sts.; Grand, Union Ave.; Sullivan's Gulch described [ + much] 
{I01 11107 pOI,c3 Needed} 
suburban growth
 
suburban lots and acreage tracts accessible to electric Jines selling steadily l + some]
 
{04/06/09 pOI ,c4 Sales in}
 
tunnel under Willamette
 
bridge congestion and interruptions leads to suggestion for a tunnel l + much]
 
{04/09/08 pOI,c3 Tunnel}
 
wholesale district shifts
 
until 1907, most along Front SI.; now shifting to Terminal Yard District l + much]
 
{03/30/09 pOl,cJ A New}
 
wholesale trade center. growth 
many warehouses under construction demonstrates city's growth as jobbing center [ + much] 
{12/18/08 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Portland - street car lines 
Mount Scott line
 
final survey done for double track; buildings east of Anabel Station have moved l + some]
 
{1l/18/09 pOl,cJ In The}
 
Oregon Traction Company
 
full text of ordinance granting rights to construct and operate street railways [ + much]
 
{03/16/08 p03,cl Ordinance}
 
Portland R. L. & P. new lines
 
25 year franchise requested to construct lines on many streets [listed] [ + much]
 
{1l/2l/08 pOl,c4 New Car}
 
to Swift Plant on Peninsula
 
laying rails from slaughtering buildings to trestle and over trestle to city [ + some]
 
{06/11/09 pOl,cJ Car Line}
 
Washington Street extension 
beginning extension out Barnes Road to King's Hts., Melinda Hts., Parkside loop [ + much] 
{08/07/09 pOI,c4 Extension} 
Portland - streets 
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Alder. between 1st & 2nd 
colony of butcbers, fishmongers, etc. looks like market place in Eastern city [ + some] 
{03/04/08 pOI,c4 A Market} 
Burnside. East 
business property from bridge to E. 10th; new bitulithic pavement; active growth [ + some] 
{OI/03/08 pOI,c3 East} 
chuck hole repair proposal 
chuck holes nearly everywhere; contractor who built street be required to fix? [ + much] 
{07/28/08 pOI,c4 Some} 
drinking fountains 
nine new fountains donated, most bronzed cast iron; locations given [ + much] 
{05/22/08 pOI,c3 City} and {05/23/08 pOl,c3 Fountains} 
Edward Holman bronzed iron fountain installed on 5th Sl. side of post office [ + some] 
{05/30/08 pOl,c3 1ostall.} 
Front Street paving. sidewalks 
street paved w/stone blocks on concrete base; concrete replacing wood sidewalks [ + some] 
{IO/14/07 pOI,c4 Front} 
Killingsworth 
Killingsworth Development League promoting streetligbts; M. S. McDaniel, Pres. [+ some] 
{IO/09/09 pOl,c41o Albina} 
opposition to changes 
widening Union Avenue; extension of Oak, Main, and Madison; Illb & 12th Streets [ + much] 
{08/01/08 pOI,c3 Oppositi.} 
paving. bituminous 
Pacific Bridge Co. plant beats crusbed rock and bitumen to make paving [ + much] 
{07/II/08 pOI,c3 Improvem.} 
paving, brick 
advertisment for "real vitrified brick pavement (not the kind Portland has bad)" [+ some] 
{05/23/08 pOI,c5 Facts On} 
paving, Hassam Pavement 
adv.: borses like, automobilist praises, property owner thanks, taxpayer loves [ + some] 
{IO/15/09 p03,c5 Hassam} 
paving. stone block 
"Stone Block Paving" from St. Helens quarry; On Front St. fm. Burnside to Glisan [ + much] 
{1I/25/08 pOI,c4 Harry} 
sidewalks. concrete blackened 
concrete mix must bave lamp black added; Dr. Victoria Hampton won fight to keep [ + much] 
{04/06/08 pOl,c31oterest.} and {05/29/08 pOl,c4 City} 
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Stark Street
 
United Railways Co. is double tracking Stark St.; line to Hillsboro will follow [ + millor]
 
{03/27/08 pOl,c3 Double}
 
Stark. Oak. others neglected
 
Stark St. paving sbows municipal neglect, if not shiftlessness; Oak equally bad [ + much]
 
{101I8/07 pOI,c3 Neglected}
 
underground wiring 
Portland R. L. & P. contracts for ~nderground power downtown; pbone lines delay [ + much] 
{071I3/08 pOl,c3 A Big} and {07!l4/08 pOl,c4 Undergro.} 
fire alarm system wiring, to be followed by all wiring, being placed underground [ + much] 
{08/2li08 pOl,c3 Placing} 
Portland R. L. & P. began 2 months ago; complete husiness district this year [ + much] 
{Oli30/09 pOI,c4 Wires to} 
Union Avenue
 
busiest thoroughfare on the East Side; active end to end; comer sites sought 1+ much]
 
{12/24/09 pOI,c3 Sale on}
 
unpaved streets impassable
 
builders in outlying districts handicapped by practically impassable streets [ + some]
 
{1I/30/09 pOl,c5 Stormy}
 
Water Street. East
 
need hard surface pavement; veritable sea of water and mud, perhaps well named [ + millor]
 
{Oli08/08 pOI,c4 East}
 
Portland Architectural Club 
banquet and elections 
1907: F. J. Berndt (Gibson-Berndt Co.), new president; other officers named [ + much] 
{05/10/07 pOI,c3 Holds} 
May 4, 1908; Joseph Jacobberger, Pres.; E. M. La""rus, V. Pres.; 9 new members [ + much] 
{04/30/08 pOI,c3 Architec.} and {05/07/08 pOI,c3 Portland} 
baseball games 
to form two teams; game on Sept 19; bring wives, sweethearts, baseball togs [ + some] 
{09/14/08 pOl,c4 Architec.} and {09/17/08 pOl,c3 Explains} 
Jaccobberger team won twice over John Wilsoo team; Doyle hit home run; team list [ + much] 
{09/23/08 pOl,c3 Architec.} and {09/30/08 pOI,c4 Jacobber.} 
challenges contractors; "'twere well 'twere done quickly" [ + some] 
{10108108 pOl,c4 Want to} 
"T-Squares" and "Triangles", PAC teams, played each other; many fancy plays [ + some] 
{06/30/09 pOl,c3 Baseball} 
classes for young designers 
competition for young draftsmen; regular classes planned to start this winter [ + much] 
{12/04/08 pOI,c4 Architec.} 
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club founded 
club formed; Pres. E. B. McNaughton; VP 1. G. Wilson; several others named [ + some] 
{06/13/06 pOl,c3 Architec.} 
club rooms leased 
two rooms in Ainsworth building, together with Portland Assoc. of Architects [ + some] 
{09/24/06 p04,c3 Architect} 
committees appointed. 1907 
President F. J. Berndt appointed committees: Municipal Affairs, Education, etc. [ + much] 
{OS/24/07 pOl,c3 Portland} 
First Annual Exhioition. 1908 
Ellis Lawrence, A. E. Doyle, Joseph Jacobberger organize; allied arts; in Jan. [ + much] 
{I0/02/07 pOI,c3 Architec.} and {10123107 pOl,c3 Portland} 
Ellis Lawrence, chairman; Jan 6-21, 1908; includes allied arts and crafts [ + much] 
{12/09/07 pOl,c3 First} and {12/26/07 pOl,c3 Annual} 
club demands no stipend, but entitled to public appreciation; Jan. 6 to 21, 1908 [ + much] 
{12/27/07 pOl,c4 Enthusia.} 
Fred W. Wagner's Sx6 mosaic, bust of soldier, made by 2 women in 2 years [ + much] 
{12/3I/07 pOI,c4 Beautiful} 
posters by A. E. Doyle, E. B. MacNaughton, Emst Kroner, F. B. Webber, Lindey ... [+ much] 
{0I/02/08 pOl,c4 Portland} 
describes antiques collected by Edgar Lazarus, and polychrome terra cotla [ + much] 
{0I/09/08 pOI,c3 Architect} and {0I/09/08 pOI,c4 Handsome} 
description of many drawings by architects: Doyle, Lawrence, Whitehouse, others [ + much] 
{0I/10108 pOI,c3 Portland} 
High School competition display 
E. F. Lawrence asks Albina H.	 S. competitors to display drawings at August meet. [+ some] 
{07/22/08 pOl,cS To Exhib.} 
lecture 
Mr. William Scharnweber, Seattle, lecture on 'Ventilation', with Oxymeter tests [ + much] 
{07/08/08 pOl,c3 Ventilat.} and {07/10108 pOI,c4 Lecture} 
on fireproof construction, by John B. Leonard, foremost expert on Pacific coast [ + some] 
{09/11/08 pOl,c4 About} and {09/25/08 pOl,c4 Leonard} 
meeting on building ordinance 
Special meeting Jan. 19 to consider committee report on amendments to ordinance [ + some] 
{OI/19/09 pOI,c3 Portland} 
Rose Carnival competition 
competition: sketches for grandstand, street arches and other furnishings [ + some] 
{02/07/08 pOl,c5 Portland} and {02/13/08 pOl,cS Portland} 
designs for grandstand, street arches, bower effects, etc. submitted [ + some] 
{02/2I/08 pOI,c4 Rose} 
Second Annual Exhibition. 1909 
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committee: E. F. Lawrence, Morris Whitehouse, Edgar M. Lazarus; hold next March [ + millor] 
{li/03/0S pOI,c4 Annual} 
March 22-ApriII0; arch. and allied fLne arts, sculpture, landscape arch., etc. [+ much] 
{0i/20/09 pOI,c4 Portland} and {02120/09 pOI,c4 Exhibit.} 
chairman of exhibition, visited San Francisco and Los Angeles exhibitors [ + some] 
{03/04/09 pOI,c3 Architec.} 
M. A. Vinson is in charge of year book; Joseph Jacobberger asks for ftnancing [ + much]
 
{03109109 pOI ,c4 Architec.}
 
list of Portland exhibitors; architects, decorative fLrms from around U. S. [+ much]
 
{03/29/09 pOI,c3 Portland} and {04/0i/09 pOI,c3 Architec.}
 
exhibit is equal of any in Chicago .or New York; several hundred year books [ + some]
 
{04110109 pOI,c3 Close at}
 
yachting excursion 
20 members enjoyed yachting excursion to The Oaks; organization founded last May [ + some]
 
{OSI08/06 p02,c3 Architec.}
 
Portland Asc. of Architects 
adopt AlA fee schedule
 
adopt new schedule of minimum charges as changed by American Inst. of Architects [ + much]
 
{03/12/09 pOI,c3 Items at} and {03/22/09 pOI,c3 Institute}
 
club rooms leased
 
two rooms in Ainsworth building, together with Portland Architectural Club [ + some]
 
{09/24/06 p04,c3 Architect}
 
election of officers
 
1907: President: Emil Schacht; Vice-P.: C. C. Robbins; Treasurer: Edgar Lazarus [ + some]
 
{01l10107 pOI,c3 Elect}
 
1905: President: Emil Schacht; Vice-P.: Joseph Jacobberger; Sec.: Otto Kleeman [ + some]
 
{OIlOS/OS pOI,c3 Annual}
 
1909: President: C. C. Robbins; Vice-P.: H. C. Dittrich; Sec.: Otto Kleeman [ + some]
 
{03/12/09 pOI ,04 Portland}
 
Publications, building 
Architect and Engineer 
Mr. L. J. Flynn is northwestern representative; offtce in Lumbermen's building [ + some] 
{05!13/09 pOI,c3 Removes} 
Northwest Architect. The 
Volume I, number I now out; published in Portland; E. E. Gilmer is editor [ + much] 
{I 1126/09 pOI,c4 Architec.} 
Pacific Builder and Engineer 
competition for cover design; William J. Sayward, Seattle architect, on jury [ + some] 
{1l/03/09 pOI ,04 Cover} 
The House That Differs 
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publication of photos of Portland houses by A. H. Faber and Portland Bldg. Asso. [+ much] 
{12/04/09 pOl,c4 Portland} 
Real estate - investment 
fruit land
 
Mossman & McNair, Portland realty firm, specializes in Oregon fruit lands [ + much]
 
{12115/09 pOI,c3 Rogue}
 
Sweeney, Charles. (Spokane)
 
most noted non-resident investor in Portland real estate, $1,146,120 in 2 years [ + some]
 
{10/09/06 pO I,c3 Comparat.}
 
Roads and Highways - Oregon 
bitulithic pavement 
Portland's East Burnside from bridge to E. 10th; new bitulithic pavement [ " some] 
{01/03/08 pOl,c3 East} 
Woodburn will pave 8 hlocks with bitulithic pavement; Cottage Grove may pave 6 [ + minor] 
{08/16/09 pOl,c4 Woodburn} 
Portland-Hood River road 
proposed road; Hood River, Cascade Locks, Latourelle Falls, Viento, The Dalles [ + much] 
{09/10108 pOI,c3 Automob.} and {1l/25/08 pOI,c4 New} 
engineer reports on a practical, likely route, present roads and RR beds to use [ + much] 
{12/01/08 pOI,c3 Proposed} 
Salem - growth & development 
Portland Realty Board excursion
 
gala tour via Oregon Electric RR (women in separate car); speeches, parade, etc. [+ much]
 
{04/07/08 pOl,c3 Salem}
 
Seaside - growth & development 
Rock Beach
 
new resort 8 miles south of Seaside; now on market; road to beach planned [ + some]
 
{07/06/09 pOl,c3 Rock}
 
Sunset Beach - growth & development 
buildings. lot sales
 
Bay Ocean Park too; bay boulevard construction; new hotel; 220 lots sold in May [ + much]
 
{07/02/09 pOl,c3 People}
 
cottages planned 
to build before next season: G. A. Cooper, A. Burkhardt, G. Reddway, P. Packard [ + some] 
{09/24/09 pOI,c3 Warehouse} 
new townsite and heach resort 
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H.	 W. Goddard controls building of new town on Nehalem Bay on new Pacific... RR [ + some] 
{12/02/08 pOI,c4 Sunset} and {12115108 pOI,c3 New} 
Trains - Oregon Electric RR 
coaches, Willamette bridge...
 
concrete stations; bridge described; coaches have Spanish cedar, green plush [ + much]
 
{04/07/08 pOI,c3 Salem}
 
Eugene to mouth of Siuslaw R.
 
surveying two proposed routes: tb,rough Irving and Franklin, or through Lorane [ + much]
 
{02/26/09 pOI ,c4 Surveying}
 
Forest Grove & Hillsboro line
 
Oregon Electric lioe opeos for service to Forest Grove and Hillsboro [ + some]
 
{10122108 pOI,c3 Jonesmore} and {101301O8 pOI,c3 Begin}
 
Warrenton - growth & development 
eastern capitalists
 
real estate investment by eastern capitalists who have extensively studied area [ + much]
 
{07/02/09 pOl,c5 Buying at}
 
Woodburn - growth & development 
l!Jl!inI: 
will pave 8 blocks with bitulitbic pavement by Oct. I [+ minor] 
{08/16/09 pOI,c4 Woodburn} 
----------------------
